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Abstract

Since the inception of the Resource Management Act in 1991 there has been "over a
decade of learning by central and local government, crown research institutes, and Maori
groups" (Harmsworth, 2005, pS), in working with the RMA. One area of learning has
been how to incorporate Maori values and concerns into planning, and in particular in
resource consent processing. A feature of the learning process has been the production of
guidance material by the Ministry for the Environment, the government agency with
responsibility for the RMA, to inform, advise and demonstrate best practice.

This body of work has been continually added to over the years, but there does not appear
to have been a review or study to establish the effectiveness of the guidance within
practice. This is of vital importance to the production of new guidance, as no lessons can
be learnt from the existing material and subsequently used in the production of new. This
thesis set out first to ascertain the extent of use of national guidance material relating to
Maori participation in planning and addressing issues of concern to them, and secondly to
establish the effectiveness of the guidance in achieving its goals.

The research incorporated a review of literature on participation and guidance, and a
content review of guidance material on this topic made publicly available by the Ministry
for the Environment. Key Informant interviews were carried out with regional and district
council planners, Iwi resource management specialists and planning consultants in three
case study areas to ascertain the use ofthis guidance material in practice. Findings from the
review of the literature, relevant guidance, and the case studies were used to determine the
effectiveness of the guidance material.

Surprisingly, there was almost no use and very little awareness of the national guidance
material by practitioners. The national material does not lack for content, but the existence
of many different publications on similar topics, and the fact that some were clearly
outdated, may partly account for its lack of use. There was no evidence of unwillingness
by practitioners to incorporate Maori values and concerns into the process, but this is
informed by such things as locally produced guidance and training workshops rather than
reference to national material. For many informants, the quality of relationships between
councils and Iwi/hapu was the key to guiding good process, rather than external written
material.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

"Government passes a broadly worded statute. The councils follow the

regulations containing broad language, open ended phrases, ambiguous

standards and the like. Then as years pass, the agency issues guidance,

explaining, interpreting, defining or often expanding the commands in

regulation. One guidance document may yield another and another and so

on ... Law is made, without notice or comment, without public participation".

(Noe & Graham2008, p108)

1.1 Maori Involvement in Planning

Maori have inhabited New Zealand, debatably for over 1000 years, and in doing so have

acquired comprehensive knowledge of New Zealand's resources and ecosystems. This

knowledge is intertwined in Maori cultural heritage which "some believe to be the

backbone of New Zealand identity" (Harrnsworth, 2005, p7). It is this cultural identity

that is unique to New Zealand, and an ever growing integral aspect of New Zealand life.

This'cultural identity' is expressed in a multitude of ways; one relevant to this research is

the incorporation of Maori specific sections in the national legislation and the Resource

Management Act (RMA) is no exception.

The Purpose and Principles of the RMA (part 2) contain over 20 sectors or subsections

that, at minimum, are required to be taken into account during decision-making. Of these

20 or so points, three are directly related to Maori concerns. These allow certain Maori

1



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

specific concerns to be taken into account within what is essentially a western

ethnocentric piece of legislation. However, as Young notes "Maori are not significantly

better off under the RMA because their capacity to plan themselves has not significantly

increased" (Young & Victoria University of Wellington 2001, pAS).

Since the inception of the RMA in 1991 there has been "over a decade of learning by

central and local government, crown research institutes, and Maori Groups"

(Harrnsworth, 2005, pS), in working with the Act. One issue that has continually arisen is

the differences in world views, aspirations and other matters between Maori and

Pakeha/Non-Maori (Klein 2000) within the RMA.

1.2 Research Problem

In an attempt to address these differences within the remit of the RMA and its associated

processes, a raft of material and documents has been produced to guide those involved

with understanding and incorporating Maori values and concerns. This has the purpose

of informing, advising, guiding a course of action or simply demonstrating best-practice.

Guidance comes in an array of formats and styles, and from a range of sources.

The Ministry for the Environment, as the governing body of the RMA, has itself produced

and published guidance throughout the life of the RMA. They have taken particular

responsibility for the formation of the guidance as it relates to Maori concerns within the

resource consent process.

To this end, an array of guidance has been produced and is available for use by those

involved in all aspects of the resource consent process. The national guidance produced

by the MfE is non-statutory, meaning that there is no obligation in law to follow its advice

or take into account the information it contains. This produces a quandary, if the users of

the guidance are not required to use the material, is the guidance used?

In developing the research problem it emerged that there is limited previous research on

the degree of use and effectiveness of the guidance within practice.

2



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Within New Zealand there has been no apparent review or study into the use and

usefulness, of national guidance on any subject, let alone to Maori concerns in the RMA.

To this end, this research aims to ascertain the level of use and the effectiveness of the

guidance relating to Maori concerns within the resource consent process. There has been

research into the content of "Good Practice Guidelines" (Harmsworth 2005), but not in the

effectiveness and scale of use.

This is particularly important when considering the formation of new guidance material,

as this limits the ability to judge the past successes and failures of the guidance material,

and thus inform future publications. If one publication is accessed and used over another

it is important to ascertain the reasons for this preference. If one is better with dealing

with a particular Maori concern than another, then the methods and processes it

recommends need to be known.

1.3 Aim

Does the current national formal guidance allow for consideration of Miiori values and

concerns within the resourceconsent process?

1.4 Research objectives

Objective 1. To review the theoretical underpinnings of guidance in relation to

communication, consultation, participation, eo-management, and the foundations

of the guidance itself.

Objective 2. To review the current national guidance documentation in relation

to Miiori values and concerns within the resource consent process.

Objective 3. Establish the use ofguidance documentation in practice.

Objective 4. Evaluate the usage and the content of the guidance documentation

and suggest possible improvements and highlight successes.

3



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.5 Organisation of the Study

This research will form a narrative, where each chapter leads into the next to help achieve

the aim. This narrative will begin with Chapter Two, which will address Objective One by

giving an overview of some of the ideas behind communication, participation and eo

management. It will then go on to outline the fundamental principles and influences

surrounding the notions and formation of guidance. With these findings the research will

goon to:

Chapter Three, which explores both the context in which the New Zealand national

guidance sits and the possible content of the guidance in relation to Maori values and

concerns. With the groundings of guidance in New Zealand firmly established, it will

then be possible to formulate the means to achieve the aim of this research, as will be

addressed in:

Chapter Four, that outlines the research methodology adopted for this study. It will state

the methods and processes that will be used to first produce the results and secondly

validate them within the study and the existing body of research. Using the methods

discussed the research will be able to start addressing the rest of the research objectives in:

Chapter Five which addresses Objective Two in reviewing the relevant existing guidance

for both its literal nature, i.e. its physical form and comparing the content to a set of

criteria drawn from Chapter Two. The information produced from this Chapter will be

used in:

Chapter Six, in which the focus is on the key findings from the case study interviews, in

keeping with Objective Three, identifying the key themes and ideas produced from the

research. These findings combined with the information from Chapter Two and the

review of the guidance from Chapter Five will be combined in:

Chapter Seven to discuss the findings, from the previous chapters to answer Objective

Four; logical thought and analysis is applied in relation to the findings and in doing so

draws the research towards its final conclusions in:

4



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Chapter Eight, which concludes the research by addressing the Aim of the research and

concluding the findings. A series of recommendations relating to the research will be

made in light of the findings of this research.

5



2.0 THEORETICAL BACKBONE

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the theoretical framework for this research. It relates to the first

research objective, which was to review the theoretical underpinnings of guidance in

relation to communication, consultation, participation, eo-management, and the

foundations of the guidance itself. Guidance documents communicate ideas, and inform

and direct practice. Understanding the theoretical basis for their existence is important in

considering what this guidance is attempting to achieve and how.

This research will use a range of theories, from the highly theoretical communicative and

democratic theories to the more practical participation theories, to set a framework for the

rest of the project (2.2 Planning theory). These theories were chosen because they offer

methods of bringing people and ideas into the planning process in which minority

groups, and in this case specifically indigenous peoples, can play an active role. Co

management and its associated theories (2.5 Co-management) give underlying support

for guidance documents because they join two sides or parties of a given issue: eo

management through process, and guidance through information and advice.

Cc-management has also been used by a number of theorists as good practice for the

incorporation of indigenous peoples in the decision-making process. In a later section of

this chapter, the theories around the guidance relating to practice will be introduced. The

planning sector lacks literature on guidance, especially within the New Zealand context.

Therefore, ideas will be drawn from other sectors which have developed guidance theory

and guidance frameworks (2.7 Guidance Theory).
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

2.2 Planning theory

It is important from the outset of this research to demonstrate why there is, historically, a

movement to a greater involvement of communities in managing resources, and

developing legal and institutional structures to facilitate this. These structures appear

both at the national scale where governments determine the management systems for

resources and on the local scale where communities (including indigenous communities)

manage local resources, and, as will later be discussed, conjunctions of the two.

One perspective on these structures comes from Ostrom who believes there is a need to

"manage our resources so as to ensure their long term viability" (1990, pl) since a form of

management over resources is needed to avoid environmental disaster. Hardin's much

cited 'Tragedy of the Commons' is used to demonstrate that "freedom (as opposed to

control) in the commons1 brings ruin to all" (1968, pI244). It is suggested by Ostrom that

"unless there is some common goal, coercion or ' special device' to make individuals act for

the common interest, rational self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their

common or group interests" (1990, p6, emphasis in original).

Ostrom used a combination of game theory: the "prisoner's dilemma" that demonstrates

that cooperation and trust "wins" and blind pursuit of self-interest "loses", in relation to

a "rational individual" (Flood 1958); and the "Logic of Collective Action" which

demonstrates that if everyone in a group has common interests, then they will act

collectively to achieve them (Olson 1965). Although Ostrom implies that these two

theories demonstrate humans will act rationally in the common interest, she argues that

"perfectly rational individuals can produce outcomes that are not rational when viewed

from the perspective of all those involved" (Ostrom 1990 p6). This idea that humans will

naturally act irrationally, as Hardin (1968) also suggests, when confronted with a

common resource, further demonstrates the need for external forces or collective

I The commons refers to resources that are open to all such as fisheries, water and lands without ownership.
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

agreement in any given resource system. There is a perceived need by Ostrom for

intervention, and (citing Ophuls 1973) argues that the "rationale for government with

major coercive powers is overwhelming" (1990, p8), given the evidence supplied by

Hardin's work. This"coercive force" (Ophuls 1973) is, in practice, the laws and

regulations administered by government and in this case specifically relating to common

resource use. Ostrom gives examples of various "interventions", both state and market

led, to guide the end result to the best possible outcomes.

What this view demonstrates is the need for a system of management, because as Ostrom

argues, it is not possible to rely on the people using those common resources to do so in a

manner that takes the common interest into account. Hardin himself in his later works

argues that if "ruin is to be avoided, people must be responsive to coercive forces outside

their individual psyches" (Hardin 1978, p314)

This "coercive force", top-down or bottom-up, is what the guidance in this research

attempts to implement. Guidance gives people the information and methods to act in a

way that takes others interests into account within a resource management framework, be

it the Resource Management Act (1991), or the traditional practices by Kaitiaki within the

Maori community.

With any established system of resource management, there is the formation of ideas and

theories to help explain what is being performed. These can involve both practical action

and, especially with indigenous resource management, incorporate spiritual and

metaphysical understandings. The theories behind planning are important because they

help people understand 'what planners should do, how their activities must be structured

and what their values ought to be' (Reiner 1990 cited in Hayward 2000 p48). This next

section will focus on 'western' approaches to planning or managing resources so that

wider interests than that of the individual are considered.

2.2.1 Western Planning Models

Sandercock (1998), Friedmann(1996) and Yiftachel (1989) have separately identified two

general trends in planning theory and practice. One is the move from a modernist

8



CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

approach to post-modem and beyond and second is the gulf between theory and practice

within the profession.

Sandercock (1998) describes the modernist/rational comprehensive planning model as

stemming from ideas of enlightenment (reason) and utopian (for the greater good) ideals

and the assumptions that the world has an internal logic. Through the knowledge and

experience of the professional, the world can be moulded to alleviate the social and

environmental issues of the time (Beauregard 1989). These ideas appear within planning

together with the optimism regarding the ability of science to bring about desired social

change, whether it is in organisations, development, problem solving or urban/regional

problems (Beauregard 2005).

In the later post-modem planning movements, such as social learning and the

communicative models (Sandercock 1998), reliance on professionalism and rational social

learning was shown to be problematic in the face of planning failures and a growing need

to give planning legitimacy. This legitimacy was gained by the inclusion of the people

and communities, for whom planners plan, within the decision making process (Arnstein

1969).

In relation to the theory-practice gap, Beauregard (1989) suggests that the practice of

planning has moved from the initial optimistic ideas about social change through

planning, to one more rooted in the procedure of planning, using formal processes such

as policy and decision making. At the same time, planning theory has shifted from a focus

on what planning as a profession is doing, starting with writers such as Howard (1902)

and Corbusier (1923) and their very practical design ideas, towards an almost neo-liberal

approach and agenda, to be achieved by deregulation of government, increased

communication and community involvement in decision making. This is often at odds

with what is happening"on the ground", and in this respect have been criticised as being

idealistic and in many aspects unrealistic (Tewdwr-Jones & Allmendinger 1998).

If this gap between theory and practice widens, the usefulness of theory within planning

may lessen or run contrary to the current practice. If theory preaches, for example,

deregulation and community decision-making, whilst a government or planning system

9



CHAPTER TWO: THEOREITCAL BACKBONE

strengthens or dismisses any form of participation, be it intentionally or through

misdirected regulations, then the gap will only increase. "Segregating theory and practice

in an applied discipline makes no sense" (Thompson 2000 p130) and planning theory is

expected to help dictate practice (Sandercock 1998). For this research it is apt to look at

three forms of theory that stem from both planning and a wider agenda: Communicative

planning, Democratic and Participatory theory. These will be examined to demonstrate

the need for inclusion in planning and hence the need for guidance to help facilitate this

role and bridge the theory-practice gap, and the methods of communication; integral to

the processes.

2.2.2 Communicative planning

Foley & Lauria (2000) describe communicative planning theory as being widely accepted

as a new paradigm for planning practice. It stresses the importance of collaborative

process and consensus building between two or more parties that have an active interest

in the outcome of a decision. This "new" communicative planning paradigm was formed

as a reaction to the rational and expert-led planning traditions (Forester 1993). Its focus is

on the active participation of communities in planning and encourages a more devolved

planning approach. The literature explores many associated aspects such as issues of

inequality, empowerment, access to information and the necessity for all voices to be

heard.

A general accord from the writers on communicative planning is that the ideas behind the

concept stem from the writings of Jiirgen Habermas, (1984, 1990 and 1996), a German

philosopher. Habermas argued for a rational approach to decision-making where the

settling of disputes occurs through a process of critical argument between equal

individuals. Participants engage in open debates and"communication will no longer be

distorted by the effects of power, self interest and ignorance" (Norris cited in Tewdwr

[ones & Allmendinger 1998, p7).

The work of Habermas has been influential on communicative planning, giving rise to

approaches variously called by Forester 'communicative planning' (1989) and

'argumentative planning' (1993) and by Healy 'planning through debate' (1992),

10



CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

'inclusionary discourse' (1994) and 'collaborative planning' (1997). The common

components of communicative planning are summarized below, drawing from Healy

(1997) in Vanstone (2003):

~ Forms of knowledge are socially constructed.

~ Development and communication of knowledge take many forms.

~ People learn through social interactions and in social contexts.

~ Relations of power have the potential to oppress and dominate.

~ Public policies need to incorporate different types of knowledge and

reasoning.

~ Consensus-building practices can lead to building cultures.

~ Context and practice are socially constituted together.

Table 1 - Summary of the Components of Communicative Planning
2003)

(Healy in Vanstone

Healey (1997)considered that the creation of public policy should involve collaboration of

all those with an interest or a "stake" in the place affected by the policies. This

incorporation of differing parties or stakeholders leads to a range of forms of knowledge

and differing methods of communication. These ideas from communicative planning

theorists and also notions from the 'logic of collective action' (Olson 1965), have led to a

disregard of individual competitive bargaining and a move toward collaborative

consensus building. This paradigm shift is remarkable, in that "the emphasis [of

communicative planning] is less on what the planner knows and more on how they use

knowledge and distribute their knowledge, less on their ability to solve problems, more

on opening up debate about them" (Sandercock 1998 p94). This gives planners a different

legitimacy within society, and moves away from "professional expertise and efficiency,

toward ethical commitment and equality" (Sandercock 1998 p97).

Critics of communicative planning consider that it is too focused on the process rather

than the end result (Friedmann 1998). They also believe that consensus is an ideal and

11



CHAPTER lWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

unrealistic, given the resources needed and the situations in which it needs to occur

(Himmelman 1994). Another major criticism is the necessity for consensus within

communicative planning; this will be discussed in Section 2.3

2.2.3 Democratic theory

Taken at face value, the theory of communicative planning mirrors the democratic

theories of the post-modem era as both are based on increasing participation and the

processes they describe becoming more community orientated.

The view that good planning and decision-making can come from debate, parallels the

concepts of deliberative or participatory democracy. Writers on democracy argue it needs

to become "increasingly discursive, educational, oriented to truly public interests and

needful of active citizenships" (Dryzek 1990 p13), and "always opposed to aggregation

and to the strategic behaviour encouraged by voting and bargaining" (Bohman 1998

p400). This notion of democracy focuses on the rhetorical possibilities in forming policy,

whereby consensus needs to be reached between all the interested parties, which in many

cases, could be viewed to be the general populace as a whole. In reality, democracy takes

a representative (liberal) form, where citizens elect a representative to help fulfil their

desires for a role in governance. The citizens' role is primarily focused on voting to elect a

representative, reducing the number of people involved in decision-making, decisions

produced through either consensus or majority vote. Writers such as Bohman (1998) and

Dryzek (1990) argue that representative democracy is "dominated by voting, strategies,

private interests, exchange spectacle and limited involvement" (Dryzek 1990, p.13). To

resolve this, Barber suggests "there is little wrong with liberal (representative) institutions

that a strong dose of political participation and reactivated citizenship cannot cure" (cited

in Dryzek 1990, p119).

Deliberative democracy is often thought to encourage better leadership and participation

of indigenous peoples (Cheyne 1999). One of the foundations of this form of democracy is

that everyone should be heard, thus allowing for the inclusion of all minorities. However,

12



CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

the reality is far from that simple, as Dryzek (1990) observes that this form of democracy

does not give additional emphasis to those who may be already disempowered.

2.2.4 Participation theory

Consultation and participation are often considered to be the same thing, but for the

purposes of this research, it is important to tease these ideas apart. The differences

between the two have been highlighted within practice, particularly within the impact

assessment realm (Roberts 1995, The World Bank 1999, Andre 2006). Generally it is seen

that consultation is more "controlled, linear and static" (Roberts 1995), whereas

participation is deemed to be more "adaptive, dynamic and inclusive" (The World Bank

1999). These concepts certainly differ, but there is also an understanding that there are

areas of crossover between them when put into practice. A number of writers have

explored these concepts in detail.

Figure 1 - Ladder of Public Participation
1969)

(Arnstein

The much cited "ladder of public participation" (Amstein 1969) helps illustrate the

differences and levels of communication and involvement between government and

13



CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKBONE

community. Arnstein's aim was to illustrate the significant gradations of citizen

participation using a simplified eight rung "ladder". Ranging from non participation and

tokenism to citizen the power, each rung corresponds to the extent of citizens' influence in

determining the final decision of a given decision-making process (Arnstein 1969). The

further up the ladder, the more effective the level of participation and citizen

involvement. Arnstein developed the model relating to the "have not's" or

disempowered within American society. She argued that participation is "the means by

which they [in this case, the have not's] can induce significant reform which enables them

to share in the benefits of the affluent society" (1969,p216).

The ladder and its related concepts have been criticised for the presumption that the

higher the perceived rung, the better the participation is, i.e. 'unless real power is

afforded citizens, the involvement is not valid' (lackson 2001, p138). This argument does

not take into account the possibility that the level of participation could and should fit the

specific situation. A Work by Rosener (cited in [ackson 2001 p137), "introduced the need

to set goals and objectives to citizen participation" through determining an appropriate

level of shared decision-making or consensus for a given situation. Taking these ideas

into account, others built on Arnstein's work.

Dorcey et al (1994) (in [ackson 2001) proposed a "spectrum of public involvement". This

"spectrum" has eight levels of increasing interaction, influence and commitment. As seen

in Figure 2 - 'Spectrum of Public Involvement

(Dorcey et a11994)the levels range from informs and educate to ongoing involvement.

Inform Educate
Gather Consult on

Information Reactions
Perspectives

Define
Issues

Test Ideas,
seek advice

Seek
consensus

Ongoing
Involment

-----------------------------------------------.
Increasing levelof interaction

Increasing commitment, costandtime

Figure 2 - 'Spectrum of Public Involvement
1994)

(Dorcey et al
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CHAPTERTWO: THEORmCAL BACKBONE

Dorcey et al's (1994) spectrum differs from Arnstein's structure because there is no

implied criticism of the lower end of the spectrum. Instead, he suggests that each point

may be appropriate, given the situation, and depending on the context and decision to be

made.

[ackson takes a different perspective, that no single point on the spectrum can be used on

its own, but that each previous point will have to be employed. For example, to "consult

on reactions" you will also have to "inform", "educate" and "gather information" (2001,

p140). [ackson (2001) takes Dorcey et aI's (1994) spectrum and adds a strategic element to

the framework consisting of: "identifying and analysing stakeholders; and setting the

appropriate objectives" (1994 p135). This notion of identifying and analysing stakeholders

raises the question of which stakeholders should be chosen, rather than allowing for an

open process where all may be involved in some form or another. This leads back to the

debate over deliberative versus representative democracy.

A further issue is that the setting of objectives may lead to limiting the range of topics that

can be covered in the participation process, but on the other hand, setting objectives may

alleviate criticism of Habermas (Section 2.2.2) and some of the communicative theorists of

being too focused on the process and not the result.

Both Arnstein's (1969) "ladder" and Dorsey et aI's (1994) "spectrum" are aiming to

improve participation by better understanding of its different manifestations. They give

stakeholders the ability to point at a graph and say 'there we are', and identify a point to

which they can aspire. A different approach is taken by Webler & Tuler (2002) who

approached the issue of what is effective participation with the twin notions of "Fairness

and Competence". Fairness relates to what people are allowed to do within a

participatory process and involves the necessary opportunity for participants to:

~ Attend (be present)

~ Initiate (make statements)

~ Participate in the discussion (ask for clarification, challenge, answer and argue)
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~ Participate in the decision-making (resolve disagreements and bringabout closure)

(Webler & Tuler 2002, p182)

These notions highlight what Webler & Tuler class as the three basic activities of public

participation: agenda and rule making, moderation and rule enforcement, and

substantive discussion of the issue.

Competence refers to construction of the best possible understandings and agreements, in

the context of knowledge that is accessible at the time of the discourse. Competence is

broken down into two necessities:

~ Access to information and its interpretations

~ Use of the best available procedures for knowledge selection

(Webler & Tuler 2002, p182)

What makes this approach different is that it does not set a lineal process such as

Amstein's (1969) "ladder", but allows for flexibility that allows often vastly differing

situations to be taken into account, similarly with Dorcey et al's (1994) "spectrum". Its

focus is on the process being observed to be both Fair and Competent, as seen by all

participants, rather than a focus on the outcome of the process.

The theories mentioned in this section show a general trend in the understanding of

participation, viewing it on its own merits, but within the context of the decision-making

process. Issues of capacity are also considered, with the idea that the degree of

participation must fit the situation.

2.3 The problem of Consensus

There are a number of critiques of communicative planning theory and the associated

deliberative democracy. One issue is the lack of importance attached to outcomes. The

theories are very focused on the process by which to achieve an outcome but not

necessarily focused on the goal itself.
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Communicative planning theory and deliberative democracy suggest that the ideal

outcome would be a consensus between parties, and an agreement on a decision,

implying that all parties have had equal input. The two theories base this consensus in an

,arena' that is outside influences such as politics, power and capacity, so that they do not

impact upon the process (Fainstein 2000). Both also rely on the judgment of the

participants involved to reach "reasoned consensus on normative judgments" (Dryzek

1990b, p.53), and being a decision made without influence. Tewdwr-Jones &

Allmendinger (1998) question whether this reasoned consensus is possible or even

desirable in a world of increasing difference. It is this difference that these theories avoid

by placing the process of the decision-making outside of 'real world'. Dryzek states that

"an over arching consensus may be unattainable in reality (1990, p.53). So if the aim is

consensus and this is unattainable, then what is the goal of the process as a whole?

A line of recent writers argue that difference, conflict and 'strife' need to be recognised

within the decision-making process (Mouffe 1998, Hillier 2003, Pleger 2004), rather than

stifled within 'consensus'. It is even suggested by Wittgenstein that this conflict is the core

to any process, because without it "we have got slippery ice where there is no friction and

so in a certain sense conditions are ideal, but also just because of that we are unable to

walk" (cited in Mouffe 1998, p750-751). Wittgenstien implies that the focus on a rational

process and thus a rational consensus, sidesteps substantive input. This input, (as argued

by Mouffe 1998) is the outside influences and conflict that Habermas tries to avoid in his

rational theory.

Mouffe (1998) suggests that this process's role is still to facilitate decisions, but in doing so

should embrace conflict, and view disagreements not as between 'enemies' (Antagonism),

where the conflict is 'unsolvable' except through the use of power (legal means), but

instead between adversaries. This alternative she calls'Agonism'? and recognises that

conflict defines the parties and their 'mutually dependent relationship' (Ploger 2004).

Agonism should not be seen as a problem to be solved but as a potentially positive

2 Also known as 'agonistic pluralism' (Mouffe 1998).
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acknowledgement of difference and conflict within the decision-making process,

respecting difference without suppressing values (Pleger 2004).

While consensus implies there should be long term resolution with the negation of

conflict, agonism takes the view that an agreement may be short term, as the conflict is

only resolved for the one circumstance. This is at odds with planning practice where if a

decision is reached, and implemented, then the conflict is deemed ' solved' and so

relegated out of any future issues.

With communicative planning theory and deliberative democracy, there is an expectation

that all parties will be included, but agonism writers see this as an unrealistic ideal, and

that exclusion must happen for there to be an end result (Pleger 2004, Mouffe, 1998). Not

everyone will always be able to be involved in or to agree on a decision, hence consensus

will be partial and there will always be a form of exclusion in the process. Agonisim

recognises this reality, and suggests that even with exclusion there should always be a

respect within the process for the views of other parties.

These ideas do not negate the influence of communicative and democratic theories on

planning practice, but instead allow the discourse to be more realistic. As Moufe quips

"there is no 'special place' for the moral high ground of impartiality" (1998, p752) that

these theories seem to imply. Recognising that consensus is not always possible opens the

door to seeing the exercise as a form of social learning for the participants in decision

making. "Through such discursive practices, people learn about each other, about

different points of view and come to reflect on their own point of view" (Healey 1997,

p.195). So if the end result does not lead to a unified consensus, then the process itself can

still reward the participants through the knowledge gained. In short, agonism is seen as

"a way to try to acknowledge and respect the permanent conflicts in political

communication within diverse societies' (Pleger 2004, p.84).

Other issues raised by the theories covered in this section revolve around capacity and

trust. It is acknowledged that even if consensus is possible, the resources to achieve it may

far out-weigh the positive gains. The decision-making process may also fail to take into
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account past histories, and the ability of a group to partake in these activities through

internal constraints such as time and money.

2.4 Indigenous involvement

The previous section deals with the theoretical ideas behind communicative theory,

participation and their associated issues. However the focus of this research is on

indigenous peoples (Maori in New Zealand) and the guidance surrounding them, so this

next section will focus on the ideas surrounding the involvement and participation of

indigenous peoples as a group within the decision-making and planning process and

demonstrate some more practical methods of involvement and communication that have

been widely accepted and used with indigenous communities.

The grounds for the inclusion of indigenous peoples are three fold. First, there are ethical

and moral considerations. The basic concept that with the "injustices" of the past (Coates

1998, Berkes 1991) experienced during colonization and the general loss of land and

subsequent loss culture by the associated indigenous peoples (Roue & Nakashima 2002),

current governments should take responsibility for these past actions (Mamdani 2002)

and in doing so incorporate the indigenous peoples into the management of their former

resources (Berkes 1991). Secondly, through the legal inclusion of indigenous peoples

through the passing of legislation that incorporates indigenous peoples, such as the

Resource Management Act (1991) in New Zealand (discussed in Chapter Three) or the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Act (2005) in Australia, these communities have

gained further powers within the decision-making process. Historically, legislation has

been used to limit indigenous peoples, assimilating them into the dominant culture at the

expense of their own, and in many cases alienating their traditional abilities to manage

their resources (Durie 2005). Contrary to this historical interpretation, in modem

legislation, the inclusion of indigenous peoples is perceived as an important step forward

(young 2001). However, it has been noted that there is often unwillingness and non

interest in implementing this inclusion both politically and by the general non-indigenous

public (McIntosh 2003, Stephenson 2001, Kawharu 2002). As Young argues these "special

interests [indigenous] are generally better off" (2001, p32) being recognized in modem
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legislation. Yet these issues often arise, but are stifled by 'belligerence, ignorance and lack

of understanding' (Kawharu 2002 p 326).

The final consideration for the inclusion of indigenous peoples within the decision

making process and planning is a matter of best practice. Christensen (Cited in Paci et al.

2002, p112) notes indigenous people "[have] managed natural resources for thousands of

years", and have had management systems in place before the establishment of the

current governmental regime of resource management. It would be fair to say that the

experiences of these peoples over the centuries would be beneficial to any process and

decision-making that value participation.

However it is important, claims Stevens & De Lacy not to "over-romanticize indigenous

people's land use, resource management and conservation values" (1997, p.21), because

no single resource management system is perfect. Claims about relating to indigenous

knowledge have had a tendency to be exaggerated and often need a 'reality check'

(Chaplin 1998 cited in Berkes et al. (2000), particularly in contextualizing this historical

knowledge into modem terms, especially when dealing with western ethnocentric

processes.

The singling out of indigenous peoples to have specific rights with decision-making and

planning is not without its critics. In New Zealand's case "[sjome non- Maori resent

policies and programmes that they perceive as privileging Maori over'ordinary people'"

(McIntosh 2003 p7). It has even been likened to apartheid strategies where privileges are

given out on the basis of race (Fleras & Spoonley 1999). In many cases indigenous peoples

are the only stakeholders within a process to be singled out for inclusion beyond their

rights as citizens. Parekh argues, there is a "need to give them [indigenous peoples] rights

not available to others, the purpose of which is to draw the group's involvement into

mainstream society and give substance to the principle of equal citizenship"(1997 p262).

While some of the additional rights are meant to recognise knowledge, to equalize

indigenous peoples with others stakeholders in the process, others are in place to promote

collective goals such as cultural diversity, or to give effect to 'rights' previously granted in

treaties, or other national or international agreements.
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To allow for all these issues to be taken into account, there have been various methods

used to incorporate indigenous peoples into the decision-making and planning process.

One such suite of methods is known as eo-management (Berkes et al. 1991), and its

definitions demonstrate the range of power-sharing options available to indigenous

groups and communities.

2.5 Cc-management

The theories surrounding eo-management were in part founded with the increased

acknowledgement of the importance of the inclusion of groups outside of mainstream

decision-making, such as indigenous peoples, and their desire for involvement in

resource management (Horsley 2000). It needs to be acknowledged that eo-management

in its various forms is not a new concept; it has existed within forms of partnership over

resources for many years and in many different countries. What is new, is how it has been

adopted to further the progress of indigenous peoples in resource management and

demonstrate the possibilities for this kind of resource management.

Cc-management has no single definition, one of the difficulties being the variety of

possible arrangements that can be classified under eo-management (Tipa 2002). These

arrangements are negotiated within their specific context, hence there is no set definition.

This uncertainty surrounding eo-management could lead to the exclusion of certain

groups within a system because it would be unknown where certain groups fit or what

expectations are required of them or other parties. It is quite plausible that because of

these issues, existing disparity between groups could be reinforced depending on the

resources and capacity of each group (Tipa 2002). Writers on eo-management have

attempted to give some clarity to this issue. Berkes (1991, 1994) has identified four

categories of eo-management relating to the power sharing relationships between the

parties involved.
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2.5.1 Dual management

One type of co-management can be defined where the"CO" if referred to in terms means

"dual" (Berkes 1991), distinguishing between government or another authoritative

organisation and a group of people or a community. It refers to a situation where a

resource is owned by the state but used by the people as a right, and management

responsibilities are shared in some way. This management system falls between local and

national governance and both sides have specific management responsibilities, but the

overall responsibility for the resource does not lie with either party. A good example

would be common lands of the United Kingdom and the national fisheries of many

countries (Tipa 2002). Issues with this form of eo- management relate to government

policies of ownership of resources conflicting with local users. Berkes (1994) highlights

issues where the concept of personal ownership may not be familiar certain cultures and

communities. Resources are governed through customary practice and collective property

rights, insomuch as the resource is not owned by a single person but by the community as

a whole (Tipa 2002). The reliance of this form of eo-management on two players restricts

management options while at the same time never defining the role of either party. In

practice it usually involves a powerful agent (government) giving limited powers to the

community, while ultimately holding the power without the responsibility.

2.5.2 Co-operative Management

Co-operative management is a system where communities are acknowledged as being

able to contribute to a management process and have "meaningful" input (Berkes 1991).

Sen & Nielsen (1996) differentiate this form of co-management by implying that there is a

level of equality between partners, where each side maintains "its own identity and

independence" (Tipa 2002, p.43). The lack of definition and possible disparities between

partners, both in the capacity to be meaningfully involved and historical issues such as

trust and alienation, means success is unlikely (Tipa 2002). For instance, the relationship

between a large mining company and a small rural community, it is not realistic to expect

there to be equal levels of power over decision-making between these two groups over a

single resource.
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2.5.3 Collaborative Management

Borrini-Feyerabend defines collaborative management as: "a situation in which some or all

of the relevant stakeholders... are involved in a substantial way in management activities.

Specifically, in a collaborative management process the agency with jurisdiction develops

a partnership with other relevant stakeholders which specifies and guarantees their

respective functions, rights and responsibilities" (1996 p12 emphasis in original). Horsley

(2000) similarly defines collaborative management as partnership and sharing the

management of a specific area or resource. The emphasis is on the collaboration between

stakeholders in management, usually between government and the community.

Management refers to a range of functions, powers and responsibilities, and can include

local or traditional management systems. Borrini-Feyerabend (1996) suggests that

~ A consideration of rights is essential;

~ Agreements involve power sharing;

~ 'Government' can refer to national, regional or local government;

~ 'Community' can be defined in spatial terms, by economic activity or by

membership of a specific social group;

~ Stakeholders have to agree on the specifics of the management agreement, thus

emphasising the equal status of the parties to the agreement.

(Cited in Tipa 2002 p45)

In terms of the communicative theories of Habermas (1994), collaborative management

can be described as two or more parties combining to formulate a collective solution to an

issue. Forester (1996) suggests that collaboration acts is a process in which stakeholders

can act together and find new solutions. Again, the relative capacity between groups may

be an issue and also the defining of roles within the management system. Yet Huxham

argues that such issues can be resolved by "exchanging information, altering activities,
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sharing resources and enhancing the capacity of another for mutual benefit and to achieve

a common purpose" (cited in Tipa 2002 p 46).

2.5.4 Community Management

"Community-based resource management is based on the assumption that communities

are best able to understand and act on their own needs" (Tipa 2002, p47). The focus of this

form of eo-management is firmly on the community and the people it contains. Which

make it particularly appealing to communities who have, for example, been managing

resources outside of the government's mandate for generations, such as indigenous

groups. This relies heavily on the notions of a devolved government and a 'bottom' up

approach.

The question arises with community management regarding the involvement of

government within the management framework. Is there a partnership, similar to the

other definitions between government and the people, or is decision-making dominated

now by the community? Tipa (2002) suggests that the important distinction is the level of

government participation, i.e. the amount government delegate accountability and

responsibility of the resource to the community as opposed to being directly involved.

Government can also be involved in supplying capacity for the management of the

resource. This form of eo-management is particularly appealing to indigenous

communities who may have been disempowered over the course of history, while still

retaining reliance and traditional management practices associated with a given resource.

Issues relating to this form of eo-management include deciding who comprises the

,community' and internal issues of capacity relating to involvement are also crucial for

each given community, because the necessary resources may be disproportionably

weighted to one specific group. There are also potential issues relating to the ability of a

community to effectively manage a resource, problems surrounding accountability, and

the cost of the management to the community.

These four categories of eo-management show a range of possible interpretations (Berkes

1991, 1994). In general, it is seen as a "bridge between government-based systems and
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local level systems" (Berkes in Plummer & Fitzgibbon 2004, p878). It has been compared

to Arnstein's (1969) ladder of public participation by Berkes (1991) insomuch as there are

differing levels of community involvement throughout the definitions, but serious issues

of capacity, trust, definition of process and rights within these management systems

remain. A writer on eo-management, Yandle (2003) agrees with Berkes (1994) that the

idea of the bridge is the established conceptualisation, but goes further by incorporating a

more 'integrative' understanding in involving bureaucracy, community and market

based systems, and placing eo-management at the nexus of the three. The incorporation

of market-based systems into eo-management is a more realistic, broadening of eo

management to incorporate all potential resource users, and the fuller spectrum of

community groups.

Cc-management generally deals with common resources that have no direct individual

private ownership, and a well established area for eo-management is in the use of

national and local fisheries (Tipa 2002). These systems require a specific management

regime that is best suited to the resource in question. In contrast to Ostrom (1990), who

suggests governmental and market-based systems should control the community in its

use of the resource as a coercive force, eo-management firmly emphasises the importance

of community within resource management systems.

2.6 Conclusion

Whatever form of decision-making occurs, where two or more parties are involved in a

process, there will be some degree of debate and conflict. As the previous section has

shown, a knowledge of the systems involved within decision-making help establish the

appropriate levels of communication and involvement so that all parties will be satisfied

with the end result, or at least acknowledge that their "voice has been heard". Guidance

on decision-making processes is a practical way to assist parties to engage in good

process and produce better outcomes.
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2.7 Guidance Theory

This section will address the nature of guidance, layout where guidance comes from,

what it is trying to achieve and the issues surrounding its promulgation.

It is important to note two aspects of this section before getting further into this section.

The first is the context and the literature surrounding guidance itself. When the word

guidance is used within this section, it is referred to within the New Zealand context, as a

non-statutory piece of work, in whatever format, aimed to give effect to a statutory

framework, which in this case is Resource Management Act (1991) (discussed further in

Chapter Three). This is dissimilar to the planning guidance documents produced in the

VK, for example the 'Regional Policy Guidance'. These are more akin to the National

Policy Statements in New Zealand as a higher level statutory document. A similar

publication to the type of guidance being looked at here is the 'Planning Advice Notes' for

Scotland, which provide guidance on a range of subjects involved within planning,

produced by a statutory authority, but which are not statutory within the planning

regime.

Secondly, there is little previous research on planning guidance and especially within the

New Zealand context. To try and ascertain a coherent idea of the thoughts and process

that lie behind non-statutory guidance, this research has had to look outside the planning

related fields to other disciplines that have a history of research on this subject, primarily

research into clinical guidance from the medical sector. This proved useful in giving a

structured consideration of the practice of guidance. The financial sector also was of some

assistance, and the theories of policy process allow the context of planning guidance to be

placed in perspective.
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2.7.1 What is planningguidance?

Planning guidance "provide[s] advice on good practice and other relevant information"

(Lloyd & Rowan-Robinson 1992, p94). This is not dissimilar to best practice, described as

"processes and activities that have been shown in practice to be the most effective"

(www.qualityplanning.org.nz). Both guidance and best practice can thus be seen as a

source of information for the parties involved in a given process that advises, informs and

gives direction to an action. The 'Quality Planning' website

(www.qualityplanning.org.nz). is a source of guidance material endorsed and by the

governmental body with supervision over planning, the Ministry for the Environment

(MfE), which in itself is a producer of guidance material. It identifies best practice to be

similar to a learning process, taking into account both success and acknowledging

"pitfalls and mistakes" (www.qualityplanning.org.nz). Shaneyfelt et al. (1999) and

Cabana et al. (1999) suggest that the key importance of guidance lies in its ability to

decrease inappropriate variation within practice and should, therefore lead to better

results for parties involved through increased surety of process.

Planning specific guidance can appear in many forms, from a printed document such as

Kaimoana Survey Guidelines for Hapu and Iwi (MfE, 2003), an oral presentation or a taught

course on a specific subject such as the Treaty of Waitangi training for council (Crengle

1993). It is important to understand that planning guidance is there to improve practice,

but it is worth noting that there is a link to legislation, as guidance reflects, or at least

attempts to reflect, the trends within practice within the context of the legal planning

framework. This is depicted in Figure 3 - Generalised Statutory Framework:
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Statutory Framework

National

Regional and Local

Legislation -Law enacted
by a legislative body

1 Guidance
A detailed plan or

Rule-A principle or explanation to guide
condition that parties in setting
customarily governs standards or
behaviour determining a

course ofaction

1
Regulation- Limits that

are linked to rules and
legislation

Figure 3 - Generalised Statutory Framework

Broken down very simply and referring to the RMA, as in the diagram above, legislation

is enacted at a national (state) level. Rules are, in the case of the RMA, generally formed at

the regional and local level and give limits to actions within the planning regimes. Rules

may differ between different locations and authorities, expressing the regional and local

variations inherent within resource management. One aspect they all have in common is

that there is a level of enforcement attached and a form of penalty in case of deviation

from the statutory framework. Guidelines give effect to this statutory framework by

,guiding' or 'advising' the process involved within the statutory framework, but without

being enforceable. There is no reason to not follow best practice or planning guidance, but

at the same time there is nothing to compel compliance.

Noe & Graham (2008) suggest that the line between the statutory framework and the

guidance blurs at times. They note (referring to US financial guidance) that "statements

and guidance should not be issued if they portend binding substantive standards or

obligations" (2008, pl05) insomuch as guidance could be used 'in lieu' of regulations, and

thus fail to observe any procedural safeguards. These safeguards involve accountability to
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the processes which the statutory framework adheres; this may include levels of

consultation and inclusion within the formation process. Noe & Graham (2008) predict a

situation where the boundary between guidance and the statutory framework could be

over-stepped:

"Government passes a broadly worded statute. The agencies/councils follow

the regulations containing broad language, open ended phrases, ambiguous

standards and the like. Then as years pass, the agency issues circulars or

guidance or memoranda, explaining, interpreting, defining or often expanding

the commands in regulation. One guidance document may yield another and

another and so on ... Law is made, without notice or comment, without public

participation". (Noe & Graham 2008, p108)

New Zealand's Quality Planning website has produced a list of the attributes that reflect

good practice and good guidance that counter, in part, some of the issues raised by Noe &

Graham. It suggests that if guidance or best practice is to be accepted among practitioners

it needs to be legally robust, insomuch as it is accepted to be legally sound and

appropriate, and that the information contained within the guidance has better outcomes

that can be achieved by alternative methods. The site encourages consistency throughout

the range of planning guidance, both nationally and internationally, and guidance that it

is adaptable to changes in practice and legislation (qualityplanning online: 2009).

• Acceptance among practitioners

• Legally robust

• Best outcomes

• Consistent outcomes

• Best value for money

• Best fit

• Consistency with NZ or overseas standards

• Adaptability

• Stakeholder acceptability

Figure 4 - Sample Best Practice Criteria
(www.qualityplanning.org.nz)
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2.8 Policy process

As planning guidance is linked to legislation, it is important to explore how the

legislation is created, for what aspects and at what point the guidance comes into play.

The production of legislation stems from policy, a process in which "problems get

conceptualized and brought to government for solution; governmental institutions

formulate alternatives and select policy solutions; and those solutions get implemented,

evaluated and revised" (Sabatier 2007, p3).

This policy process or cycle is a way to demonstrate the life span of a policy within

government and also its adherent legislation. The initial idea of a conceptualised policy

process stems from the work of Lasswell (1956), in which he framed a "conceptual map

[that] must provide a guide to obtaining a generalistic image of the major phases of any

collective art" (cited in Sabatier 2007, p20). He formulated a process from the ideas of

knowledge, within and of the policy process. He suggested seven stages that he would

later call "the decision process" (Lasswell 1956). Brewer (1974) who was a student of

Lasswell, suggests a derivative list that has commonly been used as a basis for other work

within the field of policy process, as the work by [ann & Wegrich (2007) demonstrates.

T .1956) 1974, Ja.nn&·.Wegricb2()07)
Intelligence Initiation Agenda Setting

Promotion Estimation Policy Formation

Prescription Selection Decision making

Invocation Implementation Implementation

Application Evaluation Evaluation (monitoring)

Termination Termination

Appraisal

Table 2 - Ideas of Policy Process

Though these three processes differ in the use of wording and the number of steps taken,

there is a general consensus between them about the content of the process. The initial

stages include the conceptualization of the problem that needs to be addressed, a

comprehensive analysis of the problem, and goal setting-
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intelligence/promotion/prescription, initiation/estimation and agenda setting/policy formation

from Table 2 - Ideas of Policy ProcessThis is followed by the exploration of alternatives, to

give legitimacy to the chosen course of action (DeLeon 1999) by demonstrating that it is

the best possible route to attaining the goal-invocation, selection anddecision-making. Next

is the application/ implementation stage from Table 2 - Ideas of Policy Process, where the

policy is adopted, generally through law/legislation. The three policy processes diverge

slightly here with the inclusion in the earlier models of termination and its conspicuous

absence in [ann & Wegrich (2007). As the name termination suggests, it is the dissolving of

policy and its removal from the public realm. This may be seen as the reaching of a goal,

'solving' the issue the policy was enacted to deal with, or the changing the policy through

the evaluation of its effectiveness and amendments to increase its usefulness and

efficiency (Frantz 1992). Importantly there is also the appraisal and evaluation (monitoring)

phase of the processes. This is where after the implementation of a policy, work is carried

out to ascertain whether the policy has been effective in its goal or issue resolution

(Sabatier 2007).

These processes are criticised for being a far too simplistic conceptualization of a complex

subject, taking no other issues into account. They are lineal in nature, suggesting that each

stage must come in sequence rather than there being the ability to be flexible in an

approach (Nakamura, 1987; Sabatier, 1991; Sabatier and [enkins-Smith, 1993 in Sabatier

2007). However, it is still a useful, though basic, demonstration of what is called the

'policy cycle'.

Various writers in political theory focus their work on a particular stage such as

Mazmanian & Sabatier (1981) with the role of implementation, and Mark et al. (2000) with

their work on evaluation of policy. What they all agree upon is the necessity to not view

each stage as purely a step in a process, but that in some way they are all linked, at some

point forming more of a cycle rather than a lineal process (Mark et al. 2000) .
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Agenda Setting

Policy Fonnation

Figure 5 - Policy Cycle
(2007)

Decision making

(adapted from Jann & Wegrich

Transferring [ann & Wegrich's (2007) proposed policy process into a cycle helps illustrate

the process and answers a number of the critics of policy process. Each stage is linked,

and implies that the policy is accountable to itself through the evaluation process. It gives

legitimacy through a set process (Jann & Wegrich 2007) and could be presumed to

incorporate "procedural safeguards" that reduce undesired effects (Noe & Graham 2008).

In contrast, while guidance must have a process by which it is formed, unlike the policy

process, there is no statutory or legal accountability for review or for the end result.

Because of this, guidance is more akin to a time-fixed academic article rather than the

policy to which it is supposed to be giving effect. Figure 6 - Guidance Production

Processis a simplistic estimation of the guidance formation process; it is based in part on

the process by Jann & Wegrich (2007) and using statements of the Quality Planning

website (Qualityplanning) 2009.
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Agenda Setting Guidance Formation Decision Making Publication

Figure 6 - Guidance Production Process

Agenda Setting is the realisation of the issue. For planning guidance to be of any practical

use there must be a reason for its existence and this will also shape the form of the

guidance. For example, a guidance document informing of an amendment to the RMA

will have a different structure to a piece of guidance on consultation best practice with

tangata whenua. Guidance Formation is the point where there is a presumed collection of

information to help formulate the guidance in itself, and an investigation into the best

practice for a specific subject. Then with all the information gathered, there is the Decision

Making process, in which all the information is placed together and the alternatives to the

guidance are investigated, with the final product being decided upon and produced. As

previously mentioned, Quality-Planning suggests that guidance should be peer reviewed

by practitioners within the field, but does not stipulate the process involved or the

standards to which they aspire outside of their criterion of the attributes.

Subsequent to the production of guidance, it is then published or placed within the public

realm Here, compared to policy, is the biggest difference. Whereas policy is generally

actively implemented through a number of different mechanicians (Mazmanian &

Sabatier 1981), there is no indication that planning guidance is implemented or promoted

outside of simply being published, i.e. being placed in the public realm, and certainly no

visible and continual promotion of the guidance. The evaluation and monitoring of the

effectiveness of the guidance in its aims and objectives appears to be absent or un-stated

and so it seems unlikely that there would be an associated termination process.

As previously mentioned termination is an important step in these processes and

especially for the guidance, as policy and practice evolves and is amended over time and

the guidance must evolve with it. Certain legislation within New Zealand contains "living

documents" (Coates 1998), meaning sections and their interpretations that change over

time thus the guidance must adapt to these changes, insomuch as the guidance has the

ability to be dynamic in nature. Other issues such as "innovations in process, changes in
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technology, and changes in law" (qualityplanning online: 2009), are all external forces on

guidance that will impact on its effectiveness.

With no apparent monitoring of the guidance after publishing, it would therefore

presumably be hard to determine when a document would need to be updated, changed

or terminated, so that the advice and information contained is still effective in its aims

and objectives and not left languishing in the public realm.

2.9 Barriers

Although there are issues with the formation of planning guidance, there are issues, some

of which were touched upon earlier, about the use of the guidance once it has entered the

public realm. These issues cannot be fully explored due to a lack of planning related

research into guidance so this research has to look to other fields of study to find

comparative works to be examined. Cabana et al. (1999) conducted a study called "Why

don't physicians follow clinical practice guidelines" into the problems surrounding the use of

guidance by medical partitioners. In the study Cabana et al identifies a number of barriers

in relation to the use of existing guidance/guidelines and why they do not appear to be

effectively used within medical practice. Similar studies by Maue et al. (2004) and

Shaneyfelt et al. (1999) are also a number of the issues or barriers raised by Cabana et al.

The study reviewed over seventy articles mentioning barriers to clinical guidance and

produced a diagram that elaborates on their findings, which for this research has been

adapted in its wording for planning guidance. Cabana et al's findings recognize a

sequence of changes that guidance seeks to achieve:

>- Knowledge (what the practitioner knows)

>- Attitudes (how the practitioner thinks)

>- Behaviour (what the practitioner does)

These three are interconnected, with knowledge affecting attitudes and in turn affecting the

behaviour of a practitioner. The three are affected by a range of barriers, as outlined in

Figure 7 - Barriers to Effective Guidance. These barriers are interconnected, with certain
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barriers affecting and exaggerating other connected barriers. For example, a lack of

awareness of a certain guidance material will also mean to a large degree that

practitioners are unlikely to be familiar with the guidance, both having an effect on the

practitioner's knowledge. Environmental factors such as a lack of resources and time may

well also lead to the motivation to use guidance being reduced and hence become a

barrier to the practitioner's attitudes to use the guidance.

More specifically, barriers to use or effect of guidance are identified by Cabana et al as

follows:

\0£'
..., ...

.:

The expanding body of information and Casual awareness does not guarantee
research may make it difficult for any user to familiarity of guideline recommendations
be aware of every applicable guideline and and the ability to apply them correctly.
critically apply it to practice.

.. ..,':tL .Le .~ .......

Users may not agree with a specific guideline or Self-efficacy is the belief that one can actually
the concept of guidelines in general. perform behaviour. It influences whether

behaviour will be initiated and sustained
despite poor outcomes.

.or.. ..,. ... .'... -. .I.

Outcome expectancy is the expectation that a Users may not be able to overcome the inertia
given behaviour will lead to a particular of previous guidance, or they may not have
consequence. the motivation to change.

,...; ..... (' .". ..... . .. ..,. ..

Appropriate knowledge and attitudes are Guidelines not easy to use or not convenient.
necessary but not sufficient for adherence.

User..Related Barriers Ell.viro1ttl1entaI-Related Barriers

The inability to reconcile other preferences with Adherence to practice guidelines"may
guideline recommendations require changes not under user control,

such as an increase in resources."

Table 3 - Barriers to Effective Guidance (Cabana et al. 1999)
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As there is no similar research completed in the area of planning guidance that this

research can ascertain, the findings of Cabana et al. (1999), Maue et al. (2004), and Noe &

Graham (2008) are useful in providing a basis on which to structure an analytical

framework for this research. For example, if any issues with the use of the national

guidance are established through the progress of this research, then the diagram above

could be used to identify what the barrier or issue might be, and so allow for conclusions

and suggestions for methods to reduce the barrier to guidance usage.

2.10 Conclusion

The review of planning theory and indigenous involvement in resource management has

demonstrated the areas and ideas with which guidance interacts. At its base level,

guidance is about communication. It is an attempt to inform one or more parties in a

process, a method of progressing, a legal requirement, or best practice. Communicative

and democratic theories identify a need for any given process in decision-making to be

supported by a level of agreement amongst stakeholders, with which guidance would be

able, in part, to assist. The ideas surrounding participation and inclusion within the

decision making process also support the need for guidance, for if there was only one side

in a process, then the guidance would not necessarily be needed. The involvement of

indigenous peoples in the decision making process makes the need for guidance even

greater, given very different world views and knowledge.

The ideas behind the use and formation of guidance material, particularly in relation to

planning, are important in understanding their effectiveness. Cabana et al's work

provides a useful framework for considering the purpose and effectiveness of guidance.

The theoretical foundations reviewed in this chapter will be used in Chapter Five to form

a base line review of the content of the national guidance material, to ascertain the extent

to which the guidance adheres to the standards of communication, participation and the

power sharing inherent in eo-management. The next section will explore the New
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Zealand context within which planning guidance is developed, and identifies the range of

issues that may occur to warrant the use of guidance.
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3.0 CONTEXT AND CONTENT

3.1 Introduction

This section looks at the context in which planning guidance resides, with a particular

focus on guidance relating to Maori values and concerns. This chapter starts with a

overview of the demographics as they relate to the case studies (Section 3.2) followed by

the introduction of Maori spiritual and cultural world views and compares them to the

western equivalent world views (Section 3.3). The next focus is on the specific New

Zealand context and legislative frameworks (Section 3.5) that need to be given

consideration when considering resource management (Section 3.6) from whatever

perspective and the guidance that gives effect to the legislation. This chapter takes a broad

approach to the context of the guidance because in many respects the context will also

relate directly to the content of the probable guidance and vice versa.

3.2 Case study demographics

The 2006 census (stats, online: 20/08/09) gave an overall population of 3,860,163 people

living in New Zealand. Of this number, 565,329 people classed themselves as being of

Maori descent, which equates to 16.6% of the overall New Zealand population

(stats.govt.nz). The Maori population is not equally distributed throughout the entirety of

New Zealand. For instance, the South Island though being almost twice the size of the

North Island contains only a quarter of the population and of that approximately only 5

10% of the Maori population live in the South island (stats, online: 20/08/09) This broad

range of Maori population is reflected in the number of tribal groups, Iwi, within each
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region. The three regions chosen for case study demonstrate a broad range of Maori, and

thus Iwi numbers, to give a broad range of examples of guidance use. The map below

shows the chosen regions:

Bay ofPlenty

Taranaki

I

Figure 8 - Map of Case Studies (www.3dnewzealand.com)

Bay of Plenty contains the highest percentage of Maori and Iwi from the selected regions,

with 27.50/0 of the people in the region being of Maori decent (stats.govt.nz). This is

reflected in there being approximately 33 Iwi with interests in the region, with an overall

percentage of the New Zealand population standing at around 6.4% or 257,379

(stats.govt.nz)
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Taranaki has a Maori percentile of 15.8% (stats.govt.nz), and 8 Iwi within the region. The

overall population of the area is 104,127 or 2.6% of New Zealand as a whole (stats, online:

20/08/09)

Otago has the smallest Maori percentile of all the case studies, with only 6.6 %

(stats.govt.nz), identifying themselves as being of Maori decent and only with 1 Iwi

within the region. The overall population is around 193,803 or 4.8 % of the whole of New

Zealand (stats, online: 20/08/09) making it the second largest in population size but the

smallest in Maori populace.

Though easily the largest single cultural group outside those of European decent, both

nationally and in the regions covered by this research, Maori are outnumbered when the

number of Pacific Islanders and those of Asian decent are taken into account. New

Zealand is thus arguably more multicultural country but its bi-cultural status is more of a

political statement.

3.3 Bicultural New Zealand

Like two sides of a coin, New Zealand is arguably a bi-cultural country, even though the

bi-cultural parameters have not been clearly defined (Durie 2005). Stemming from the

Treaty of Waitangi, the much discussed suggestion of 'partnership' is largely a debate

about citizenship rights and obligations (Culpitt 1994). On one side of the bi-cultural coin

are Maori, the indigenous people of New Zealand, and on the other side Pakeha, meaning

those of European decent, although often this definition includes all non-Maori in New

Zealand (King 1985) such as the comparability recent influx of immigrants from Asia.

Although these cultural groups differ, the nation is one 'coin' so to speak, and it is

important to understand their similarities and differences in cultural perspectives, and the

bridges that can be formed between differing world views. The bi-cultural status of New

Zealand has become flan essential aspect of Pakeha political epistemology" (Culpitt, 1994,

p. 48), much in evidence with the inclusion of Maori specific sections within modern

legislation. Maori interests have been included into New Zealand's legislation, but

historically often to their detriment.
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Durie (2005) suggests that there have been three stages of Maori involvement in New

Zealand legislation. First there were Acts that limited or extinguished Maori rights and

interests, such as the Native Land Acts 1862, 1865 and the Maori Affairs Amendment Act

1967. Secondly, there were Acts that attempted to resource or compensate for the previous

legislation, such as the Settlement Act 1992. Finally, there were Acts that incorporated,

protected and developed Maori interests, a relevant example being the Resource

Management Act 1991, the focus of this research. Even with attempts to protect and

develop Maori interests within legislation and thus New Zealand, questions still arise to

whether these Acts are a genuine "partnership requiring the sharing of power, resources,

and responsibility between two cultures" (O'Reilly and Wood, 1991, p. 321) or similar to

the older legislation, "a more culturally sensitive form of assimilation" (Kelsey, 1990, p48).

This research focuses on the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), as the key piece of

New Zealand Planning legislation. Groundbreaking for its time (young 2001), the RMA's

focus is on limiting the effects of development, rather than controlling them, with its

purpose being the sustainable management of natural resources. Sustainable management

is often compared to and in fact stems from sustainable development (Young 2001), but

they differ in a number of ways. Sustainable development, an idea that stems from the

1987 'Bruntland Report', refers to development where the needs of society are met without

compromising the reasonably foreseeable need of future generations, and aims for intra

and inter generational equality, and that development is sustainable over time in a social,

economic and environmental sense (Van Roon 2004). Sustainable management, as laid

out in the RMA, seeks to primarily achieve only one aspect of the elements of sustainable

development, environmental sustainability, with its focus on a full assessment of

environmental costs of activities, and the conservation of resources for future generations

(Van Roon 2004). However, writers such as Coates (1998), Durie (2005) and Berkes et al.

(2000) suggest that the general indigenous (Maori) world view is more akin to sustainable

development with its holistic approach, than to the more limited approach on sustainable

management.
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The fundamental differences in world views between the Western approach and many

indigenous societies, such as Maori have been discussed by a number of authors. Dods

(2004) suggests that the western world views are synchronic, taking a short term approach;

qualitative, because there is a reliance on measurements; and mechanistic, where issues can

only be explained in terms of physical forces. The western world view is also seen to be

reductionist in that it views each act in the singular, often not looking at the 'bigger

picture'. Indigenous world views, such as those held by Maori , are diachronic; long term;

qualitative- stemming from personal knowledge, spiritual- explained in terms of belief; and

holistic, where the process is seen as a whole or 'the bigger picture' (Dods 2004). Work by

Klein (2000) on the differences between what he calls the western environmental ethics and

Miiori world view, is based on the study of beliefs, ethics and world views that are integral

to each culture, offering further distinctions and similarities:

Nature is objective, fixed and governed by law
(mechanistic)

Human beings are separated from nature
(dualistic)

Humankind has a central position within the
natural world. This position makes human
beings indifferent to nature (negative
anthropocentric) or responsible for nature
(positive anthropocentric)

Western societies are progressive in science and
economy (progressive)

The world is divided into subjective and
objective sphere, as scientific and economic
facts are strictly separated from individual and
common values (objective)

Concepts of private property and political
liberalism are rooted in the belief that
individualism and egoism are linked with
efficiency (individualistic)

Human happiness is seen as the result of
materialistic want-fulfilment and an essential
"value" in western societies (utilitarian)

Nature is objective or physical as well as
spiritual (open)

Human beings are genealogically linked with
all natural assets and therefore belong to
nature (holistic)

Human kind has a central position within the
natural world, but has to respect the life force
of all natural things and beings ( positive
anthropocentric)

The world is in process and therefore
progress is uncertain (dynamic)

Facts and values are not separated or isolated.
Spiritual values are significant (value
orientated)

Ownership and private use rights are limited
through common interests of the hapu and
Iwi (collective)

Individual and collective needs rather than
individual wants are decisive in an economy
of balance (utu)

Figure 9 - Western Environmental Ethics contrasted against Maori World View (Klein 2000)
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Klein (2000) demonstrates in the table above some of the differences and similarities. In

Kleins opinion, in terms of the western 'Pakeha', (dominant world view in New Zealand)

and the traditional Maori world views, the former is interpreted to be more quantitative

and prescriptive than the more qualitative and liberal Maori world view. As different as

these two world views seem, Berkes et al (2000) warn that the perceived dichotomy

between these two world views may not be as major as previously believed. In fact, Maori

world views do have structure and internal processes that function in similar ways to

western approaches, and it is precisely these issues that any formal guidance would be

prudent to address in its concerns.

There have always been issues with specific definitions of Maori beliefs and values. As

Roberts et al. suggest caution is needed when defining Maori views and concepts because

"there is no single Maori perspective (1995, p8)". Maori composed of discrete groups, each

group (Iwi etc) has its own distinctive, although recognizably similar, perspectives

(Roberts et al. 1995). An example of the difficulties of defining even a single concept

became evident during the writing of the RMA. The then Minister of Maori Affairs,

Winston Peters, attempted to define kaitiakitanga in the RMA. However, Mr Peters only

used a definition from one hapu and, without any further consultation with the rest of

Maoridom, tried to get this definition into the RMA without "any consideration" of its

definition from other sources (Love in Young 2001). Subsequently, the definition had to be

reworked because it was not accepted by all of Maoridom,

Bearing these issues in mind, some of the core concepts that are likely to arise in guidance

documents relating to Maori values and concerns will be very generally outlined here.

These concepts have been chosen for their relationships to both Maori as a whole and to

resource management processes.

3.4 Common concepts in Relation to Resource Management

Rangatiratanga- Often referred to as leadership, yet 'leadership' does not quite capture

the real essence of the concept. It carries with it a large dose of authority, respect and the

will of a people. It provides a pivotal point for a people to protect themselves, their
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customary practices and taonga, and to ensure that future generations inherit a better

world (Jeffries & Kennedy 2008).

Kaitiakitanga-The responsibility that certain entities, not exclusively people, have to

protect and guard the rnauri of particular peoples, groups, objects, resources, traditions,

practices and places (Whangapirita et al. 2003). Sometimes defined as being akin to

stewardship, Roberts et al. (1995) have argued that stewardship implies too much of a

master-servant relationship and that ownership of property has traditionally been a

foreign concept. Thus "[t]he resources of the earth did not belong to man but rather, man

belonged to the Earth" (Marsedn and Henare in Roberts et al. 1995, p14).

Whakapapa- Creation stories, ancestral lineage, sequence, atua, genealogical sequence.

Inter-relatedness between humans and ecosystems, inter- connection, integration, holistic,

approaches genetic assemblage, relationships (Harmsworth 2004).

Mauri- Denoting health and spirit, a sustaining life force, intrinsic life source, an essential

essence of being, an energy or element that permeates through all living things,

environmental quality, pristine conditions. The management of Taonga is based on a set

of principles and values inherent in Maori belief systems. Mauri is the fundamental

anchor stone of this belief (Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Taonga- A broad concept which includes physical and metaphysical assets such as, te reo,

intellectual property rights, traditional knowledge and use, social organisation and the

arts (Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Tapu- Sacred state, ritual constraint or prohibition, all pervasive force- scared, prohibited,

protocols, highly regulated, area/sites, off limits. (Whangapirita et al. 2003) For Maori it

signifies the sacred, dedicated, protected, or that which is not ordinary or every day. A

state or condition of a person or objects, placed under the patronage of the Atua (Jeffries &

Kennedy 2008).
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Waahi Tapu-When Tapu is applied to a place of significance to Iwi, hapu, or whanau, it is

deemed waahi tapu, A literal translation means a sacred place. It provides physical and

metaphysical links to tribal ancestors. Examples include burial grounds, areas for ritual

cleansing, or healing or simply where past incidents occurred (leffries & Kennedy 2008),

(Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Rahui- The area of customs, protocols, laws that regulate actions and behaviours related

to the physical environment. A tool used by kaitiaki to manage natural resources. It is

declared to restrict access and use of natural resources. It is a temporary restriction

(Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Ritenga- Area of customs and law that regulate actions and behaviours related to the

physical environment and people. Regulations, regulatory frame work, permitted

activities verses restricted or prohibited activities, inherent laws, rules, regulations,

protocols, and obligations that include tapu, noa and rahui. They determine

responsibilities and relationships between people, and regulate the use of natural

resources (Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Noa- Relaxed Access, unrestricted use of resources de-regulated state, opposite of Tapu. It

is an area free of restrictions (Whangapirita et al. 2003).

Tohu Maori - Indicators relating to the environment, signs and omens, traditional

indictors i.e. when one event indicates another, e.g. the flowering of a tree to the

spawning of eels or those of the maramataka, the Maori calendar (jeffries & Kennedy

2008).

This list is neither definitive in it definitions nor does it encompass in full the concepts

and values of Maori in New Zealand. What it demonstrates, is a range of the concepts and

beliefs that may be touched on by guidance material because they are either terms that are

used within the RMA or are terms that have particular relevance to resource

management. It is also important to note that none of these concepts can be seen as

singular; insomuch as they are all interconnected. For example, Whakapapa, though often
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referred to as simply genealogy, has a much greater significance. It links with the

fundamental creationist beliefs of Maori and links them as a people to the land and each

other. Whakapapa is also linked to mauri, as the life force, which Rahui and Ritenga try to

protect through lore and tradition, and by controlling actions and activities. This spiritual

linkage is something that the western approach struggles to deal with (Klien 2000).

Highly relevant is set up of tribal governance, which is tohanau to hapu, and hapu to Iwi.

Whanau being close family: such as father, mother, and siblings; hapu being a sub tribe

which contains many whanau; and Iwi which is the tribe consisting of a number of hapus

within a region. There is no one recognised national body for Maori, unlike that of Pakeha

(government), so that interactions between Pakeha and Maori are generally completed at

a more regional/locallevel. The areas associated with each Iwi and hapu are often hard to

define as the extent of their interest is dependent of the history of the land and its people,

rather than a line on a map, so one area of land may well have associations with a number

of hapu and Iwi. Interests in specific resources can be deemed at Iwi and hapu level so

guidance for resource management will have to compensate for the level of interaction.

There is also the added issue that the area of land that is relevant to one Iwi may straddle

a number of regional and local authorities boundaries, making it even harder to define

who and where certain responsibilities lay.

What the Maori world view brings into the RMA is "alternative knowledge and

perspectives based on locally developed practices of resource use" (Berkes et al. 2000,

pI251). But as Cox and Elmnquist argue, "the belief that western paradigms are

intrinsically better than indigenous world view is still potent, if unarticulated conviction

among some" (cited in Williarns 2001, p.37). Roberts et al. also argue that mainstream

western society readily embraces elements of traditional resource management"as long

as they are suitably couched in sentimental, romantic, or culturally subordinate terms"

(1995, pIS) and go on to suggest that as soon as traditional resource management is put

'on par' with the western counterpart, "cultural and racial biases often become more

apparent" (1995, pIS). Guidance could offer a solution to these biases by informing 'both'

sides of each other's views, beliefs and perspectives and thus allow for better process.
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3.5 Legislative framework

The Maori values and concepts, examined in the previous sections, have to give effect to

the legislative frameworks that surround resource management in New Zealand in order

them to be formally considered outside of their cultural settings. These legislative

frameworks are produced, enforced and influenced on national, regional, local, and

international levels.

3.5.1 International Le£,islation

New Zealand is a signator of a number of international treaties and declarations, some of

which have specific reference to indigenous peoples. While often not legally binding, it is

important to acknowledge what principles they are attempting to promote within the

countries who give effect to them.

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN online: 2009),

(though New Zealand has not at time of publication signed the accord), forms a baseline

in addressing the human rights of indigenous peoples. It emphasises the rights of

indigenous peoples to live in "dignity, to maintain and strengthen their own institutions,

cultures and traditions and pursue their self-determined development in keeping with

their own needs and aspirations" (UN online: 2009). The Declaration has been described

as 'toothless' by Parekura Horomia a former Minister for Maori Affairs, because it lacks

definition and is not legally binding. He suggests that the wording of certain articles

indicates that indigenous peoples have rights to traditional lands; potentially lands that

were once owned, as well as those currently possessed by indigenous peoples, which

would make it impossible to implement in the New Zealand context (scoop.co.nz online:

2009),

Another international agreement of relevance to this research is the Rio Declaration on

Environment and Development (1992) and specifically principle 22 that states:

"Indigenous people and their communities and other local communities have

a vital role in environmental management and development because of their
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knowledge and traditional practices. States should recognize and duly

support their identity, culture and interests and enable their effective

participation in the achievement of sustainable development" (UN online:

2009).

The Biodiversity Convention (1992) is another international agreement to which New

Zealand is a signator that contains a strong indigenous emphasis in its content. Article 8

G) states that each signator as far as possible and as appropriate:

"Subject to national legislation, respect, preserve and maintain knowledge,

innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying

traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of

biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval

and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices

and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization

of such knowledge innovations and practices." (UN online 2007)

This agreement is seen to be preserving both knowledge and physical resources of

indigenous peoples as part of the wider protection of biodiversity. An example is

traditional breeds of crops that, though they have no specific owner of the variety, imply

that these resources are protected by association of use.

Though none of these declarations and agreements yet have a statutory place in New

Zealand law, they are worthy of note as they would be seen to demonstrate an intention

of government towards the principles they contain, logically if the government was

unwilling to follow through with these agreements then they would not be signators to

them in the first place.

These international agreements would all have to work within the resource management

frameworks of each of the signator countries, and in New Zealand's case this would be

the Resource Management Act (1991).
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3.5.2 Resource Management Act

The Resource Management Act's (1991) purpose as set out in Part 2, Section 5 (1) is "to

promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources". As previously

mentioned, sustainable management seeks to 'manage the use, development, and

protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people

and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing and for

their health and safety' (RMA 1991). Within Part 2 of the RMA is contained the purpose

and principles of the Act. Out of the twenty or so sections and subsections, three are

specifically focused on Maori concerns. Maori are the only stakeholder group (outside of a

designating authority, local authority, and central government) mentioned by name

within the RMA.

These specific sections are:

Section 6 Matters of national importance:

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers

under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and

physical resources, shall recognise and provide for the following matters of national

importance:

(e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their

ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.

(g) the protection of recognised customary activities.

Section 7 Other matters:

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it,

in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical

resources, shall have particular regard to-

(a) Kaitiakitanga:
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Section 8 Treaty of Waitangi:

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it,

in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical

resources, shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti 0

Waitangi).

Part 2 is viewed as a hierarchy, so Section 6 is given more weight then Section 7 and in

turn Section 7 has priority over Section 8.

3.5.3 Definitions Under Case Law

The RMA is arguably "uncertain and more open to differing interpretations and thus

possibilities for challenge and objection" (perkins & Thorns 2001, p649). These

interpretations have often been left to the courts to define. This is especially the case when

considering the matters contained within the RMA relating to Maori, as the degree to

which Maori concerns should be given precedence over other matters is not defined in the

RMA. In McGuire v Hastings DC [2002] 2 NZLR 577, the court ruled that there must be

"particular sensitivity" towards Maori values, and that alternatives to protect Maori

interests can be explored. A good example relating to this is Te Runanga 0 Taumarere v

Northland Regional Council(NRC) [1996] NZRMA77, where an application to discharge

treated effluent by NRC was appealed by the local runanga on cultural grounds. It was

ruled that the discharges to water would be culturally insensitive and alternatives, which

in this case were discharges to land, had not been fully investigated before the

application, so the appeal was up held. It is important to note that these Maori-specific

sections are all subject to the primary purpose of the RMA (section 5) and that none of the

matters in Part 2, including the Maori provisions, give veto over an application, as was

ascertained in Minhinnickv Watercare Services Limited [1997] NZRMA 553 (HC).

A number of the specific terminology mentioned in relation to the Maori provisions of the

RMA has also been defined by the courts. When referring to "ancestral lands" the

traditional definition was land that was currently in Maori ownership. However, the Royal
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Forest and Bird Society v Habgood (1987) (HC) CM261 widened this definition to include

lands that had once been in Maori ownership, and this was approved by Environmental

Defence Society Inc v Mangonui [1989] 3 NZLR, although under a different planning regime

these definitions are still recognised under the RMA.

Other cases grapple with Maori concepts. Waahi iapu, mentioned in section 6 (e), is

defined in Winstone Aggregates v Franklin DC A80/2 as containing two main components:

that of a religious/spiritual connection; and the requirement that Waahi tapu have

constrained spatial dimensions Le. they are not wide open spaces. In Bleakley v ERMA

[2001] 3 NZLR taonga was deemed to include both the physical and metaphysical, and this

was affirmed in Friends and Community of Ngawha v MoC [2002] NZRMA where the

decision stated that the key issue is not the effect on a taonga specifically but the effects on

the genuine beliefs of Maori. Kaitiakitanga, as mentioned previously, is the act of

guardianship, not ownership of an area or a resource by tanagata whenua, Hadden v

Auckland RC [1994] NZRMA questioned how the Kaitiakitanga could be involved in

resource management and Contact Energy Ltd v Waikato Regional Council & Taupo District

Council (A4/2002), states that section 7(a) has to be read in the context of the RMA, which

entrusts decision making to consenting authorities not Iwi, but did go on to recommend

that alternatives including consultation, monitoring, (as was the result in Hadden v ARC)

and conditions of consent could constitute an exercise of kaitiakitanga by Maori over a

given resource. However in Te Runanga 0 Ati Awa ki Whakarongotai Inc & Takamore Trustees

& Waikanae Christian Holiday Park Inc v Kapiti Coast District Council (W50/2003) the judge

ruled that these acts alone did not necessarily mean that a local authority had given due

consideration to kaitiakitanga.

Some definitions are derived from other relevant documents and Acts, for example the

Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004 section 32 (1) (2) defines customary rights as existing only if

exclusive occupation can be proved over an area since 1840. This relates directly to section

6 (g) of the RMA which denotes the "the protection of recognised customary activities" to

be a matter of national importance. These rights are given through a customary rights

order that allows the owner to continue the activity they are undertaking and allows the
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holder to gain commercial benefit from them. These bypass a number of provisions under

the RMA; section 17(a) states that a customary rights order may be carried out despite

sections 9 or 11 of the RMA (the general prohibition), but importantly it does not confer

title or give exclusive right to an area.

Section 8 of the RMA specifically refers to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. The

Treaty has been referred to being tantamount to a constitution for New Zealand (Palmer

2000). It was signed in 1840 by a number of Maori 'chiefs' in both English and Maori

versions, which differed in meaning. In a general sense the Treaty consists of 3 articles:

~ Article 1: the chiefs ceded sovereignty (kawanantanaga or 'governorship) to the

Crown.

~ Article 2: The Crown guaranteed to protect the chiefs' absolute authority (tino

rangatiratanga) over their lands, villages, and all possessions including their

taonga, or treasures, as long as they wished to retain these.

~ Article 3: Accorded Maori all the rights of British subjects.

(www.waitangi-tribunal.govt.nz)

The essence of the Treaty as seen by the original signators, was summed up by chief

Nopera Panakaraeo at Waitangi, 1840 stating that "the shadow of the land passes to the

queen, but the substance remains with us" (Sole & Woods 1996, p2) implying that even

with the signatory, the land still belonged to Maori, where as certain rights over the land

were ceded to the Crown. The Treaty was generally recognized up until the 1860's when

the land wars seriously disrupted relations, and the New Zealand courts later called the

Treaty a nullity (Sole & Woods 1996). Although this did not stop Maori taking cases

before the courts, it was not primarily until the 'Maori renaissance' of the 60's and 70's

(Durie 2005, Coates 1998) and the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975, with its further

amendments in 1985 and 1988, that the Treaty was legally recognised and Maori values

and concepts started to re-enter main stream New Zealand legislation. The Treaty is

generally referred to within statute as a set of principles, both because of the two versions
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and because the Treaty is considered to be a 'living document', (NZ Miiori Council v AG

[1987] 1 NZLR), insomuch as its interpretation will change over time.

Treaty principles have been variously defined and discussed in government documents,

court cases and by the Waitangi Tribunal, but generally centre on the following:

~ The principle of government (kawanatanaga principle) - government has the right

to govern and make laws.

~ The principle of self-management (the Rangatiratanga principle) - tribes have the

right to self-regulation.

~ The principle of equality -legal equality between Maori and other citizens.

~ The principle of reasonable cooperation - establishes a partnership between the

crown and Maori where both parties must cooperate and act reasonably and in good faith.

~ The principle of redress - the government has responsibility to resolve and redress

breaches of the treaty.

(www.waitangi-tribunal.govt.nz)

These principles and other associated concepts are required to 'take into account' in

Section 8 of the RMA.

Other sections within the RMA revolve around consultation within resource management

processes. Under section 36 A(l) there is no legal duty to consult from either the applicant

or the local authority during the resource consent process, but they may choose to do so if

they so wish. It is important to note that consultation is different to notification. Under the

RMA there is a requirement to notify affected parties of an application (section 93) but not

to consult. However, local authorities must consult with tangata whenua under Sch1

Part1 (cl3) when producing a policy or plan. The nature of consultation is defined by the

case Wellington International Airport Ltd v Air NZ [1993] 1 NZLR which states that it is:
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).- a statement of a proposal not yet fully decided upon.

).- an intermediate situation involving meaningful discussion.

).- listening to what others have to say and considering responses.

).- sufficient time and genuine effort.

).- enough information to make useful and intelligent responses.

).- an open mind and a readiness to change or start afresh.

This definition is used to set the legal minimum expectation for consultation, when it is

engaged in by an applicant or a local authority. Other sections of interest to Maori are

sections 33, the provisions for transfers of local authority power to Iwi (or others) and

joint management agreements, added in the 2005 amendments to the RMA (s36 B-E).

Additionally in the development of policies and planes, sections 61 (2) (a) and 74 (2) (a),

the local authority shall 'take into account' any Iwi-related management plan, although

these are not legally required or mandated.

This section has covered briefly the range of Maori specific subjects that may be touched

on by formal guidance, and the issues relating to their definitions. As has been eluded to

on a number of occasion, the resource consent process is on of the fundamental processes

that is involved with resource management in New Zealand, so the next section of this

chapter will explore the process itself and the parties involved.
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3.6 Resource consent process

In relation to the resource consent process itself, the subject of this research, it is pertinent

to outline the stages of the process:

No

Figure 10 - The Resource Consent Process

Time limits
(Working days)

If notif ied
10 da ys

] 20days

If not
not.fi rd
20 day

With
H er ing
25
days

Wi1hout
Hearing
20 days

15 days

(www.ew.govt.nz)
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The stages of the resource consent process are outlined in Figure 10 - The Resource

Consent Process (www.ew.govt.nz). Two major

elements can be identified. First, the process itself, the way in which a resource consent is

passed through and interpreted by the system. The second element is the timing of the

process.

The process itself is encouraged to start during the pre application stage before the formal

application is lodged with a council. This stage is where an application is under

development. This is often the preferred stage for consultation, as noted in Wellington

International Airport Ltd v Air NZ [1993] 1 NZLR, also as this is before the formal process

begins, there are no time constraints. After the pre-application stage and the development

of an application, it is then submitted to the relevant regional or district council, who will

assess the application on its contents (local authority powers in these respects who guide

their decisions based on ss88, 88B, 88C, 95, 101 and 115). The council may request further

information, or if the application is deemed sound in its current form, the council will

give receipt of application and it progresses further down the line.

The category of activity is then determined, using the relevant statutory plans. Of greatest

relevance is whether an application should be notified or not, and what level the

notification should take. If an application is determined to be notifiable, sections 93 to 95

of the RMA determines the range of people informed of the application and given the

chance to make a submission. In a limited notification, the council will determine who the

'affected persons' will be, and on full notification, the application is publicly notified and

anyone can make a submission. Of particular relevance here is that notification can be

avoided if affected parties (e.g. Iwi) give their written approval. This tends to encourage

applicants to consult and negotiate to obtain the approval of affected parties before this

point.

If notified, those affected are invited to make submissions for or against the application. It

is possible that this is followed by a pre-hearing meeting where mediation will be

attempted to resolve any outstanding matters and issues. A hearing will be held where
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the applicant and the submitters will have the right (if requested) to give evidence to the

hearing committee or commission. Following the presentation of all the evidence, the

hearing committee will come to a decision. If approved, conditions of consent may be

imposed to help mitigate the effects of the proposal. If the decision is not to the liking of

any party within the process, it may be appealed to the Environment Court or higher.

The RMA places time limits on this process to supposedly ensure efficiency and timely

responses. If an application is not notified, then from receipt of application to a decision

being made is twenty days. If an application is notified then there is a supposed 70 day

limit, with each stage being limited by its own specific time span, but there are various

mechanisms within the RMA to extend this process. This time limit on process may be of

issue relating to capacity and timely responses of affected parties, another incentive to

consult early in the process.

Each individual resource consent process will differ slightly, but it is important to observe

that lwi may well be involved at all stages to some degree. Each of the stages shown in the

Figure 11 - Participants in the Resource Consent Processhas a number of associated

parties. These parties each have a certain role to play within the limits of the RMA and in

the process towards the granting or decline of consent.
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Figure 11 - Participants in the Resource Consent Process

3.6.1 Pre-application

This stage, as previously mentioned, occurs before an official lodging of an application

with the relevant council. With resource consents that are of interest to lwi, consultation is

held at this point to gain written approval, or to facilitate some other means to ease the

resource consent process. The involved parties are the applicant, be it as a private

developer, a third party representing the primary applicant or council themselves, and

lwi. This stage is generally encouraged as it is outside the formal resource consent

process, thus no time limits or legislative constraints.
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3.6.2 Resource Consent Application (588-592)

After any pre-application dealings, the application will travel through the process until a

decision is made to determine if it is notifiable. Involved in this process is primarily the

council planners, but the application may be sent back for further information (s 92) re

involving the applicant and Iwi, if council planners feel that this is one of the areas that

the application is lacking.

3.6.3 5ubmissions (596-598)

If an application is notified, then it will either be limited notification (s93), where the

interested parties are prescribed by the relevant plans, or publicly notified consents where

the submissions may come form any party. These submissions may be both positive and

negative as they relate to the application. Those involved at this stage will be the planners

as they themselves will collate the submissions, submitters/interested parties and Iwi.

3.6.4 Hearings (5100-5103)

If an application has reached this stage, all submissions have been collected, all

information ascertained and a planner's report produced, all the evidence is presented to

a hearing committee who will make a decision based on the evidence, the RMA, the

council planners recommendations, and their own training. All parties may be involved at

this point, be it giving evidence for or against the application.

3.6.5 Decisions (5104 - 5104D)

The final decision comes down to the hearing commissioners, who have the power to

grant or decline resource consents, and impose conditions of consent. These conditions

may come from a multitude of sources, be it the planner's recommendations, the

applicant themselves as a form of mitigation and Iwi may put forward conditions of

consent to alleviate their concerns.
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3.6.6 OtherRMA processes

To deal with the Maori specific section of the RMA, regional and local councils often

develop s tools or protocols to aid them and other participants. These tools often are

simply an agreement between council and tangata whenua, or formal agreements such as

Memoranda of Understanding (MOU). As the RMA is based in law, any guidance would

have to take into account the limitations of its legal framework in giving any advice.

Formal guidance should never encourage the user to deviate from this legal framework so

as to break the law and incur a penalty.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter has focused on the New Zealand context and touched on the range of issues

that may well be covered and contained within the content of the guidance. None of the

subjects or definitions are all encompassing and they are constantly changing with

experience, case law evaluation, and time. As this research could logically deal with any

aspect of Maori world views in relation to the resource consent process, a very general

overview was deemed to be useful in understanding the aims and objectives of the formal

guidance to be identified later.

Maori and their associated values can be involved at any point within the resource

consent process. This chapter has touched the surface of some of the issues, concepts,

provisions and legal standing that are involved with Maori and their involvement with

resource management. Any of these subjects and issues could be covered within the

national guidance relating to the resource management process, including issues or

situations where more information is required to guide the process, and to improve the

knowledge and understanding of a specific concept foreign to any party within the

process.

This next chapter will outline the research approach this study has taken to establish the

aims and objectives from Chapter One.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter will outline the methods used in this research to answer the aim and

objectives described in Chapter One. Before this subject is developed any further, there

are issues that need to be addressed, as this research relates to Maori values and concepts.

It has been said that those whose research involves Maori, in whatever form, should have

"knowledge and have participated in the Maori world" (Stokes 1987, p.21) and that it is

essential that researchers bring an inside perspective when exploring Maori concepts

(Stokes 1985). This suggests that those best suited to engage in research relating to Maori,

or any culture or community for that matter, are members of that given culture and

community. As a researcher I am neither Maori nor a New Zealand citizen. As this

research is part of a larger research project my role was first offered under the concept of

positive discrimination to researchers of Maori decent or New Zealand citizenship as they

are better suited to and knowledgeable of about the context of this work. As no suitable

candidate came forward, I took up the role.

My background of not being of New Zealand origin and having not spent a considerable

amount of time in New Zealand has given me, especially for this research, a perspective

that both aids the research and will be a hindrance. As the project's main aim is to

ascertain the effectiveness of guidance as it relates to Maori values and concepts, I believe

that having limited previous knowledge, and preconceived ideas or biases as a result of

exposure to the subject matter, will be of benefit, as the information supplied within the
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guidance can be reviewed with fresh eyes and thus possibly produce better results. But

this lack of previous knowledge has its disadvantages because the context and the issues

surrounding the subject will be unfamiliar, and thus leave the possibility that areas of

information will be missed or treated in an unintentionally negative manner or culturally

insensitive manner.

With these issues in mind, a framework was built to guide the research to its goals, and

certain methods were used to answer the research questions. The previous chapters have

discussed the theoretical underpinnings and the context for this research. This chapter

will introduce the methodology used to ascertain the aims and objectives as laid out in

Chapter One. The previous two chapters interrelate, as the context frames the scope of the

literature review, and the literature review highlights issues that need a contextual basis.

This section will lay out the reasoning behind the adoption of a qualitative approach and

the use of triangulation, followed by a description of the specific methods used to support

this approach.

4.2 Qualitative Research

Qualitative research differs from the quantitative in that its "aim is to understand people,

not measure them" (Sarantakos 1994, p.82). Qualitative methods enable the research to

take place in a natural setting, while allowing the subject to be evaluated in relation to the

interpretations that people bring to them (Denzin & Lincoln 2005). Sarantakos (1994) lists

the main characteristics and advantages of quantitative research to be its inherent

interpretive, naturalistic, communicative and reflective nature. It was precisely for these

reasons that this research adopted this approach, as this research is looking at people's

usage and perspectives of national guidance. Thus, the information gathered is likely to

be highly subjective, which is something that quantitative research struggles to take into

account. Miles and Huberman state that qualitative data is "the best strategy for discovery,

exploring a new area, [and] developing hypothesis". (1998, p.lO original emphasis)
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Hay (2000) suggests that integral to qualitative research is its interest in both

organizational and individual experiences of social situations. This is crucial to this

research where individuals, organizations and public institutions will be involved. In

summary, this approach will allow possibly highly subjective perspectives to be analysed

in relation to the research objectives of this project and thus discover the effectiveness of

the guidance. Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose characteristics of effective qualitative

research are:

IKldTY
That the inquiry was conducted in such a manner as to ensure that the

'Kt<.

subject was accurately identified and described.

TRA 'AKIII' 'y That the research is 'useful' to others in similar situations.

An attempt to account for the changing conditions in the phenomenon
>u...... JA'Rfi chosen for study and changes in design created by an increasingly refined

understanding of the setting.

_....,.... Illl\A'A'Rll Confirming the research by other studies.

Table 4- Characteristics of Effective Qualitative Research (Lincoln and Guba 1985)

These will be used to frame the research design and give a basis to which to aspire.

For this research, it is particularly useful to use a qualitative approach, as no similar study

has been conducted. If there were a comparative study, then a more quantitative

approach might have been used as particular areas of interest could have been identified

and data collected to compare relative effectiveness. As this research has no points of

comparison, a qualitative approach allows for an open exploration of the topic.

The research will be conducted in two phases. First, there will be a desk top study of the

literature and the available national guidance on Maori issues and values. This will be the

secondary research. Following this there will be a series of case studies containing a

number of Key Informant interviews. These will be the source of the primary research,

where questions will be asked and new information will be received.

All these methods will be combined to specifically address each objective in Chapter One

to formulate a response to the aim of this research.
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Objective 1. To review the theoretical underpinnings of guidance in relation to

communication, consultation, participation, eo-management, and the foundations ofthe

guidance itself.

To achieve the review, a thorough of the literature surrounding the research subject will be

conducted as part of the secondary research, to give a base to which the research will be

formed.

Objective 2. To review the current national guidance documentation in relation to

Mtiori values and concerns within the resource consentprocess.

Using a content analysis method, the current formal guidance, particularly that which has

a focus on Maori values and concerns, will be evaluated to both judge its content and for

use during the later interview process.

Objective 3. Establish the use ofguidance documentation in practice.

Through a series of case studies the use of the formal guidance in practice will be

ascertained. This will be achieved with a series of interviews with people involved within

the resource consent process.

Objective 4. Evaluate the usage and the content of the guidance documentation and

suggestpossible improvements and highlight successes.

Combining the findings of the literature review, document analysis, and the case studies

(triangulation), results and recommendation will be formed to answer the aims of the

research.

The next section of this chapter will further explore the methods to be used by this

research in further detail. They will be listed in narrative order, i.e. in the order they will

be implemented through out the research.
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4.3 Secondary research

4.3.1 Literature Review

To validate the findings of this research, it is essential that the results are formulated with

regard to other researchers' work and the context in which it is set. A literature review is a

comprehensive evaluation, review and discussion of the resources containing information

relevant to the research. These resources come from numerous sources including journals,

books, the internet, planning documents, and other written and oral sources (Adams

1991). In Davidson & Tolich's (2003) opinion the function of a literature review is

multifaceted. It helps frame the research, organise the process, place context, and allows

for well-informed statements to be made. Sarantakos (1994) concurs, suggesting that a

literature review helps determine the feasibility of the subject. It familiarises the

researcher with the subject and helps explore new ideas and formulate the hypothesis of

the research.

For this research, the literature review was based around two major topics:

communication within decision making and guidance theory. A range of resources was

accessed, both highly theoretical and the more practical concepts and ideas surrounding

communication and guidance. The resulting information will help to identify key issues

that may arise later in the research, as well as give the research a fundamental grounding

to be able to draw comparisons from.

4.3.2 Document analysis

There are a number of different forms in which formal guidance can be presented. By far

the most common is as a written document. These are often produced by public and

private bodies related to a process, where a need or issue requires resolution or further

definition. These documents "provide information on a social phenomenon... which exists

independently of the researchers actions" (Corbetta & Patrick 2003, p.287). A method of

analysing these documents is through content or document analysis.
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Marshall & Rossman suggest that this is a "special analytic approach for describing and

interpreting the artefacts [documents] of a society or social group, and employs a

systematic approach to analysing the material" (2006, p1l7). The aim of this method is to

approach the content of "texts, pictures, films and other forms of verbal, visual or written

communication" (Sarantakos 1994, p279), in a qualitative and/or quantitative manner.

To help formulate the content analysis, a "holistic method" (Sarantakos 1994, p27) will be

used. This is when a document is studied in its entirety, and certain elements are

identified as relevant to the research objectives. This information will be placed under

certain subject headings to allow for comparative studies of the documents to be used in

answering Objective Two. The results of the analysis will be used, as a reference when

conducting engaged in the case studies and the Key Informant interviews. The main

strength of a content analysis is in it unobtrusive nature, thus it will not affect the other

respondents in the research. It contains already completed material, eliminating a certain

level of bias from the research, although Yin (2003) does recognize that some bias may still

be contained relating to the authors of the guidance. It is easily accessible, has a low cost

in both resources and time, and is easily retested if parameters of the research change for

a given reason (Corbetta & Patrick 2003, Sarantakos, 1994).

The document analysis will focus on the written material produced or endorsed by the

Ministry for the Environment (MfE), although not discounting any other material that

presents itself along the process. The MfE's guidance documents, and those endorsed by

them, were chosen because they can, presumably, be viewed as being authentic, credible,

and representative of the process as a whole, (Denscombe 2007). The source of the

guidance will be the MfE website (www.mfe.govt.nz) and the Quality Planning website

(www.qualityplanning.org.nz). Both these sources contain the full national publication

lists, and also recommend and endorse guidance from other sources. The Quality

Planning website is managed by the MfE and is specifically aimed at resource

management within New Zealand. There are other sources for this material, such as in the

printed form from places such as public libraries and councils themselves. Each source of

this national guidance has its own issues of access and it was deemed that the website
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offered the best accessibility to the information to the widest audience. Also in the last six

Years it has been the MfE's policy to only release the majority of guidance material as an

online source, to limit the amount of resource allocated to the printing and distribution of

the documents. There is undoubtedly formal guidance produced at regional and local

levels, but it is the national guidance that shall be the focus of this research, as its content

is available to all participants in the research and so its effectiveness will be comparable

throughout all case study areas.

The formal guidance will be analysed using a standard form (Appendix C) which will

collect basic data such as title, publisher, date of publication and subject, along with a

review of the content and any apparent strengths and weaknesses of the formal guidance.

A number of other criteria will be investigated, drawn from the literature from Chapter

Two. This information will be used in two manners. First, it will allow for differing

documents to be compared, and second, it will also allow for a data base of information

pertaining to guidance for use in addressing Objective Three.

4.4 Primary research

4.4.1 Key Informant interviews

In order to answer Objectives Three and Four of this research, primary data is required to

ascertain the effectiveness of the formal guidance. This will be gathered through a series

of interviews, encompassing a range of stakeholders within the resource consent process

and in a range of regions to gain a wide perspective.

Interviewing is used extensively in qualitative research and is seen as a means of

gathering information (Yin 2008; Sarantakos 1994; Corbetta & Patrick 2003; Marshall &

Rossman 2006). Interviews provide specific information on participants observations and

behaviour towards a topic or question. It allows the interviewer to gain an insight into the

subject under inspection and allows them to "see the world through [their] eyes"

(Corbetta & Patrick 2003, p.264).
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There are many forms which an interview can take depending on the subject matter,

ranging from highly structured interviews based on strict procedure, which is in many

respects no different from a questionnaire, to a completely unstructured interview with

no strict procedures at all, more resembling a conversation with no predetermined

questions or subjects to be raised (Sarantakos 1994;Crang 2005; Neuman 1999).

This research will demand flexibility within its questioning of the interviewees, but still

focusing on defined subjects of interest, so a semi-structured interview technique will be

used. This will involve the formation of a set of questions, formulated from the secondary

research. There will, however, be no strict adherence to the questions, insomuch as either

the interviewer or interviewee will be able to deviate from the questions and follow a

route considered to be relevant and most appropriate to the subject (Adams 1991; Black

1994; Van Maanen 1983). It is this flexibility and open approach that best suits this

research (Dunn, 2000). A potential weakness is that an interview is a 'verbal report',

"subject to the common problems of bias, poor recall, and poor or inaccurate articulation"

(Yin 2008, p.92). A list of the questions asked in these interviews is attached in Appendix

A. With any form of research and especially that which had human participants, there is

a certain level of ethical consideration. As this research intends on conducting interviews

within the case studies; prior to going out into the field, it is required that ethical approval

is gained from the department under which this research is based. All Key Informants

will be given an information sheet that contains information relating to this research and

will be requested to give consent via a signed form, so that the information they provided

to be used in this research, but there is no obligation for this on the part of the Key

Informant. (Appendix B)

4.5 Case Studies

This research aims to interview a broad range of people to whom the national guidance

may be applicable, and in several regions of the country. Three regions were chosen, and

within each region a district was selected. These regions and districts are: Bay of Plenty
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(BoP) and Whakatane; Taranaki and New Plymouth; and Otago and Dunedin (as

mentioned in Chapter Three, Section 3.2).

The choice of these three case study areas was based on a number of factors. First, they all

contain a differing range of Maori demographics, Bap with its 33 Iwi, Taranaki with its

eight and Otago with its one Iwi, thus giving a range of experiences. Secondly, there is a

range of settlement types, ranging from the mainly rural of Whakatane to the city of

Dunedin. The interviewees to be invited to partake in this research will consist of at least

one submitter, one district planner and one regional planner, and one Iwi representative

from each area, in the hope to get a broad range of experiences in the use of the national

guidance material. The interviews will be kept at a relatively high professional level,

meaning the interviewees will be people who have had significant experience in the

resource consent process and whom it would be expected to have had some familiarity in

dealing with resource consents of interest/concern to Maori, and thus potentially familiar

with the guidance material.

4.6 Triangulation

This research plans to gather information for three distinct sources, as previously

discussed the literature review, a document analysis and case studies. By obtaining

different sources of information, the weaknesses inherent in each type of data are offset by

the strengths of the others (5. Sarantakos 1994; Bechhofer & Paterson 2000; Morse &

Richards 2002). Referred to as triangulation this refers to gaining multiple perspectives

through completed studies that have been conducted on the same topic and that directly

address each other's findings (Morse & Richards 2002).
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Literature
Review

Document Review

Figure 12 - Triangulation of Research

Case Studies

This research will use an inter-method where two or more methods of different

methodological origin and nature are used (Denzin in Sarantakos 1994).

Triangulation will allow this research:

~ To obtain a variety of information on the same subject;

~ To use strengths of each method to overcome the deficiencies of the other;

~ To achieve a higher degree of validity and reliability; and

~ To overcome the deficiencies of single-method studies.

(Sarantakos 1998, p.169)

The drawing together of these three sources will allow for the research aims and

objectives to be answered, in as much as the scope of the research allows. It will also aid in

the data analysis and the results of the research.
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4.7 Data analysis

"The aim of data analysis is to search for patterns and regularities in the data collected"

(Davidson & Tolich 2003, p34). Data analysis is undertaken to make sense of the

information gathered and to identify the meaning of that information. Ruane (2004)

comments that data analysis is both a dynamic and an ongoing process; there is no true

separation between collection and analysis; rather, the two inform each other. Thus, as the

data was being collected, it was also being reflected upon and analysed. Although there

are three defined steps in analysing the data collected in this study, these steps are not

entirely independent of each other.

4.7.1 DataReduction

The Key Informant interviews and semi-structured technique used will result in a large

amount of raw qualitative data. It will therefore be necessary to reduce this data into a

manageable form. During the data collection of the qualitative Key Informant interviews,

the incoming data was transcribed and the information made more manageable.

Codifying the transcribed interviews aids the researcher in making sense of the material.

'Codes provide a means of conceptually organising the material but are not an

explanatory framework in themselves" (Crang 2005, p.224). The themes used will be

based on the research aims and objectives, initial impressions of the interviews, and

secondary research. Once organised, these themes will be used to structure the analysis

and presentation of the findings

4.7.2 DataOrganisation

With the reduction and coding of the Key Informant interviews, this data will be placed

into categories relating to the research objectives. The applicable information will be

organised into the categories relating to the Key Informants. This process will further

help reduce the information into a specific objective-related resource for use within the

research.
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4.7.3 DataInterpretation

The organised data helps identify patterns and regularities within the research which will

then be interpreted so results and conclusions can be drawn. To properly interpret the

data, an understanding of both the primary and secondary sources and the information

will be needed. Triangulation of the results will help with this process, by allowing any

details to be seen within their context.

4.8 Conclusion

This chapter has established the approach this research will take in addressing the aims

and objectives of this research as outlined in Chapter One. It detailed the methods

proposed to be used in the subsequent chapters. Through a content/document analysis of

the relevant guidance material produced and endorsed by the MfE, the hope would be to

inform the case studies and the Key informant interviews.

The case studies will gauge the extent to which the guidance is used within practice and

with the information from the document analysis. And the combination of the secondary

and primary research will inturn lead to the establishment of the effectiveness of the

national guidance in it own aims and objectives, thus ascertain it effectiveness in practice.
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5.0 GUIDANCE REVIEW

5.1 Introduction

The primary aim of this Chapter is to answer Objective Two of this study: to "review the

current national guidance documentation in relation to Maori values and concerns within

the resource consent process". As this research's aim is to identify the effectiveness of this

guidance material, it is advantageous to first analyse the content of current national

guidance available to those involved in the resource consent process before moving on to

the rest of the results which will ascertain how effectively the guidance is used in practice.

With reference to the analysis and evaluation of the guidance, it is important to note that

it is not this research's place to judge the quality of the formal guidance as it is used in

practice, as this will be established in Chapter Six from the case studies. It will, however,

use certain aspects of the literature and national guidelines to aid in an evaluation and

review of the national guidance material.

The national guidance analysed by the research, as discussed in Chapter Four, is focused

on the national guidance material stemming from the MfE, the governmental body in

charge of the RMA. This also includes guidance that has been endorsed by the MfE

through the Quality Planning Website (www.qualityplanning.org.nz). The national

Guidance is also available from a multitude of other sources such as: websites, public

libraries, territorial authorities, and of course central government. For the purpose of this

research the guidance was accessed through the internet, from the website of the MfE and

the Quality Planning website (run by the MfE) which hold copies of the commonly
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available national guidance in relation to RMA activities, including publications

concerning Maori values and concerns. This research acknowledges that there may be

other guidance material in relation to this study that was not identified during this

process, but that the 19 identified offer a broad a range as possible of the relevant

documents from the two sources. There has been a shift from the production of hard

copies of these guidance documents to a focus on an electronic form. "The primary reason

for this was cost and growth of the intemet. In the past the Ministry was left with large

stocks of out-of-date publications that cost money to produce but which served no useful

function as they could not be updated" (KI16).

Other kinds of guidance apart from that on the websites, such as taught courses, and

protocols with Iwi and hapu are normally formulated and run at a local/regional level.

Locally produced guidance is only evaluated in-so-much as it is discussed in the

interviews. This Chapter does not review nor attempt to evaluate the websites, but

predominately focuses on the material available through them, though there is mention of

a few issues encountered with accessing this information.

When reviewing the guidance, two major aspects were considered. First, the literal

content of the guidance, such as date, title, aims, target audience, accessibility etc (Section

5.2.1-5.2.8). This information was recorded on a standard sheet to allow for effective

comparisons between the documents (Appendix C). The second evaluation technique was

produced from the literature reviewed in Chapter Two. The literature produced certain

baselines against which the guidance material could be evaluated, or at least give a

framework to allow comparisons to be made on certain aspects of the content of the

material examined. These will be described in Section 5.3.

In total, 19 guidance documents were reviewed and evaluated using these methods. In

evaluating the formal guidance the focus was on the features and the content; all the

information was taken simply from the guidance text:
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5.2 Content of guidance

> Title of Guidance

> Guidance subject, topic or issue Guidance Aims/Objectives

> Date of Guidance Published

> Source of Guidance

> Type of Guidance

> Target of Guidance

> How clearly is the information presented?

> Ease of access

These subheadings were used to summarise, contrast and evaluate the basic information

from the guidance material. These will be discussed in turn.

5.2.1 Title of Guidance

Consultation With Iwi

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The Treaty Of Waitangi

Principles Of Consultation With Maori - A Case Law Perspective

Kanohi Kit E Kanohi Consulting With Maori

He Tohu Whakamarama: A Report On The Interactions Between Local Government and Maori
Organisations In Resource Management Act Processes

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia: A Guide To The Resource Management Act 1991

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation

Agreements Between Maori And Local Authorities

Talking Constructively

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Whenua Under The RMA

Good Practice Participate

Local Authority Engagement With Maori
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Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Under The Resource Management Act

How An 'Historic And Probably Unique Accord' Works

Maori Council Engagement Under The Resource Management Act

Table 5 - Title of Guidance

Table 5 is the main title of the guidance material is important as it is the first logical step

in identifying the topic covered when confronted with a large number of possible

guidance documents. In the material evaluated, the titles reflect the content of each of the

pieces of guidance well. For example, Effective participation in resource consent process

(Willis and Koroheke 2005) does focus on effective participation in the resource consent

process and Case law on Tangata Whenua (MfE 1999) is focused on the relevant case law.

This allows for simple referencing of the guidance most suitable to the situation to which

it is accessed. These will be of interest to the case studies as the interviewees will most

likely reference them by title.

5.2.2 Guidance Subject, Tapic or Issue& Guidance Aims/Objectives

Consultation with Iwi- In which equals discusses together
Consultation With Iwi issues of mutual concern in an effort to reach mutually

acceptable solutions.

Waahi Taonga and Waahi Tapu and its management

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu This article discusses Ngai Tahu's management of its waahi
taonga, resources of historical and cultural importance.

Taking Into Account The
This paper is intended to stimulate discussion and

Principles Of The Treaty Of
suggestions for the exploration of relevant principles of the

Waitangi
Treaty of Waitangi and their relationship to the Resource
Management Act.

Principles Of Consultation With
Case law surrounding consultation with Maori
To discuss the principles of consultation with Maori from a

Maori
statutory and case law perspective.

Kanohi Kit E Kanohi Consulting Answers some of the questions asked in relation to
With Maori consultation with tangata whenua.

Issues that affect Maori participation in Resource

He Tohu Whakamarama:
Management Act processes.

To investigate whether or not there were any obstacles to
effective Maori participation in resource management.

Kaitiakitanga And Local
Tangata Whenua Participation in Environmental

Government
Management To return to the Parliamentary Commissioner
for the
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Environment's 1992 study, Proposed Guidelines for Local

Authority Consultation with Tangata Whenua, to identify
certain issues.

Conflict resolution

Resolving Troubling Cultural The Wellington Biosolids case suggests that cultural issues

Issues can be resolved where the circumstances suggest that the
"pragmatic", rather than "traditional", view of Maori
tikanga should be preferred.

The Resource Management Act 1991
Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia Help in understanding what the various parts of the RMA

mean.

Case Law.

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Assist in understanding the principles emerging from case
Consultation law and layout a legal standing of the case law involved

with Maori issues.

Agreements Between Maori And
Written memoranda or agreements.

Local Authorities To inform the council of examples of agreements to assist in
designing their own.

Building agreements between Iwi, hapu and whanau, and
local authorities.

Talking Constructively A practical summary to help Iwi, hapu and whanau and
local authorities to prepare for all forms of joint discussions
including mediation.

Guidelines For Consulting With
An update on case law.

Tangata Whenua Under The Provides guidance on how to undertake consultation with

RMA tangata whenua, and builds on earlier publications
produced by the Ministry for the Environment.

Consultation and engagement.

Good Practice Participation Provides information, advice and tips on how to consult and
engage with the community, voluntary, Iwi and Maori
organisations.

Local Authority Engagement
This report provides a snapshot of what councils identify as

With Maori
their current practices when working with or engaging
Maori,

Effective Participation In
Tangata whenua and the RMA.

Resource Consent Processes Aims to help tangata whenua to participate effectively in
resource consent decision-making.

A Case Study In Consultation Consultation with Iwi under the RMA

Withlwi Under The Resource The purpose of the case study is to provide meaningful real-
Management Act life examples of consultation with Iwi.

How An 'Historic And Probably Consultation examples.

Unique Accord' Works Demonstrate a interesting consultation process.
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Process and structures in consultation under the RMA.

Maori Council Engagement
Under The Resource
Management Act

Presents the views of council staff and Maori resource
management practitioners on the current processes and
structures that local authorities have in place to engage with
Maori under the RMA.

Table 6 - Guidance Subject, Topic or Issue & Guidance Aims/Objectives

Table 6 examines the subject, topic and the issues addressed dictate their relevance to the

resource consent process and user appeal. The more specific a document is, the more

useful it may well be. However, this in turn limits its application to a specific

circumstance, but at the same time too general a document and information supplied will

not necessarily be enough to be useful.

Of the guidance material reviewed by this research eight were primarily concerned with

consultation with Iwi, three were focused on tangata whenua participation, another three

dealt with agreements between Iwi and another party, and the others concerned Treaty

principles, advice on the general process and a review of council practice.

Though there does appear to be clustering of themes, there is a certain level of cross over

between the documents. The documents dealing with agreements with Iwi have to

contain a certain amount of detail surrounding consultation, as this is the prescribed

method of initial engagement for all the documents. One situation that does become clear

especially with the consultation with Iwi documents is that over time, there is a growth in

expertise and experience. For example, Consultation with Iwi (McDonald 1991) was

produced at the very start of the RMA, so in many respects it is quite a vague document,

and ambiguous in the information it supplies, whereas Miiori Council Engagement under

the Resource Management Act ( Te Puni Kokiri 2006) contains examples and specific

methods for consultation, something that was not available in the early years of the RMA.

Interestingly, there is an absence of any material that attempts, as its subject, to define in a

practical or spiritual sense for the resource consent process any of the Maori terminology

that is commonly used, such as the ones mentioned in Chapter Three. Whether it has been

deemed a subject unsuitable for national guidance or that such information is not needed,

will be something that will hopefully be formed from the interviews. There is one
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document of the 19 evaluated, on the subject of possible issues revolving around certain

concepts, Waahi Taonga and Waahi Tapu (Tau 1992), but it will be demonstrated in the next

section that are issues surrounding the use of this guidance material.

5.2.3 Dateof Guidance Publication

Consultation With Iwi 1991

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu 1992

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The Treaty Of Waitangi 1993

Principles Of Consultation With Maori 1995

Kanohi Kit E Kanohi Consulting With Maori 1997

He Tohu Whakamarama: 1998

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government 1998

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues 1999

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia: A Guide To The Resource Management Act 1991 1999

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation 1999

Agreements Between Maori And Local Authorities 2000

Talking Constructively 2000

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Whenua Under The RMA 2003

Good Practice Participation 2003

Local Authority Engagement With Maori 2004

Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes 2005

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Under The Resource Management Act 2005

How An 'Historic And Probably Unique Accord' Works 2006

Maori Council Engagement Under The Resource Management Act 2006

Table 7 -Date of Guidance Publication

Table 7 -Date of Guidance Publicationsimply was the notation of the date of publication

which allows a comparison to be made between the guidance, the trends in process at the

time, and the changes in legislation, i.e. 2005 RMA Amendments. The date of publication
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ranged throughout the lifespan of the RMA. The earliest published and still-referred-to

guidance document was from 1991 and is a journal article referred to on the subject of

Consultation with lwi (McDonald 1991). There is other guidance from the same era Waahi

Taonga and Waahi Tapu (Tau 1992) and Taking into account the Treaty of Waitangi (Crengle

1993). The age of these documents does lead this research to question whether guidance

which is now 18 years old is still relevant to the resource consent process or if these

documents are being kept purely as a historical and educational resource. Practice, policy

and law surrounding the RMA have changed considerably since the early 1990's, so the

relevance of guidance over time is in question. For example, Winstone Aggregates v

Franklin DC A80/2002 produced definitions that run contrary to certain presumptions

made in Waahi Taonga and Waahi Tapu (Tau 1992). Even if the content of the older

guidance material was still relevant to modern practice, the date itself would place it at a

disadvantage. For example, it is not unreasonable to presume that if confronted with a

situation where guidance is needed on a subject and two sources were available, one

produced a year prior to it being accessed and the other 20 years senior, then the more

modern one would have preferential treatment and uptake.

This is the case for the guidance on the case law in reference to Consultation with Maori.

From the guidance material, there are three documents available from the MfE: one

produced and published in 1995 Principles of Consultation with Miiori - A Case LawApproach

(Harris 1994), one from 1999 Case Lawon Tangata Whenua Consultation: RMA workingpaper

(MfE 1999) and one published in 2003 Guidelines for consulting with Tangata Whenua under

the RMA: An Update on Case Law (MfE 2003). Out of these three, the most relevant one is

presumably the most recent, but for all of them the MfE has a rider that "this document is

based on older research and this should be kept in mind when referring to it" (MfE online:

2009). This raises the question as to why the outdated versions are still available under the

current guidance sections, and what are the reasons for the absence of a more updated

version. The rest of the guidance has been produced over the last ten years, with 2006

being the most recent publication available on this subject.
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Of note, there is nothing relating to the Maori -related aspects of the 2005 amendments to

the RMA specifically joint management agreements (S36B-E) and the seventh matter of

National Importance, "the protection of recognised customary activities" .

These issues raised by the date of publication could well be a major reason for the

effectiveness of the guidance being reduced within the resource consent process.

5.2.4 Source of Guidance

Consultation With Iwi Quality Planning
Planning Quarterly
McDonald, P

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu Quality Planning
Tau,R

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The Treaty MfE
OfWaitangi Crengle, D

Principles Of Consultation With Maori Quality Planning
Harris, R

Kanohi Kit E Kanohi Consulting With Maori Quality Planning website
Planning quarterly
Maynard, K

He Tohu Whakamarama: MFE
Maynard, K

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government Quality Planning
PCE

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues Quality Planning
Planning Quarterly
Gould, T & Winterbottom, T

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia MfE

Maynard, K

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation Mfe

Agreements Between Maori And Local Quality Planning
Authorities Hewison, G

Talking Constructively MfE

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Whenua MfE
Under The RMA

Good Practice Participation Quality Planning
Ministry of Social Development

Local Authority Engagement With Maori Quality Planning
Local Government New Zealand
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Effective Participation In Resource Consent MfE
Processes Willis, G & Koroheke, C

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Under The Quality Planning
Resource Management Act Ngati Ruanui, KIwi

Co-operative Dairies
Taranaki Regional Council

How An 'Historic And Probably Unique Accord' Quality Planning
Works Planning Quarterly

Von Dadelszen, M

Maori Council Engagement Under The Resource Quality Planning
Management Act Te Puni Kokiri

Table 8 - Source of GUidance

Table 8 - Source of Guidanceinvestigates both at the source, as in where the guidance was

accessed, and the authors of the guidance. The source and the authors of the guidance are

important because they relate to the accountability and quality of content. It is also

relevant whether the authors are experts in the field in which they are writing, and who

the commissioning authority for the guidance is.

When evaluating the guidance material on these grounds, two major differences appeared

in the findings. Much of the guidance material accessed directly from the MfE is self

produced, insomuch that it is produced by the MfE and only the government body is

listed as author and publisher. Thus it can logically be presumed that it is produced by

civil servants, such as the series of case law guidance mentioned above. Other guidance

material, (especially that which is commissioned by the MfE from an external source such

as a consultancy or another governmental department and then published by the MfE),

for example Effective Participation in Resource Consent Processes: A Guide for Tangata Whenua

(Willis & Koroheke 2005) contains a list of authors, and the company or department to

which they belong and many also give the names of the peer reviewers who worked on

the guidance material.

As a number of journal articles and reports are also referred to as useful forms of

guidance, these have their own accountabilities. The journal articles, published originally

in 'Planning Quarterly'/ the quarterly publication by the New Zealand Planning Institute

(NZPI), though not peer reviewed in the same way as they would have been if in another
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academic journal/publication, are required to have a certain level of review to gauge the

articles worth, and the reports have to demonstrate their methods and findings in a

manner that can be compared to similar studies. The advantages of knowing the source of

the guidance is that a certain level of trust can be built, and especially when referring to

Maori-related values and concerns it has been suggested that the best person to write the

guidance is someone who is familiar with the Maori culture and community (Stokes

1985). It appears that the majority of the authors of the guidance material in Table 8 are of

Maori decent or the authors have worked in collaboration with a named lwi or hapu. The

only unknown factor relates to the MfE published documents, as there is no cited author

in relation to the information contained.

5.2.5 Typeof Guidance

Consultation With Iwi Article

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu Article

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The Treaty Of Waitangi Discussion Paper

Principles Of Consultation With Maori Article

Kanohi Kite Kanohi Consulting With Maori Article

He Tohu Whakamarama: Report

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government Report

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues Article

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia: A Guide To The Resource Management Act
Best practice/Guideline

1991

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation Best practice/Guideline

Agreements Between Maori And Local Authorities Article

Talking Constructively Best practice/Guideline

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Whenua Under The RMA Best practice/Guideline

Good Practice Participation Website

Local Authority Engagement With Maori Report

Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes Best practice/Guideline

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Under The Resource Article
Management Act

How An 'Historic And Probably Unique Accord' Works Best practice/Guideline

Maori Council Engagement Under The Resource Management Act Report

Table 9 - Type of Guidance
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Table 9 shows the formal guidance documents range from journal articles, e.g. Kanohi Kite

Kanohi, Consulting With Miiori (Mcintosh 2003) and case studies, A Case Study In

Consultation With Iwi Under The RMA (MfE 1999), to interactive websites e.g. Good Practice

Participate (MSD 2003), and guidelines e.g. Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia: A guide to the RMA

(Maynard 1999). There is a range of mediums and formats in which the formal guidance is

expressed to the user. It is a fair assumption that the type of guidance should fit the user

and the situation, where a purely functional guidance document would benefit a basic

applicant, and a report or a journal article may suit the more experienced practitioner

working in the resource consent process.

One point that was noted is the absence of any reference to taught courses. Though this is

not the primary focus of this research, it is another valid form of guidance. Local

Government Consultation and Engagement with Miiori (Local Futures 2005) identifies a

number of taught courses and training for practitioners, but only produced at a local and

regional level. Though not specifically mentioned as a resource by MfE or the Quality

Planning it is a source of guidance that is worthy of note as it may be raised during the

case studies.

5.2.6 Target of Guidance

Consultation With Iwi Applicable to all

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu Council, Iwi, Planners

Taking Into Account The Principles Of Local authority councillors, policy makers and planners
The Treaty Of Waitangi

Principles Of Consultation With Planning Practitioner
Maori

Kanohi Kite Kanohi Consulting With Applicant, Council, Iwi
Maori

He Tohu Whakamarama: Council and Iwi

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government Council, Planner, and Higher Government

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues Council and Iwi

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia Iwi focused, but can be used by all

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Council and Iwi
Consultation

Agreements Between Maori And Council and Iwi
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Local Authorities

Talking Constructively Council and Iwi

Guidelines For Consulting With Applicant, Council, Iwi
Tangata Whenua Under The RMA

Good Practice Participation Council/public servant

Local Authority Engagement With Council,lwi
Maori

Effective Participation In Resource Iwi
Consent Processes

A Case Study In Consultation With Resource management practitioners, applicants and
Iwi Under The Resource Management educational institutions
Act

How An 'Historic And Probably Applicant, Council, Iwi
Unique Accord' Works

Maori Council Engagement Under Council and Iwi
The Resource Management Act

Table 10 - Target of GUidance

Table 10 focus is the target of the guidance, this information was ascertained from the

sections under which they were accessed from MfE and Quality Planning and from the

documents stating within their content at whom they were targeted.

As discussed in Chapter Three, there is a broad range of user groups within the resource

consent process that the formal guidance material may target, ranging from applicants, to

submitters, planning professionals, council, and Iwi, though as discussed, the role of Iwi

members may fill any of the other given roles. The role of the target user group/audience

is important as it defines the structure of the guidance, and the language used within its

content. The evaluation of the formal guidance found that the majority of the guidance

published by the MfE focuses on the relationships and consultation between Iwi and

council. Due to the nature of the guidance material, a lot of these resources would also be

of general interest to other planning practitioners. A few documents such as Consultation

with Iwi (Tau 1992), are primarily focused on working with Iwi and are written for Pakeha

users in the resource consent process, and not apparently for Iwi users. As a side note, an

extra users group could be added to the list of possible users, that being educational users,

such as this research. Although it is unlikely to be a key influencing factor of the guidance

production, it should not be dismissed.
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5.2.7 How clearly is the information presented?

Consultation With Iwi Informal style of writing- Low Quality Pdf

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu Clear, well laid out and well written

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The
Clear, well laid out and well written

Treaty Of Waitangi

Principles Of Consultation With Maori Low PDF quality

Kanohi Kite Kanohi Clear, well laid out and well written

He Tohu Whakamarama Clear, well laid out and well written

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government Clear, factual legalistic at parts

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues Low PDF quality

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia Clear, well laid out and well written

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation Clear, Factual legalistic at parts

Agreements Between Maori And Local
Clear, well laid out and well written

Authorities

Talking Constructively Clear concise, attractive

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Clear, factual, legalistic at parts

Whenua Under The RMA

Good Practice Participation Clear easy to use website

Local Authority Engagement With Maori Clear, well laid out and well written

Effective Participation In Resource Consent
Clear concise, un-attractive

Processes

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Well laid out and not over technical in its
Under The Resource Management Act approach.

How An 'Historic And Probably Unique
Clear, well laid out and well written

Accord' Works

Maori Council Engagement Under The
Clear, well laid out and well written

Resource Management Act

Table 11 - How clearly is the information presented?

In evaluating the guidance, both the format (the way in which the information is

presented) and the wording (how the content is explained) was explored. The main focus

was on whether the guidance material was too technocratic, or too simple for its target

users. On the whole the guidance that was evaluated was well laid out, not overly

technocratic and easy to follow. Their structure suited the subject matter and none were

overly complex in their use of language. This is particularly noticeable in the use of the

Maori language in the guidance material, where there was only a limited use of terms and

those that were used, were kept within the context of the RMA. For example, the case law
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guidance was the most technical of the guidance, but then the nature of its content

determined that it had to be written in such a way. An interesting example was the

guidance material called Talking Constructively (MfE 2000). Its focus is on building

agreements between local authorities and Iwi, hapu and Whanau. The way it is structured

is in fact two documents in one. There is a "Guidefor Iwi, Hapu and Whanau in Building

Agreements with Local Authorities" and then there is the second part, where the advice is

reversed, being a "Guide for Local Authorities in Building Agreements with Iwi and Hapu".

Both sides give similar information and in a similar manner; it offers check lists and

examples for the reader to use during the processes which is encouraging.

Aesthetics, though not as important as the content itself by any means, is relevant

inasmuch as it attracts people to the guidance material, because 'it catches their eye'.

When the Maori related guidance such as the Effective Participation In Resource Consent

Processes: A Guide For Tangata Whenua (Willis & Koroheke 2005), is visually compared to

the general guidance available from the national sources, for instance, the Everyday Guide

to theRMA Series 2.1 (MfE 2006), there are certainly some aesthetic differences. The Maori

guidance generally has a more formal nature, and lacks much of the aesthetic touches of

the other guidance such as colourful front covers, and use of diagrams and pictures. What

this mayor may not denote is debatable. Possibly it could mean that the MfE takes the

Maori concerns seriously and that the nature of the information does not suit a more

'informal' approach. On the other hand, it is not implausible that it demonstrates a lack of

resources, insomuch that the commissioned authors did not have the resources, time or

capacity to make the guidance material aesthetically pleasing. This will hopefully come

out in the case studies.

5.2.8 Ease o/access

Consultation With Iwi Dead link on quality planning

Waahi Taonga And Waahi Tapu Website

Taking Into Account The Principles Of The Treaty Of Though listed not available
Waitangi through MfE website. Accessed

through Library

Principles Of Consultation With Maori Website
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Kanohi Kite Kanohi Consulting With Maori Website

He Tohu Whakamarama: Website (large document)

Kaitiakitanga And Local Government Dead link on quality planning

Resolving Troubling Cultural Issues Website

Ki Te U 0 Te Hiahia Website

Case Law On Tangata Whenua Consultation Website

Agreements Between Maori And Local Authorities Dead link on quality planning

Talking Constructively Website

Guidelines For Consulting With Tangata Whenua Under The Website
RMA

Good Practice Participation Website, link from Quality
Planning

Local Authority Engagement With Maori Website

Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes Website

A Case Study In Consultation With Iwi Under The Resource Internet, website, limited initial
Management Act overview

How An 'Historic and Probably Unique Accord' Works Website

Maori Council Engagement Under the Resource Management Website
Act

Table 12 - Ease of access

For the sake of this research, all the information was accessed through the intemet. As

discussed earlier, the information was for the most part easy to access as long as the user

had access to an internet connection. There was a logical step to the information through a

series of subheadings, and the initial information given was sufficient to ascertain which

document was the relevant document. However, there are technical issues of access. This

is especially evident on the Quality Planning website where a number of guidance

documents had 'bad links'. When the link was 'clicked' the source that was being

attempted to be accessed did not exist or was misdirected, although most of the guidance

could be located with some perseverance. However, these bad links would not encourage

anyone to look further for the information they contain. As mentioned earlier in this

chapter, there are no secondary sources of this material, i.e. in a printed form. Although

this policy does save resources, it may well cause problems for certain groups who may

not have the capacity or resources to access this information electronically. And on a final

note, there was even one document listed by the MfE, Taking intoAccount thePrinciples of
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the Treaty of Waitangi: Ideas for the Implementation of Section 8 Resource Management Act

1991(Crengle 1993), which could not be accessed online or requested out side of a library,

which raises the question of why it is listed in the first place as a referable document.

The size of the document has an effect on its access, as the larger the document the longer

the download. As broad band slowly becomes standard this issue will decrease, but as

there are still a considerable number of people within New Zealand on the older dial up

systems then the size would be of an issue. Most of the documents are below 1MB in file

size, but there are some considerably larger documents, though these in the most part

have been broken down into downloadable sections to reduce the overall package size.

5.3 Content

After the basics of the guidance material were evaluated, the content was then analysed.

This was completed not to judge the quality, as this research cannot assess its use in

practice at this point, but to measure the guidance against the base level of content that

was raised in the literature review of this research and allow for comparisons to be made

between the guidance prior to the case studies. In Chapter Two of this research, a number

of differing ideas surrounding communication were examined. From these ideas, this

research has extracted some core ideals that can be used to check against the validity of

the guidance material. There are also outlines laid down by the MfE to the quality of the

guidance it produces, which also will be used. The levels of relative power established

with the ideas behind eo-management will be examined through the case studies and key

informant interviews.

5.3.1 Communicative theory

In Chapter Two Flyvbjerg (1998) and Hillier (2003) determined a number of key principles

linked to Habermas's work. Although they discussed issues with the work of Habermas,

such as his reliance of consensus and the unrealistic nature of his work when certain

external factors are taken into account, two points come through that are particularly

relevant to the guidance material. Habermas suggested that the best results from
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communication should result from a situation where there is no bias on the part of either

party and that the communication is apolitical, and removed from extemal forces. If this

theory is accepted, then the guidance material should be both unbiased and apolitical.

As the RMA is a governmental piece of legislation, and the MfE, the governing body for

the Act is a government department, there will always be a certain level of politics

inherent in whatever processes are involved because the legislation emerges from a

political process and thus is the guidance relating to them. Guidance will also influenced

by the changing political climate surrounding Maori, the Treaty and their interests in

resource management and New Zealand as a whole. As the guidance evaluated stretches

over the full life of the RMA, then the changes in policy and the process relating to Maori

concerns within resource management are documented e.g. case law, and examples of

new agreements between council and Iwi. As the guidance does not have legal standing,

it can be aligned with fluctuations in the political climate, such as can be seen in the

various amendments to the Act within its life time. So the guidance will never truly be

apolitical, because it has to give effect to a political framework. As for being unbiased, the

guidance deals generally with two sides of the process, Iwi and the others in the process.

In reviewing the guidance material there is no noticeable bias to either side, outside of

that which is allowed under the RMA. Both council and Iwi are bound by the RMA in

what they can do and none of the guidance suggests either can or will go beyond the

limits of the RMA. The guidance therefore cannot be said to be apolitical but it is

unbiased.

5.3.2 Participation

As the majority of the guidance material focused on consultation, and thus to a certain

degree participation, it can be examined in light of the participation literature from

Chapter Two. The work of Webler & Tuler (2002) (Section 2.2) suggest that the

participation should have certain levels of 'fairness and competence', and so the guidance

should also attain these ideals to some level and itself be both fair and competent. Webler

and Tuler (2002) discuss fairness of participation as a number of necessities. Although at
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this stage the research can not gauge the effectiveness of any of the guidance in practice

on participation, these ideals can be compared with the methods laid out in the guidance.

Focusing on the Four Necessities of Fairness and the Two of Competence raised by

Webler and Tuler, and mainly using Effective participation in resource consent processes: A

Guide for Tangata Whenua (Willis & Koroheke 2005) as an example because it appears to be

main guidance document that focuses on participation, (though a number of the other

guidance documents have a consultation focus) going through each point will highlight

the way the guidance adheres to these principles:

~ Fairness: Attend

Does theguidance encourage andallow allparties toattendthrough themethods stated?

Focusing on Effective participation in resource consent processes (Willis & Koroheke 2005) the

first section of the document is headed ''What is in it for Tangata Whenua", explaining

and encouraging the participation of tangata whenua within the resource consent process,

though within the limits of the RMA.

~ Fairness: Initiate

Does theguidance allow for those involved to initiate discourse, meaning allowing or encouraging

people to raise issues, concerns and support?

Effective participation in resource consent processes (Willis & Koroheke 2005) and Talking

Constructively (MfE, 2000) both encourage early consultation and encourage tangata

whenua to ' initiate' participation within the resource consent process, as well as being

consulted. These are the general themes for the guidance on this subject. Talking

Constructively through the use of check lists ascertains whether these issues are

addressed and Effective participation... uses common 'questions and answers' to direct

these actions.
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~ Fairness: Participate in the discussion

Can those involved, participate in thediscussion, as in askfor clarification, challenge, answer and

argue?

The guidance material deals with this issue either within the limitations of the RMA or by

encouraging consultation and participation at the earliest stages of the resource consent

process.

~ Fairness: Participate in the decision making

Are those involved in theguidance's methods able to participate in thefinal decision making, and

will their overall participation be accountedfor in thefinal result?

This issue comes down to the process followed for each resource consent, e.g. whether it

is notified. Though the guidance does encourage participation in the resource consent

process for tangata whenua, none of the guidance promotes unrealistic expectations of

what the participation mayor may not accomplish.

~ Competence: Access to information and its interpretations

Is all the available information accessible to those who arelegally authorized to access it, and in a

mannertoaccessible to all.

The resource consent process deals with this issue, as the information associated with the

consents, if notified, is public information and hence accessible to those involved.

~ Competence: Use of the best available procedures

The process in which the participants are involved is know and understood by all, to save

misunderstanding.

Effective participation in resource consent processes (MFE, 2003), encourages the full

extent of participation, from basic engagement to the full inclusion of an Iwi, or hapu

organisations to engage with resource management issues, where appropriate.
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The guidance documents evaluated for this research, and when taking into account

fairness and competence as laid out above, have a number of limiting factors stemming

from the law. The RMA limits process to those involved, at any given stages e.g. who is an

affected party under section 95. The MfE has to abide by the law set out in the Act and

other legislation, so any guidance it produces can (should) only recommend methods that

are workable within the RMA processes, and which thus are legal. The guidance

produced by the MfE on participation and consultation and the methods it promotes fit

with being both fair and competent, within the limitations of the RMA process.

5.4 Best-practice

The Quality Planning website produced a list of qualities that the guidance material it

produces or endorses should aspire to (at least in some part, though not all relevant to this

chapter). The main points useful for this content analysis are legally robust, best

outcomes, consistency both with other guidance and legislation, and encouraging best

value.

• Acceptance among practinoners

• Legally robust

• Best outcomes

• Consistent outcomes

• Bestvalue for money

• Best fit

• Consistency with NZ or overseas stmdards

• Adaptability

• Sta.kekolder acceptability

Figure 13 - Best Practice Guidelines (www.qualityplanning.org)

The other points will be identified in the case studies. These best practice/guidance

outlines are important as they are Quality Planning's, expectation of good practice in

guidance and so could be seen as the standard to which any locally produced guidance

should also aim.
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5.4.1 Le~ally robust

In Figure 13 above, requires the guidance to be legally robust in nature so that the

guidance does not encourage an action that is outside of the RMA remit or that has been

laid down in case law. As demonstrated in Table 9 - Type of Guidance the subject of a

considerable amount of the guidance material incorporates methods and ideas of

consultation, there is a legal precedent to what the minimum level of consultation must

be, and so it would suit the guidance material to aim at this level and above. Reiterating

Chapter Three, Section 3.5.3, the Wellington International Airport Ltd v Air NZ [1993] 1

NZLR case laid down what is expected from consultation as a minimum in law, and

because consultation and participation are arguably similar concepts, the ideals of fairness

and competence and case law complement each other. This case states consultation

should be, as a minimum:

~ A statement of a proposal not yet fully decided upon.

~ An intermediate situation involving meaningful discussion.

~ Listening to what others have to say and considering responses.

~ Sufficient time and genuine effort.

~ Enough information to make useful and intelligent responses.

~ An open mind and a readiness to change or start afresh.

As discussed in Sectio 5.3Webler & Tuler (2002) work on the concepts of fairness and

competence complement the legal base line of consultation within New Zealand and in

doing so become legally robust.

5.4.2 Best Outcomes

This is the idea that the guidance material would produce a better outcome than the

process currently in place or at least offer an attractive alternative for the users.
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It would be logical to presume that the guidance would suggest a better out come than

that already in use, otherwise it would in many respects be self-defeating, as it would

limits the guidance material appeal. For instance, even though Talking constructively main

goal is "to ensure the best solutions are found" (MfE 2000, p12), the actual outcome is left

ambiguous as it gives no specifics of the agreements it is trying to encourage. Similar

guidance materials such as Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes (MFE, 2003)

and Agreements Between Miiori And Local Authorities (Hewison, 2002) appear to make the

presumption that they are dealing with a new process, e.g. one that has not been

attempted before; hence, the focus is on the process not the outcome. Effective

Participation... gives examples of outcomes while working through various stages of the

processes it deals with. This material is akin to 'Agreements between Miiori ... r which uses

examples of existing agreements to demonstrate best outcomes.

5.4.3 Consistent

The guidance needs to be consistent with other guidance, with the international

declarations and agreements which New Zealand has signed, and other national

legislation such as the Conservation Act (1998) and the Local Government Act (2002) if

relevant. The guidance also must be consistent with itself, and not have one contradict

another.

From the 19 guidance documents reviewed by this research there does not appear to be

any serious issues revolving around the consistency of the guidance. The guidance

related, for example, to consultation all suggest similar themes and ideas, that early,

meaningful and responsible consultation is a positive aspect of the resource consent

process, but they offer slight variations in the methods proposed to achieve these goals.

Due to the range in ages of the guidance material, the methods and issues also change

over time. Consultation with Iwi (McDonald 1991) due to its age raises series issues also

accessing the relevant people to consult with, whereas the more recent guidance

documents such as Effective Participation In Resource Consent Processes (Willis & Koroheke

2005) and Maori Council Engagement Under The Resource Management Act (Te Puni Kokiri
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2006) do not raise these issues as it appears that it is presumed there will already be a

system to deal with this issue. The case law documents published by the MfE appear to be

the most inconsistent, as the case law they deal with has changed over time, hence, these

documents will start to contradict each other, as certain cases supersede others.

The guidance material and documents seem to adhere to best practice; they are legally

robust, as far as this evaluation can see. It would be hoped that they would encourage

best outcomes and best value, but this will only be able to be ascertained through the case

studies and the information and methods contained are consistent with each other and

modern practice.

5.5 Conclusion

This Chapter reviewed the national guidance documents, and raised a number of issues.

Possibly significant issues resolves around whether the guidance is up-to-date and thus

still relevant to practice, the issue with the ambiguity of the target audience and other

issues revolve around accessibility, aesthetics/style and that there is nothing within the

relevant guidance documents that focuses on the 2005 amendments of the RMA

However overall, the guidance available seems to be of high quality given the factors

evaluated. It covers a range of issues, with a few notable exceptions, is professional in its

approach and gives usable advice on the resource management processes. As these

documents are designed to be used, the true evaluation of these documents can only be

completed by those who use them The next chapter, through a series of case studies and

Key Informant interviews will ascertain the effectiveness of the guidance identified here

and broach some of the issues raised in this section.
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6.1 Introduction

This Chapter's primary focus will be to answer Objective Three of this research which is

to "Establish the use of guidance documentation in practice", with particular reference to

the guidance on Maori values and concerns within the resource consent process. As

described in Chapter Three, three case studies were conducted within New Zealand and

within each case study, a number of interviews were conducted with a range of

professionals who have dealings with the resource consent process and for whom the

guidance is relevant. The purpose was to determine the extent of use of national formal

guidance, which specific guidance material was used and when, and in what context. This

national guidance material was identified in Chapter Five, and certain issues were

identified that were asked about within the interview process.

This Chapter will first outline the use of the identified national guidance from Chapter

Five in practice, then move onto subjects raised in relation to the guidance material by the

Key Informant, namely their thoughts on relationships within the process and alternative

forms of guidance, be they produced locally or in a non-document form.

6.2 Key Informants

In all, this research interviewed five Key Informants from the Bay of Plenty

(BOP)/Whakatane case study, six from the Taranaki/New Plymouth case study and four

from the Otago/Dunedin case study. Of these five were regional planners; three district
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planners, four planning consultants who had acted as applicants, two Iwi representatives,

a hearing commissionaire and an MfE representative:

"'<>0'1nn

KIl Hearing Commissionaire BOP

KI2 Iwi Representative BOP

KI3 Regional Planner BOP

KI4 Regional Policy Planner BOP

KI5 Planning Consultant BOP

KI6 Regional Planner Taranaki

KI8 Planning Consultant Taranaki

KI8 Planning Consultant Taranaki

KI9 District Planner Taranaki

KI 10 District Planner Taranaki

KIll Planning Consultant Taranaki

KI 12 District Planner Otago

KI13 Regional Planner Otago

KI14 Regional Planner Otago

KI 15 Iwi Representative Otago

KI 16 MfE Representative National

Table 13 - Key Informant List

In each case study it was attempted to engage at least one applicant (in each case,

planning consultants who apply on behalf of clients), one district planner, one regional

planner, one Iwi or hapu representative and one hearing commissionaire. It was not

possible to engage this full spectrum of Key Informants, in each of the case studies, be it

through failure to return correspondence, the inability to contact certain people or

organisations or refusal of interview. Even though certain groups were unable to be

engaged, it is felt that the case studies were valid as they still offered a broad range of

interviews, thus information this research.
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6.3 Use of guidance

Upon engaging with the Key Informants, it quickly became quite clear that they did not,

to any great extent, use the national guidance materials within their various roles.

Although interviewees were generally aware that there was national guidance in relation

to Maori values and concerns, there was very little uptake or use of the guidance material.

KIll, a planning consultant suggests that "there were some guidance documents from the

MfE, that we used occasionally," but offered no more information on the documents.

When asked about specific documents, the reply was "1 know there is a MfE one

[guidance about Maori concerns] but that is all" (KIll). So this informant is only aware, it

would appear, of one document out of a possible 19 or more documents. Also, KIll only

referred to the document in the past tense, implying that it was either not used or no

longer relevant in their role. KI3, a regional planner suggested that they use "the odd

publication," but when asked specifically about Maori-related documents, then the

response was "1 cannot think of any MfE guidance I have used for Maori consultation"

(KI3), and even went as far as to say:

"1 don't think we need any guidelines or documents, it frustrates me that we keep

getting these guidelines and documents but that [they] are not helpful at all"

(KI3).

Other Informants such as KI6 and KI7 simply dismissed any national guidance and its

importance, referring to other sources of guidance they use. For example KI2 referred to

using "a template protocol" in relation to their work as an Iwi representative, and also

mentioned case specific-documents such as Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) and the

production of their own lwi planning documents. KIll when asked about the guidance

they use replied "in my current business [planning consultant] we have a consent

processing document, which has been formed in-house and that contains a section on

cultural considerations." Similarly, KI5 describes a 'template' produced by the District

council for resource consents, that guides their work in the process, stating that it "only
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refers to consultation with Maori, and whether they have been consulted or not", going on

to mention that the template does not offer any guidance on how to consult and who the

'Maori ' are.

This is not to say that no informants use national guidance documents at all. The Quality

Planning website was referred to by a number of the Key Informants. KI3, a regional

planner, mentioned that "if we are going to deal with a new subject", then they will refer

to the Quality Planning website. KI13, 4, 8, 9, and 15 all made specific reference to Quality

Planning when questioned about national guidance.

KI4 "we draw guidance from... Quality Planning website"

KI8
"sometimes there is something outside of what we do so we go to Quality

Planning website and grab some of the guidance notes"

KI9 "we use Quality Planning website a lot in terms of best practice"

KI13
"Quality Planning 1have looked at before, they are not structured guidelines, 1use

them as a reference document"

KI15 "I often refer to Quality Planning"

Though at first it may appear that the guidance and information from Quality Planning is

used by a number of the Key Informants, what is important to note is that the particular

documents, implied to be used, are not referred to by name, but more by their particular

use. For instance, KI13 talked about accessing the Quality Planning website but made it

clear that they did not access it for "structured guidance," but for use as a reference

document within their work. KI8, a planning consultant focused on using Quality

Planning when they dealt with an issue outside of their experience. However this Key

Informant was unable to give the name of any specific guidance used, or any situation

that relates to Maori issues, KI9 similarly talked of using the Quality Planning website for

advice on best practice, but was unable to give specifics for what purpose it was used.

Following on from the acknowledgement of the guidance itself, out of the 15 Key

Informants interviewed in the case studies, it can be viewed as significant that only two

mentioned anything in relation to actual use of the guidance beyond what appears to be a

casual awareness that some material existed. KI4, a policy planner from BoP, stated. "we

draw from government guidance, MfE and the Quality Planning website." When asked
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further about the guidance, it was commented that "the guidance from central

government had improved over the years", but again, they were unable to provide

specific information on the material used. KI4's interpretation of the use of the guidance is

of interest here:

"it is another perspective on an approach and practice of Planning, I don't see it

[guidance] as a definitive word on how it should be done, but it is one of the

opinions that goes into the mix, and so we agree with some bits of it and follow

that, and happily disagree with other bits." (KI4)

The guidance, in this case, is used as 'another perspective' as opposed an authoritative set

of advice on actions within a process.

KI15, who is a Iwi representative was the only other Key Informant that gives the

impression that they have used the guidance material in question and was the closest to

giving any specifics, and mentioned the case law documents produced my the MfE, "I

also rely on the case law [documents] ... "; the guidance documents for CIA; "[referring to

Quality Planning] they have a good guidance notes on CIA" and the consultation with Iwi

series of documents" I think the guidance on consultation with Iwi has not been updated

for a while." Apart from the guidance relating to CIA, KI15 spoke of the guidance they

had used in a negative light, referring to the issue, (as identified in Chapter 5), of the

guidance being out-of-date:

"because case law and practice develop so rapidly, a drawback of guidance and

guidelines is keeping them up to date with current developments" (KI15)

KI15 draws a comparison between MfE and Quality Planning that "whereas the Quality

Planning Website is updated regularly, a lot of the MfE publications have not been

updated for a number of years". This is a interesting point that came up as the Quality

Planning is referred to as a separate entity to MfE by the Key Informants, even though the

Quality Planning website is run and managed by the MfE implying a further lack of

familiarity with the resource.
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All the Key Informants appear to be aware of the existence of national guidelines and,

presumably, at least some of the 19 reviewed in Chapter Five, but from these findings

there appears to be some significant issues with the use of the formal guidance relating to

Maori values and concerns, as there is little uptake or specific familiarity of the guidance.

KI13, a regional planner, made a poignant reference to the guidance documents "bits of

paper don't really help... it frustrates me that we keep getting these guidelines and

documents... they are not helpful at all", seeming to sum up a number of the other Key

Informants opinions of the guidance material.

6.4 Alternatives to National guidance

So what, if anything, did the Key Informants use to aid their work within the resource

consent process in relation to Maori values and concerns, if in fact they used anything at

all?

Simply put by KI12, a district planner," everything we do is guided by the RMA". Though

this is a generalisation of the findings, there is a strong indication that though it appears

that the nationally produced guidance material is seldom used in the case studies, other

forms of guidance, most notably that which is produced on a regional and local level and

that which is particularly denoted by the RMA, is the dominant source of guidance in the

case study areas. This guidance referred to was often in the form of statutory documents

such as regional and local plans, in-house documents produced by individual

organisations to aid in their processes, and an array of specific Iwi-related guidance,

documents and agreements. The table below demonstrates the number of Key Informants

that referred to these documents as their main means of documented guidance.

Key Informant 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,
District and Regional Plans as guidance

12,13,14,15

Key Informant 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,
In House documents as guidance

12, 13, 14, 15

Key Informant 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13,
Specific Iwi-related agreements or documents, such as

14,15
statutory acknowledgments, Protocols, MOU's and Iwi
management documents

Table 14 - Alternative GUIdance Referred to by Key Informants
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6.4.1 Regional and DistrictPlans

Laid out in the RMA; Regional Plans (S63-70) and District Plans (S72-77) contain the rules

and regulations to which the resource consent process has to give effect locally. District

Plans deal primarily with land use issues and Regional Plans deal with water and

discharges into the environment. They will both have different responsibilities of interest

to Maori.

Referred to in general terms, KI12 stated "our district plan and the RMA are the bulk of

the documents we deal with", KI14, a regional planner echoed this by saying "the main

documents we use are our Regional Plan and Regional Policy Statement", KI8 commented

"most of our work is local, so the regional plan and local plans provide the guidance" and

interestingly KI13 stressed that "the main documents we use are our Regional Plan and

Regional Policy Statement", but when asked further about the national guidance added

"of course they [the regional documents] have to be consistent with all the national

guidelines" implying a link between the local and national guidance material, though

offering no further confirmation of this.

In relation to more specific sections of the plans themselves, KI2, an Iwi representative,

mentioned that the heritage criteria of a Regional Policy Statement, and the Regional

Policy Statement User Guide, was a useful form of guidance in their work:

"the best document that you can reach for to understand the way we work is

the Regional Policy Statement User Guide and this compliments the Heritage

criteria in the Regional Policy Statement" (KI2)

KI6 refers of the Maori sections of the regional plan as one of the main tools that guide

their work in this area "[these] plans incorporate a whole range of values and concepts

and importantly Maori concepts and values", though makes it clear that these sections

have no higher priority than any other sections within the plans. The general impression

gleaned from the Key Informants who mentioned Regional and District Plans as a form of

guidance, is that they offered a certain level of security and assurity, because of their
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statutory nature, which the other guidance material might not be able to offer, and also

that they require a certain level of compliance that the national guidance does not.

6.4.2 In-house

These are documents produced by the parties themselves who are involved in the

resource consent process. They often set down intentions and direct actions. Logically, a

Cultural Impact Assessment could be classed as an in-house guidance document as it is

designed to inform the process, but is specific to resource consent. Other documents often

give effect to the regional and local plans, for instance the User Guide for the regional

policy statement from EBOP, offered up by KI4, gives guidance and criteria to judge the

regional policy statement policies in practice, which was also referred to by KI2 and KI5.

The Resource Management Act and the Treaty of Waitangi: a StartingPointand Framework was

produced for and used by Taranaki Regional Council to "assist them in carrying out their

responsibilities... in relation to producing policies and plans and taking into account the

Treaty of Waitangi. The Taranaki document was produced in 1992, but its current

relevance does not seem to have been diminished due to its age, unlike what has been

implied about some of the national guidance (Chapter 5 Section 5.2.3). A number of the

Key Informants, notably KI2 and KI6, were particularly enthusiastic about self-produced

guidance. Kl2 suggested that it should be used by others and especially by council, and

KI6 stated that the importance of their documents was consistency and it allowed others

to understand their position.

The Iwi representatives from the case study areas, KI2 and KI15, referred to their self

produced documents and Iwi Management Documents. KI2 in their work felt that an in

house document was needed to help guide those outside of the organisation to

understand their work:

"We have one [in-house guidance document] we produced ourselves, this is

quite old now. It is essentially what we do in relation to resource consents - we

facilitate consultation with the appropriate hapu, site visits for hapu members,

we prepare OA in collaboration with the relevant hapu, written responses to
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written applications, which may include consent conditions or advice notes,

requests for further information or consultations" (KI2)

KI9 and 10, (District councillors) referred to a situation where they requested to be:

"audited by the MfE, [they] came in looked at our process and told us where

we needed to improve on things, we have a new system call Tech 1- in this

system we have to document each process we take part in, and in doing so

looked at what we where doing and looked at where we could improve".

(KI9)

From this audit it was discovered that the council, in relation to in-house guidance:

"probably don't have as much as we should have, that was recognised by the

MfE last year (audit) ... we don't have check lists that say' have you checked

to see if the site has archaeological features, and that you should be consulting

with tangata whenua, we don't have that level of detail. What we have got, in

respect to one Iwi is a MOU, and that sets out the process in detail for

consulting on land use, subdivision, building consents and inquiries". (KIlO)

This implies that as a council they were encouraged to produce more systematic in-house

guidance material of use in process and that there should be a certain level of detail and

the ability to record the processes as a form of review. KIlO also mentions, "the

programme we record our consents on is called Tech 1 and that is very process focused,

application received, site visit etc", shifting away from paper documents and focusing

more on electronic guidance and methods to aid the resource consent process. What KIlO

did mention was the MOU with one of the Iwi in the district, these along with other Iwi

specific documents proved to be an accepted form of guidance used by the Key

Informants.
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6.4.3 Iwi specWc

Other guidance documents are produced by Iwi, hapu or are agreements between them

and council and other organisations in relation to the resource consent process. A number

of the Key Informants mentioned Memorandums of Understanding, (MOU), between

themselves and another party, being protocols as to when and how Iwi or hapu are to be

consulted and the methods used. KI12, a regional planner, commented that "we have

protocols [in reference to the local Iwi], and the regional council has a MOU, I think it

works pretty well". Kl6, a regional planner, described MOD's as a:

"simple document that explain a handshake, how we will respond to each

other, who will meet, how we will help each other, mixed in there is the fact

we won't always agree and so on" (KI6)

Though with all the good intentions KI6 goes on to mention: "we haven't managed to get

any of those [MOU] signed".

KIlO, a district planner, describes a situation where they as a council have a MOU with

one of the Iwi in the region, which clearly states that only the hapu will deal directly with

the council as "they [hapu] don't want applicants consulting directly with them". That is

related to the limited resources of the hapu being overwhelmed by the sheer amount of

requests in relation to the resource consent process.

Interestingly there is a difference between two of the Key Informants on the issue of

MOD. Kl2, anIwi representative, stated that the:

"high turn over of staff [council] causes issues, what needs to be introduced,

two week handshake maybe, its not about the individual, its about the

relationship of the institutions with Iwi, that's why we are interested in

protocol and MOU" (KI2).

KI2, raises the issue that a council with a high turnover of staff will find it hard to engage

in a meaningful relationship with Iwi, because they do not have the time in practice to
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form them and so a MOD is desired as it could give structure to the formation of these

relationships, as KI2 puts it relation to the training of new staff in council and their

relationship with Iwi, "what they need is two week hand shake" implying that the staff

need to take time to become acquainted with the existing relationships and the people

involved.

Counter to this, KIlO, (a District planner from a differing case study), stated:

"It's great to have an MOD as long as council work to it. If every one here

today who knew what the MOD said if they are not around in 5 years

everything just falls of the radar, as there is no ongoing continuity, the

organisation, is not geared up, everyone works in silos even though we have

one data base, everything is based on the continuity. (KIlO)"

KIlO does not diminish the worth of the MOD but contradicts KI2. Where KI2 states that

the MOD will aid the high turnover of staff in giving them guidance, KIlO implies that

any MOD will diminish in relevance over time with a high turnover of staff, as its original

meaning will be lost. What is the marked difference here is that KIlO is working with a

MOD and KI2 is attempting to engage in one, so perhaps experience may be the deciding

factor here.

Other Iwi-specific documents used as guidance that were mentioned included statutory

acknowledgements and lwi management documents and plans. The statutory

acknowledgements are generally linked to those lwi that have 'settled' (KI2) in relation to

the Treaty of Waitangi claims such as Ngai Tahu. However, these were only mentioned by

KI12 in reflecting that, "there are not statutory acknowledgment areas in the city

boundaries", The areas with fewer lwi and hapu to deal with, and thus few Iwi

management documents, seem to place greater emphasis on these documents than those

that have a number of Iwi documents. In the Otago case study, there is one lwi and one

related management plan, the Natural Resource Management Plan (KTKO, 2005). This

plan was referred to by all the Key Informants from the area, KI12 "we have the Natural

Resource Management Plan", KI13 "In terms of the planning side of things we refer to Iwi
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resource management plans", KI14 "we use documents such as the Iwi Management

Plan" and KI15 "we have produced an Iwi management document". In contrast, the Bay

of Plenty case study with 33 or so Iwi and thus the possibility of 33 extra documents, the

council seemed overwhelmed by the information. KI4 noted that during their work on the

regional plan they had never directly used a Iwi Planning document but had them

summarised by another member of staff for use in their field, "personally haven't looked

at any of those [Iwi management documents], but we have a system of someone going

through them, looking and summarising them, so institutionally they have been taken

into account". Intriguingly, Iwi management documents were not mentioned by any of

the planning consultants interviewed, only by members of council and Iwi

representatives.

With some of these documents being statutory, it may remove the need for national

guidance. If a MOD describes the method by which a council will consult with that Iwi,

then any other guidance referring to consultation logically will be null and void as the

MOD may override this at the local level.

6.5 Non-Document based guidance

Two other forms of guidance were raised by a number of Key Informants. First, the

information and security that GIS mapping can offer to certain aspects of the resource

consent process, and second is the guidance that taught courses can provide.

6.5.1 GIS

One aspect of guidance that was not noted by this research prior to the Case Studies was

the use of Geographical Information System (GIS) or the desire to have this as a resource

and a form of guidance. A GIS system"captures, stores, analyses, manages, and presents

data that is linked to location" (Berry 1997). Within New Zealand there is no one single

GIS data base. Each council within the case studies had their own, KI6, "we have a GIS

system", KI3, a regional planner, "we use GIS at times'. The Iwi authorities interviewed

each had or were producing their own versions, KI2, an Iwi representative, "we elected to
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produce this tool [GIS] ourselves". Though not mentioned directly in the interview, KI13

referred to one produced by KI15, and the planning consultants from private business had

their own; KI8, a planning consultant, "we have out own internal GIS", KIll another

consultant stated "we use it [GIS]as a mapping tool". There was even mention by KI8 of a

community GIS system in one of the case study areas called Territory which has "public

information stored on it and the public can add to the database".

GIS is of particular interest to those who work with the resource consent process as one of

the primary roles of the process is the collection of information about a site and its use in

identifying the need for consultation. KI5, a planning consultant mainly involved in

subdivision would like to see a 'Cultural GIS layer' as it would help, in their point of

view, to "alleviate the uncertainty" of whether or not to consult with Iwi during the

resource consent process. It would allow for the applicant or council, given access to

certain Maori-related information, to ascertain it for example, a given subdivision was of

significant interest to local Maori. If so, they will become an affected party, and thus be

consulted. I<I2 and KIll suggest that it is used as a trigger for the involvement and

consultation of lwi in the resource consent process. KI2 calls GIS "an incredible tool" and

KI6, a regional planner comments that:

"We have a GIS system here. It is perfectly set up to have cultural data on it,

so when we are talking to Iwi, [about] having a cultural layer, moving a lot of

Maori cultural and spiritual information into the modem age ... .it is an

exciting project [in] capturing all the spiritual side, linking them to places and

building... with the appropriate securities." (KI6)

The mentioning of "appropriate securities" revolves around the issue of who should

access the information. Maori have a historically oral tradition of storing cultural

information, and have in the past had issues of trust with the relaying of this information.

A number of the Key Informants suggest that GIS would offer a conduit for this cultural

information. Recorded orally, it could be transposed into a secure form that could be

stored and used by future generations. This transfer of information has a vast amount of
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associated issues and concerns for Maori that will be explored in more depth in Chapter

Seven.

6.5.2 Training

The training comments focused primarily on the training supplied by councils for their

staff, either as an initial training scheme for new employees or as part of professional

development of the existing employees. This training was recognised at both district and

regional levels, and was generally produced in-house: KI9 "the council has its own Treaty

Training", KI4 "I have done two or three courses in my time here [council]". There was,

however, a certain level of external input, especially from local Iwi and certain other

external bodies. There was no mention of any national training, apart from the training for

hearing commissioners run by MfE called Good Decision Making, which two (KIl and

KI14) had undertaken. KIl had also taken the further 'chairing endorsement' by the MfE

and was on the whole positive about both courses:

"I thought it was particularly good, one of the better courses [Chairing

Endorsement], I have done, but I thought [MfE Good Decision Making], the

whole program was really well structured." (KIl,)

Though in relation to Maori aspects of the course:

"The initial course we did [Good Decisions Making] was broad brush; they

have a manual and go through the issues. In the chairing one there was

nothing specific [relating to Iwi] but there was conflict resolutions stuff; the

chairing one didn't have a massive emphasis on Maori matters. But what you

learn through it comes up any way, conflict resolution; make sure people feel

they have the ability to be heard". (KIl)

Depending on the detail that was covered by these courses and the emphasis that was

given to the differing means, values and methods of expressing Maori concerns within a

hearing is unknown. KIlgave an example of the hearing he had chaired where Maori

values and concerns were an issue:
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"They [Iwi] don't understand the process that well. They had the lawyer, and

[opposition] had their lawyer and their high powered experts. The Iwi got

people to speak on their behalf who actually had the capacity to be an expert

witness, but they didn't introduce themselves as an expert. They didn't do any

of the things to get their status recognised, so though they spoke passionately

they missed the opportunity to get above there 'Iwiness' and get to be an

expert, their submission would have gone to another level. We had to

consider them in a slightly different manner." (KIl)

In this situation, focused on the hearings reliance on expert witnesses, it is unknown

whether it was the process that limited the ability of KIl to consider Maori concerns

outside of the expert witness, or the training that limited this aspect by not containing

specific reference for these types of situations, or if there were any other limiting factors.

As KI2 suggested (though unrelated to the above example), "the formal approach is not

traditional for us [Maori]"and this might be more fitting to the situation and demonstrates

a possible need for guidance or training for Iwi who may appear at hearings.

The training in relation to Maori concerns and the resource consents process offered by

the councils differed from case study to case study, but was well received by the Key

Informants. KIll talked of the council bringing in people from "the local polytechnic

college to run a cultural awareness course", describing it as "relatively high level

overview of Maori culture". KI12, a district planner, mentioned that the council had

people come in from the local Iwi to talk about Treaty issues, and KI7 observed, though

they did not attend, that through the company there were courses available specifically

for certain aspects of the company's expertise, for example, a course on "Iwi liaison on

roading for engineers." KI9 quite clearly defines that "the council has its own Treaty

training, which all staff are required to attend, its compulsory and part of our induction."

KI3 added positively:

"all staff have Treaty training [Treaty of Waitangi], so that was a really good

half-day or day, a group of staff talking about the Treaty and what happens
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with it and the underlying values. I have a much better understanding of

what it is now in terms of incorporating! considering! taking into account [the

Treaty], in processing applications."(KI3)

This positive attitude towards the benefits of taught courses is mirrored in many respects

by KIlO who recounted a course run in part by the Resource Management Law

Association of New Zealand (RMLA). The basic notion was:

"a Wellington lawyer and another professional came and we set up this

workshop where council officers would work with Iwi. They did a

presentation about understanding the District Plan and working with the

District Plan... , it ended up being almost two-way. We trained Iwi on how to

use the District Plan, how we did our work, how Iwi could use the RMA

process to suit, and how they could get more out the process, and that was

really successful." (KIlO)

This Key Informant went on to stress that the importance of this training was that it

included both sides and was a mutual learning process rather than a purely one-way

taught programme. Even in this positive light there were some negative comments, more

about follow-up and patronage:

"it was a one-off, it wasn't attended by everyone and as for Iwi who attended

and still work with the RMA, hardly anyone, so it very unfortunate. I believe

it was a valuable thing. (KIlO)

This last quote is rather poignant for the whole situation with guidance in that it

highlights several issues with the effectiveness of guidance in whatever form: 'It was a

one-off' implying that there was no follow-up and no updating of the information

expressed and exchanged. 'It was not attended by everyone', implies that a number of

people who could have benefited from the guidance, were not able to access it. There

appears to be no continuity of knowledge it produced, no links to follow-ups and nothing

to keep the guidance up-to-date.
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On the other hand, the Key Informants outside of council do not overly mention training

as a form of guidance or professional development. KI8, referring to the company they

work for said, "we don't offer training, we learn as we go along". KIll made no mention

of training within the company they worked for, but did mention, from previous

employment with a regional council, that the training was useful to their working lives,

but stated that' most of what I have gleamed about Iwi and hapu is from the resource

consent process". KI15, a Iwi representative, when as asked about training and

professional development within their organisation, flatly stated "no" there was none, but

did relate that to the way the Iwi authority works:

"it is more a process of acquiring through doing the work and being involved

with the runanga. I do have some familiarity with runanga being from Ngai

Tahu. I rely on the Kaumatua that I deal with for my cultural knowledge."

(KI15)

As implied by KI15, the focus for Iwi representatives is less on formal training but more

on the personal relationships they have with the Iwi and runanga they represent which

has been formed over time.

6.5.3 Relationships

The issue of relationships was one point that was made by a number of the Key

Informants, and especially those who had the greatest experience within the field. What

was considered important was not the guidance documents themselves but the personal

relationships formed within the resource consent process over time

The guidance material reviewed in Chapter Five, such as A Case Study in Consultation with

Iwi under theRMA (Ngati Ruanui 2005), does certainly contain a certain level of guidance

about these relationships but always keeps the advice at a very formal level, for instance

Talking Constructively (MfE, 2000) separates Iwi and council into two distinct units that

require formal agreements to form a 'partnership'.
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The Key Informants, though mentioning the more formal relationships, relied on the more

personal relationships they had with each other to help guide their actions and the

resource consent process. The case study areas differed in these relationships, depending

on the structures already in place. As discussed, in Otago there is a formal structure on

how to go about consulting with Iwi and when they should be consulted. This is reflected

in the relationships formed between the Key Informants from the area and the Iwi

authority. KIl2, a district planner states that flit's a pretty open relationship", but has

formal structure, because as a council "every week we send a copy of our applications to

the Iwi authority and they get to look and review and if there is anything of particular

interest". But beyond the formal structure is where the relationships are formed. KIl4 also

comments on this:

flyou can build a good relationship, and also we dealt with the same

individuals for a number of years. They understand how we work, what we

can and can not take into account- over the years we build up a good working

relationship." (KIl4)

In the other case study areas, where there are more Iwi and a range of structures there

appears to be a much less formal approach taken KI6 talked at great length about the

relationships they had built with the local Iwi and hapu, summing up "if you can ring

someone up talk to them and have respect for each other, you don't need guidelines".

KI8, a planning consultant takes a rather more pragmatic approach in stressing the

importance of personal relationships. "Its proactive stuff [referring to relationships with

Iwi], as simple as stopping in for a cup of tea on your way home and a chat,"

demonstrating a much less formal approach to the relationships. KI9 supports this by

commenting:

"The thing you learn very quickly with Iwi and hapu is it is all about

relationships, and so it is time in the job and working with these people. I have

formed some very good relationships, just through the amount of time dealing
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with them. It's about regular contact with them; likewise staffs that have been

here for a few years are forming their own relationships". (KI9)

And as KI2, as an lwi representative concurs "We need a healthy professional

relationship; we are not looking for sympathy".

KI6, a regional planner observed "you can build some good relationships through the

planning and consenting process, we [council] don't have an lwi liaison officer; we made

a conscious decision that the managers of each section would be that role". Here the focus

is on giving support to the personal relationships and levels of trust formed over the years

through the experience of working within the resource consent process. While KI6

observed that the council they worked for did not have a specific liaison officer or agent

between council and Iwi, a number of the other councils and organisations did have these

in place.

The report Local Government Consultation and Engagement with Miiori (Local Futures 2005)

takes a broad approach and reports the current policies and methods implemented by

councils for engaging with Maori (though no mention of national guidance). It highlights

that a large number of councils throughout New Zealand, including some of those within

the Case Study areas, have Maori liaison officers, sections, and committees that deal with

many Maori-related concerns for council. This, in many ways, delegates this function

away from those involved in the resource consent process themselves. KI3 commented, as

a regional planner that at their council:

"we have got a Maori policy section, and we use them for guidance, and

would approach them before referring to national guidelines, because we have

got quite unique Maori issues and values because the BOP has such a large

Maori population, and so many Iwi and hapu". (KI3)

KI3 goes on to explain their use in the resource consent process:

"If we thought there were going to be issues affecting Maori we would ask the

Maori policy team for an lwi contact list, so they would give us an indication
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of who the Iwi and hapu are that we should be considering and who we

should contact". (KI3)

So KI3 uses the 'Maori Policy Section' as an initial 'handshake' for consultation and

guidance on who to contact, and then will consult personally. On a similar note KI9 stated

that:

"we have the Iwi liaison team, and they really are the council go between...

they set up the relationships between council and Iwi. We have that team that

forms the relationships on behalf of council and then we can form further to

that relationship our own ones. It's already a step in the door, so it makes the

initial consultation easier". (KI3)

These Maori/Iwi liaisons, sections, officers (or other titles) help to facilitate the

relationships, but as KI12 mentioned above sometimes they need to go beyond the service

they provide for guidance, assistance or to work in the resource consent process. One

issue that arose was who to consult. KIlO stated that "We have a Iwi liaison officer and

people should be able to get those people to tell them who that area is affecting at

anytime", resolving a desire by KI7 as to:

"know who you are dealing with, so you have an understanding of how they

are actually going to deal with something. But it is best right at the start that

you know who you are dealing with. You pick up the phone and say 'this is

what we want to do.' What's your stance going to be on it? Will it be

notifiable? And then you can start tapering what you have to do and what's

expected." (KI7)

These Key Informants showed a mixture of reliance on relationships and of using the

formal structures in place locally. KI4, a regional policy planner showed regret that the

council uses these in-house Maori liaisons/advisors:

"in that it provides an intermediate filter between those of us whom are

writing the policy and the Maori . The first time we did it [produced the
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regional plan], a couple of us got in the car and went around and initiated the

consultation directly, and that was a great experience and it meant that the

people holding the pen were talking to the people directly concerned. Now

that contact is less direct and mediated by the Maori policy advisors. If we

could find a way of restoring that direct contact with those in the system when

the council is preparing their policies and the Maori, it would be an

improvement." (KI4)

Another issue raised with these relationships is consistency. KI9 talked about their Iwi

liaison officers, "we have had a couple of people in that role", mentioning one particular

Iwi liaison officer who was a Kaumatua as well as their role within council. He taught the

Key Informant the correct protocols for the district, for instance "women follow the men

up to the Marae and then the women move up" (KI9). "This is important information for

being culturally sensitive" (KI9). The Kaumatua also helped set up and ran a MOD with

the council. What concerned KI9 is that this Iwi liaison officer had now retired, so the

newer members of staff would not benefit from this relationship. And as mentioned in

section 6.5.2, there was the fear the council would lose the relationships they had built,

and the MOD would fade from use as fewer and fewer people who were originally

actively involved in its production were still involved in its use or in fact even within

council.

6.6 Conclusion

The surprising finding from the case studies was the almost total lack of use of national

guidance. In attempting to answer Objective Three, in establishing the use of guidance

documentation in practice, it is evident that the national guidance is not used extensively

in practice, at least not by those Key Informants interviewed by this research. What

appeared to be used was the local and regional guidance and there was a strong reliance

on statutory frameworks to guide the resource consent process, which of course would be

expected. Interestingly, the positive response to training and use of GIS to aid identifying

Maori values and concerns for the resource consent process may shed some light on why
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the national guidance is not being used. The next Chapter will take the findings of this

work and explore the reasons behind this apparent lack of use of national guidance and

the current regional and local focus.
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7.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters have, 'reviewed the current guidance documentation in

relation to Maori values an concerns and the resource consent process', and 'established

the use of the guidance documentation in practice,' in keeping with Objectives Two and

Three respectively, and to a degree evaluated the usage and content of the guidance

material, in line with Objective Four. This chapter will provide an analytical explanation

and interpretation of the findings in relation to the Objective Four and discuss positive

and negative issues raised by the results.

This research's aim is to ascertain whether the current guidance documentation allows for

effective consideration of Maori values and concerns within the resource consent process.

In establishing the aim and the objectives, a presumption was formed that the guidance

identified from this research would be used in practice. The findings in Chapter Six

demonstrate, that the national guidance, as identified in Chapter Five, are not being used,

or at least not to any great degree by the participants from the Case Studies. These

findings shift the focus of the research from the presumption that the guidance is being

used, to establishing why the national guidance has been, apparently rejected by the

majority of the Key Informants as a possible resource for dealing with Maori concerns

within the resource consent process.
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To determine this issue, this Chapter will discuss the possible 'barriers' to the use of the

national guidance in relation to the resource consent process, firstly contrasting the

findings from Chapters Five and Six, and then looking at the findings in relation to the

ideas formed from the literature explored in Chapter Two.

7.2 Guidance Content

As there was no significant information relating to the content of the guidance material

revealed by the Key Informants, the primary source of guidance review is from Chapter

Five. This Chapter reviewed the current guidance from the MfE and Quality Planning in

relation to Maori values and concerns. Some issues were raised, but overall, the guidance

was not found overly lacking in its content, but more issues surrounding various aspects

of its publication and formation were revealed. A presumption, as mentioned, was made

that the content would be evaluated by the practitioners. As this was lacking in many

respects, this research will have to use its own findings to aid the evaluation and the

conclusions of this research.

7.2.1 Quality

As stated in Chapter Five, the guidance was evaluated before the case studies, so that any

issues could be recognized and raised during the case studies. Two separate sections

were reviewed: the features of the guidance (its more literal nature-Section 5.2) and the

content itself, reviewed against a series of base lines established in Chapter Two (Section

5.3). Some issues raised in Chapter Five may well account for the lack of use of the

guidance material in practice.

7.2.2 DateofPublication

Out of the 19 guidance documents reviewed in Chapter Five, three were produced prior

to 1995, seven prior to 2000, five prior to 2005 and four since 2005 (Chapter Five, Section

5.2.3). Taking the date of publication into account it means that ten of the 19 documents

are over nine years old. This raises serious questions about the continual validity of the

guidance documents over this time; this is especially pertinent with the MfE case law
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documents, as raised by KI15. Case law and planning practice change over time, so if a

document published six years ago is still the main MfE case law document in relation to

Maori concerns this does raise questions as to its usefulness. The case law documents it

would appear were previously updated every four years, Principles of Consultation with

Miiori - A Case Law Perspective (Harris 1994) was published in 1995, Case law on Tangata

Whenua consultation: RMA working paper (MfE 1999) in 1999, and Guidelines for Consulting

with Tangata Whenua under the RMA: An Update on Case Law(MfE 2003) from 2003.

Currently, with this research being written in 2009, it would appear that the expected

update in this series is almost three years behind schedule. The reasons for this were not

forthcoming from correspondence with the MfE (KI16), though there were hints that the

amendments to the RMA in 2005 may have delayed the process.

The case law documents mentioned above and a number of the other documents available

from the MfE have been labelled with the warning:

"Please note that this document was published some time ago and may not

reflect current practice or law. It is kept here for your reference, but should be

used with care."(MfE 2009)

Reassuring though this is it does raise even more questions. If a document is known to be

out of date and recommended that it is only used for reference then why it is still kept

alongside the other more relevant documents?

With the aging guidance documents, if someone attempts to access the guidance for an

aspect of the resource consent process then surely a preference would go to a more

modern document. This research is not attempting to dismiss these older guidance

materials, as they will be of interest to certain groups, but these are unlikely to be the

original groups at which it was targeted. For instance, Taking into Account the Principles of

the Treaty ofWaitangi: Ideas for the Implementation of Section 8 Resource Management Act 1991

(Crengle 1993) is still referred to as a source of guidance, it is an interesting document,

and shows valid work in trying to examine its subject matter. The issue here is that it is 16

years old, and a lot of the issues Crengle raised have now been defined by case law, be it
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from resource management case law or rulings from other bodies such as the Waitangi

Tribunal, reducing its relevance to practice.

7.2.3 Target q[Guidance

Whom the guidance is targeted, is an issue that came through a combination of the review

of the guidance in Chapter Five and the case studies in Chapter Six. As explored in

Chapter Three, there are a number of parties involved in the resource consent process, be

they applicants, planners, or Iwi themselves. The national guidance is designed to be used

by these specific parties: certain documents for planners, certain guidance for Iwi and

others for council. Whoever the target user, it was unclear as to the level at which the

guidance is directed. For example Talking constructively: A practical guide for building

agreements between Iuii, hapu and whanau, and local authorities (MfE 2000), a guidance

document targeted at both council and Iwi, is very user-friendly and supplies some

checklists to aid in "all forms of joint discussions including mediation" (MfE, 2000). The

wording of this document is very general, so the question arises at whom is it intended, it

suggests council and Iwi/hapu, but these are not a single entity, there are a range of

people involved with each. Is this document targeted at senior staff in council or graduate

planners just learning the ropes, as the information they both require will be different due

to their personal experience? With Iwi, is it targeted at the more professionalised Iwi,

some of whom may have settled through the Treaty of Waitangi tribunal, such as Ngai

Tahu on the South Island, or is it aimed at the more informal and 'less professionalised'

(KI7) multitude of Iwi and hapu that occur throughout the North Island? What appears to

be the case here is that this guidance document is attempting to be applicable to as broad

a range of users as possible. In doing so, however, it has become too general in its

approach for a majority of people and user groups to use effectively. The information it

contains is applicable but fundamentally has no 'bite', so to speak. This in many respects

is not surprising in that the national guidance is intrinsically attempting to appeal to the

broadest possible users (national). This situation could logically be reversed with

guidance being too specific, where use may be diminished because the target user group

is too small for it to be useful outside of the specific situation it is designed to give
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guidance to. But the high use of local guidance suggests a degree of specificity is

desirable.

7.3 Content

In Chapter Five, sections 5.3 a series of criteria were drawn from the literature in Chapter

Two, to gauge the content of the guidance material against. This was not to judge the full

content, but to evaluate whether the guidance reached a certain level of competence that

should be expected from national guidance documents. What Chapter Five, intentionally

left out was a full content review, as this research was relying on the Key Informants from

the case studies to provide their insights into the guidance material and hence its content.

With the lack of uptake of the guidance, this research has been unable to draw significant

findings in direct relation to the content of the guidance material apart from that which

was ascertained in Chapter Five. Certain presumptions must therefore be made about the

body of guidance material available based on the lack or absence of information provided

by the Key Informants.

From the information the Key Informants did provide on the guidance, only Kl 15

mentioned any specific relevant guidance material. They referred to the Case Law

documents produced by MfE, and went on to comment how they were out of date.

Instead of using the outdated MfE guidance; Kl15 referred to another source, "Brookers"

(www.thomsonreuters.co.nz). a New Zealand law website. Though the MfE related

guidance was not currently being used by Kl15, it does imply that the documents had

been looked at, examined and possibly used in the past. However, the guidance had since

fell out of favour with the Key Informant. The reasons for this, though not stated directly,

can be presumed to be related to, the guidance being dismissed due to the date of

publication.

If this is the case then with the last major amendments to the RMA in 2005, it would have

been expected that there would be guidance relating to the changes that occurred,

primarily the addition of joint management agreements (S36B-E) and the 7th Matter of

National Importance. There are two guidance documents publish since 2005 and neither
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have any mentioning of the amendments. With the proposed amendments currently

going through the system, then any guidance produced now on the 2005 amendments

would be superseded by the necessity for guidance on the newer amendments.

In relation to the other Key Informants, the lack of any specific reference to the guidance

material and its content implies that the guidance material had not been accessed or at the

very least never successfully used. It can be reasonably concluded that the quality of the

content was not the primary reason for the lack of use from the Key Informants, as it

would appear that the guidance was never accessed in the first place. The emphasis from

the Key Informants towards more locally produced guidance does help verify this point,

as the local guidance appeared to be in use, as it was often referred to by the Key

Informants, ergo if they talk about the guidance then they use it.

Chapter Five highlighted that the guidance material was consistent, in relation to the

frameworks used. They were as unbiased and apolitical (Habermas, 1990) as was possible

from working within legislation. The methods for participation and consultation they

promoted fitted with Webler & Tuler (2002)being fair and competent and they fitted into

the suggested best practice guidelines from Quality Planning (Qualityplanning 2009).

Even with the guidance materials meeting these criteria, the relevant national documents

do not appear to have made a significant impact on practice. It is all well and good

knowing the quality of the guidance is high but if the content has never or infrequently

been accessed then there is little evidence to verify if the guidance material in question

would or has ever achieved its aims and objectives.

From Chapter Five, questions were raised about the accessibility of the guidance being a

hindrance to its effectiveness. With the nature of the case studies and the Key Informants,

even though only a few had accessed any form of national guidance from the MfE or

Quality Planning, with the level of experience this research addressed then it would be a

fair presumption that the Key Informants had access to the internet and thus the guidance

material.
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On a technical point, the websites from the MfE and Quality Planning had an apparent

lack of user statistics, as these were attempted to be accessed for the research. In

discussion with the systems administrator from the websites, it was acknowledged that at

the time of writing this research, the relevant websites only recorded the over all amount

of people accessing or 'hits' to each website, there was no process to count the number of

individual downloads of a given document. This was an issue they claimed to be in the

process of resolving and hopefully the subsequent data will be available for future

research.

The aesthetics and the style of the documents did not appear to be of any great hindrance.

However it was noted that in general the Maori related documents were not as 'attractive'

as the more general guidance on other matters. Similar to accessibility at the level of

expertise this research is dealing with from the Key Informants, it would be very unlikely

that the aesthetics of the document would affect its use. The style of the guidance material

is another issue raised. As the style of the documents differed, from reports, to articles, to

guidelines, and to websites the experience of the Key Informant would again play a role

in the use of the guidance. For instance a basic domestic applicant is unlikely to turn to a

journal article for guidance, as it maybe presumed to be to 'academic' for their use, so the

preference would be more towards the guidelines; though at the level of the Key

Informants, this was not an issue that was raised.

As there was an apparent limited use of the national guidance material, this research was

unable to establish the levels of relative power and responsibilities, as they were

explained in ideas behind co-management (Chapter 2, Section2.5). Though not relevant in

light of the findings, it was important to have reviewed eo-management and it constituent

parts to establish the possibility of the levels of partnerships and give a better understand

of what might have been expected from the Key Informant interviews.

7.4 Other Sources

It is possible that this research failed to take into account and review some of the national

guidance material in use within the resource consent process that has some relation to
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Maori values and concerns. This is quite plausible, but none of the Key Informants, bar

one (as mentioned previously), mentioned national sources of guidance outside of the

Mill, and Quality Planning, so it not unreasonable to presume if it does exist similarly to

the Mill related guidance, it has never been accessed.

7.5 Use of Guidance

In Chapter Two, the work of (Cabana et al. 1999) in the field of clinical guidance was

discussed. They identified a series of possible barriers that could reduce the effectiveness

of guidance material. In many respects this research reflects of the findings of this

research. Cabana et al. work can be used to attempt to ascertain the possible barriers as to

why the national guidance material has not been used in practice. The results of this

research have shown, there are significant issues relating to the use of the national

guidance material, and so this analysis may help to discover the reasons behind the lack

ofuse.

(Cabana et al. 1999) suggest that there are three areas which affect and are affected by the

guidance: the practitioner's knowledge, attitude and behaviour (Figure 7. These on their own

will cause the formation of barriers and vice versa. Going through each predicted barrier

will help establish whether there are any identifiable barriers in the findings from Chapter

Six. Refer to Figure 7 - Barriers to Effective Guidancein Chapter Two, for the structure of

the following section.

7.5.1 Knowledge

These are barriers that affect the Key Informant's knowledge of the national guidance:

both its existence as a general entity (Le. it exists), and more specific knowledge of the

individual guidance documents identified in Chapter Five. These are the first barriers to

guidance. If users of the guidance are unaware of its existence, then it is rather unlikely

that further barriers would play a role in the guidance's use. Cabana et al breaks down

'knowledge' into awareness and familiarity.
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Lack of Awareness- The expanding body of information and research may make it difficult for

any user tobeaware of every applicable guideline andcritically applyit to practice.

This research identified 19 pieces of national guidance material either produced directly,

or endorsed by the MfE relating to Maori values and concerns within the resource consent

process. The research focussed on only a very small percentage of the overall guidance

documents (on all subjects) produced and endorsed by the MfE and available through

Quality Planning. It is quite plausible therefore, that the large assortment of guidance

limits the ability of the user to 'be aware of every applicable guideline' and thus apply

them in practice. There are also an overwhelming number of documents on a single given

subject. As mentioned in Chapter Five, there are nine documents on the subject of

consultation with Iwi. This could either be viewed as a great and diverse source of

information or, that it would lead a user to be unable to decide which document to access

and thus possibly choose one not fitting the situation or plausibly none at all. As there is

no notable uptake of the national guidance, it can be presumed that the latter could well

be the case.

Lack of familiarity- Casual awareness does not guarantee familiarity of guideline

recommendations and theability toapply themcorrectly.

As identified in Chapter Six, the Key Informants were, in general, aware of the existence

of the national guidance material, and referred to both the MfE and Quality Planning. The

familiarity seemed to lessen when asked about any specifics to do with Maori related

guidance material. It almost seems to be a situation where the Key Informants know the

guidance is there, as a resource, but choose not familiarise themselves with it.

Interestingly, the Key Informants separated the MfE and Quality Planning, even though

they are the same entity, placing much more emphasis on Quality Planning than MfE.

This suggests more familiarity with the guidance Quality Planning provided, even though

a large number of the documents were available from both sources. Another reason may

well be that Quality Planning is directed specifically at the RMA and planning

practitioners, so a presumption would be made by the users that it is better suited to their
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needs. Whatever the reason, there is certainly a lack of familiarity with the guidance on

either site.

7.5.2 Attitude

Cabana et al (1999) suggest if a user of guidance is aware of the material, then they would

need to be willing to (at minium) acknowledge the content and what it is attempting to

achieve. They must then be prepared to consider using any methods, advice or instil any

knowledge the guidance offers. If the user is unwilling to change their attitude to a

guidance document, then it is unlikely to affect their behaviour. Barriers include lack of

agreement, lack of self-efficacy, lack of outcome expectancy, and inertia of previous

practice.

Lack of Agreement- Users may not agree with a specific guideline or theconcept ofguidelines in

general.

It could be viewed that the lack of discussion and use of the guidance material suggests

that this research would have no ability to establish whether the Key Informants agreed or

not with the guidance material. However, though never directly mentioning the guidance,

the Key Informants did raise certain other issues that gave rise to concern about their

agreement with the guidance if they had chosen to engage the guidance material. A

number of the Key Informants suggested that national guidance was not important and

that the focus should be on building, forming and keeping relationships within the

resource consent process and especially between Iwi and the other groups involved (KI 5,

7, 11, 13,. This focus relies heavily on experience, for instance existing relationships with

Iwi beyond that of the remit of RMA process, such as mentioned by KI8 referring to

"stopping by for a cup of tea". They might not therefore agree with the very generic level

of national guidance as they would not feel it would be applicable to their situation.

As the guidance has been produced over the lifespan of the RMA, then, as mentioned,

there have been changes in practice and policy. One of the barriers could be that the

practitioners do not agree with the subject of the guidance. The national guidance has a
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predominant focus on consultation and agreements between council and Iwi, If the ages

of some of these documents are taken into account it is plausible that the relevance of

these subject matters has diminished as most councils and lwi have 'moved on' from

there. This research is not suggesting that there should not be any lwi consultation, or

that there should be no agreements between council and Iwi, but that as time has

progressed, these have been established in the existing process, formal and informal

protocols, as covered in Chapter Six. With methods having been formed locally,

regionally and through experience, this reduces the need for guidance, and makes the

guidance possibly redundant. Where once it would have been useful, for instance, for a

council to have guidance on how to produce a MOU, such as Agreements Between Miiori

And Local Authorities (Hewison 2002), there are now numerous agreements within councils

around New Zealand from which to draw experience and help formulate their own. It can

be noted that the national guidance may, at some point have been beneficial, but that the

lifespan of the guidance relates to its use in practice. Possibly the users agree with and use

guidance as long as it is useful. However, when practice moves on or establishes itself,

then the users will move away from the guidance as they feel it is no longer relevant or

applicable to them. KI15 confirmed this when they commented on the out-of-date

guidance on case law and consultation with Iwi from the MfE.

Lack of Self-effic acy- Self-efficacy is the belief that one can actually perform behaviour. It

influences whether behaviour will be initiated andsustained despite poor outcomes.

Similar to a lack of awareness, it is hard to draw much information from the findings

upon this barrier, but the lack of detail and the focus instead on experience would imply

that the Key Informants believe that they would/could achieve the goals through other

means than those laid out in the national guidance. It seems unlikely, given the preference

of the Key Informant towards locally produced and statutory documents that this is

where their self-efficacy is founded, not in national guidance.
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Lack of Outcome Expectancy- Outcome expectancy is the expectation that a given behaviour

will lead toa particular consequence.

It is quite likely that a lack of familiarity may lead to presumptions about the guidance

material outcome being made by the users. Though aware of the guidance, if the users

have not considered the content with its aims and objectives and in many cases the

methods it proposes. This means that the outcomes, for better or for worse, will be

unknown to the user. Either the outcomes would be ignored or a presumption will be

made that the way in which the user currently works within the resource consent process

is better at achieving a certain outcome than the national guidance prescribes. Looked at

another way, if the user thought that better outcomes could be achieved by following the

guidance documents, and then surely this is what would have happened.

Inertia of Previous Practice- Users may not beable to overcome the inertia of previous guidance,

or they may not have themotivation to change.

There are two points to this barrier, the inertia of previous guidance and the lack of

motivation to change. It would appear that the national guidance is not being used in any

significant manner so practitioners are unlikely to be motivated by both previous

guidance and local guidance. It is plausible that previous experience of the guidance

would also taint any future use, such as KI15 mentioning the out-of-date case law

guidance. As for motivation for change, the apparent reluctance to take up the guidance

by those interviewed would suggest that any future guidance along the same lines would

not spur any new motivation to adopt them and change, as the barriers to the guidance

use will still exist. Seen from another angle, with the use of other forms of guidance, as

noted in Chapter Six, Section 6.4 these often statutory in nature, there would be little

motivation for the Key Informants to use national guidance if there is already a relevant

piece of guidance material that is used and established in practice. An example is the

RMA/treaty guidance produced by Taranaki Regional Council, referred to by KI6 as the

principal guidance document they used in their work. Any other guidance document,
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national or not, on the same subject would have to be a marked improvement for I<I6 to

adopt.

7.5.3 Behaviour

Cabana et al suggest that even with the application of knowledge and a change in

behaviour of the user of the guidance material, there may well still be barriers that reduce

or prevent the implementation of the guidance.

External Barriers- Appropriate knowledge and attitudes are necessary but not sufficient for

adherence.

If the Key Informants knew of the appropriate guidance material and were willing to

explore the content, this still does not guarantee that they will use the guidance within the

resource consent process. It may be a lack of resources, capacity or time. A large number

of the Key Informants raised issues of capacity and especially on behalf of Iwi and hapu in

dealing with the resource consent process. Iwi may have the knowledge of guidance and

the will to implement it, but not the resources to carry out the recommendations of the guidance.

All of the Key Informants acknowledge that there was a problem with resources and

especially when concerned with Iwi and hapu. I<I6 and I<I7 both observed that Iwi and

hapu are continually being asked to consult without an increase in resources, not just in

resource management issues but also on matters relating to health and education. This

was echoed by a number of Key Informants and especially those in areas with a large

number of Iwi and hapu. Though not directly related to guidance, Kl9, a district planner

mentioned a fund that was set up by the council to assist in the resource consent process.

They pointed out that the fund is rarely used, citing as example from a local Hapu who

would have benefited from the fund in a certain situation. The hapu was aware of the

fund and the process to access it but did not have the resources or the capacity to join the

process to gain the funds from the council. What is important to note is that guidance,

similar to the fund, may have institutional barriers to its implementation that are

dependent on the user groups and not the guidance itself.
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Guideline-Related Barriers- Guidelines not easy to useornot convenient.

As a barrier this would possibly be the least relevant in some respects. The guidance, as

established in Chapter Five, is generally easy to access and generally well produced. The

MfE's shift from printed documents to electronic storage and access (KI16), may form a

barrier to those unable without access to a internet connection, but it is comparable to the

situation where printed copies were available from a fixed source, for example a public

library, where mobility would they be the issue relating to access. This being said, poor

links on the website is still a problem. The lack of aesthetic appeal and the style of the

documents are probably of limited relevance as there was not mention from any Key

Informant.

User-Related Barriers- The inability to reconcile other preferences with guideline

recommendations.

The relationships between each party within the resource consent process seemed to be

positive. Most of the Key Informants spoke positively about the relationships they had in

relation to Iwi and vice versa, though nothing was mentioned specifically in relation to

the national guidance. On the whole, the messages in the national guidance were

consistent with the Key Informant comments on the local guidance, so there does not

seem to be a conflict there.

Environmental-Related Barriers- Adherence to practice guidelines "may require changes not

under usercontrol, suchas an increase in resources."

The Key Informants mentioned the processes they work within and the local, regional and

in-house guidance material that they use. These are all factors that would restrict the use

of national guidance, as they offer what appears to be a more preferable alternative.

Referring back to the mention of issues about generalised guidance (section 7.2.3), the

locally produced guidance appears to be a more focused form of guidance in the resource

consent process, and especially for taking into account Maori values and concerns. For

instance, a document produced by, or in conjunction with local Iwi or hapu would
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logically be more relevant to that locality, though unsuitable nationally, because as has

been argued, the best people to give guidance on Maori values and concerns are Maori

(KI2, KI15, (Stokes 1985). This locally produced guidance would logically be a better

option than a national generalisation as it could be more specific in its content without

alienating people from outside of the region, as it would not be applicable out side of the

region.

Another reason for the failure to take up national guidance relates to council or privately

produced guidance documents. These are the expected course of action and process

within the organisation, the more senior staff would expect the junior staff to adhere to

these guidelines and protocols, forming a barrier to use of any external guidance on a

given matter that offers a different process or course of action to the locally produced

ones.

7.6 Cabana's barriers and other issues

Through the adaptation (Cabana et al. 1999) work and drawing from the findings of this

research, it would appear there is no single reason or barrier to the lack of up-take of the

national guidance. What there appears to be is a diverse set of issues relating to Key

themes running through both use in practice, or lack of it and the guidance itself. It

appears that the main issues revolve around the relevance of the guidance material. As

identified, issues relating to the date of publishing, subject matter and target audience of

the documents, do significantly limit these guidance documents' perceived reliability.

None of these are the sole reason for the guidance apparently failing to influence practice,

but in combination to diminish the guidance materials' use.

Cabana et al.' s (1999) three major themes of Knowledge, attitudes and behaviour, all

directly relate to one another. Without knowledge, you cannot hope for a change in

attitude, and without the change in attitude there can be no change in behaviour.
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7.6.1 Knowledge

The Key Informants seemed aware that national guidance existed, admittedly though this

was generally a very casual knowledge, as there was little specific mention of guidance,

outside of its source. Key Informants and not unaware of the guidance, but do lack

familiarity with it (although as noted, the local guidance they do use is consistent with it).

7.6.2 Attitudes

There is no evidence of a lack of agreement apart from that some of the material is dated.

It appeared, through the often quick rebuke to answering anything about the guidance,

that the Key Informants felt that the national guidance did not relate to them and the

processes they work in. They did not however lack self-efficacy in that they seemed more

than happy to use the in-house guidance material and plans, this appeared to be linked to,

though not specifically referred to, the outcome expectations related to the statutory

nature of the planning process, and the need to ensure that appropriate inclusive

processes were followed.

7.6.3 Behaviour

For the guidance to change behaviour, Le. achieve its aim, then a number of issues would

have to be dealt with. As mentioned before, the level of professionalism and experience of

the Key Informants is likely to bear some relation to the use of guidance, as the guidance

is unlikely to change the behaviour of a practitioner who has been using one system or

process successfully for a number of years. However, if the guidance is to affect behaviour

then there would have to be the capacity and resources to allow for this change. Some of

the councils, businesses and certainly the Iwi representatives, all mentioned issues with

capacity and resources, (both with other groups and themselves), such as time and money

in implementing the guidance or even just simply being involved in the resource consent

process. There are some minor access issues but these are unlikely to be the reason for the

lack of uptake. It would appear that it is a combination of these three points and their

associated barriers that are causing the lack of uptake of the national guidance material.
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7.7 Alternatives to Documented guidance

The barriers identified above only relate to the national guidance material. As was

identified in Chapter Six, the Key Informants relied on other sources of guidance to aid

their role in the resource consent process and particularly in reference to Maori values and

concerns.

7.7.1 GIS

As noted in Chapter Six, there was a desire by the Key Informants to use GIS as a form of

guidance in their work and especially in relation to Maori values and concerns. This

desire and scale of use differed between the Key Informants and related to their roles

within the resource consent process. The Key Informants from within councils, be it

regional or district, all had access to GIS. What differed between them was the existence of

a "cultural layer" (KI5) providing information on Mari concerns. As mentioned (Chapter

Six, Section 6.5.1) KI6 suggested that their council's GIS system was "perfectly set up to

have cultural data on it" and further stated that it would be ideal for "moving a lot of

Maori cultural and spiritual information into the modern age". For the formation of this

'cultural layer' then the Iwi and hapu of the region or district would have to be willing to

record what essentially is an oral tradition and to place a certain amount of what can be

very sensitive information with council or whomever administers the GlS database. The

views from the Key Informants on the level of information required to be supplied,

differed greatly. As KI2 observed, "how much information does the council need to judge

something to be significant?" If the main job of the GIS and the cultural layer is to be a

trigger (KI2, KIll) as to when tangata whenua would become an affected party, and thus

be consulted, how much information on a site is needed? KI2 spoke of the levels of

information they supplied to council during their role in consultation. As an Iwi

representative, stated:

"the information we provide is sufficient, there is a whole host more we could

put in but I don't see the point, we use our discretion ... they don't need our

entire whakapapa"(KI2)
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The sentiment here is that the resource consent process only needs a certain amount of

information, relating to Iwi and hapu concerns, and so it is logical that the GIS cultural

layer would only need to contain 'enough' information to 'trigger' and thus initiate

consultation. There was a desire among the council Key Informants for more information

from Iwi and hapu on specific matters. This seems to stem both from professional practice

and personal interest. KI12 mentions that:

"With regard to elements like waahi tapu, I see benefits with staff being

provided with documents. We are both singing from the same song sheet and I

think Iwi should be more open about the land. I personally would like to know,

I think it would be pretty cool, I think it would be quite good to have a bit more

disclosure." (KI12)

And he goes on to justify this stance further by suggesting that:

"If people get told why, [there is a need to consult Iwi over a specific issue] it

might produce more trust and acceptance. If they have buy-in [land owner]

then everyone will be better off". (KI12)

KI la's view is that "the more people know about the sites, the more the community be it

Maori or Pakeha will want to preserve that history". But as KI14 replied when asked

along similar lines, "there has to be a certain degree of trust" between council and Iwi or

hapu before any form of information exchange can take place.

The Key Informants who were interviewed from consultants seemed to want the GIS

systems to supply certain information for their use in the resource consent process,

consultation, and more importantly in the site analysis of the application. KI7 for example

stated that "it is a lot easier for us to understand the position when you have

information". In relation to consulting with Maori, KI8 stated that "we just need to know

that there is something there" referring to cultural information and the site analysis. The

Iwi representative Key Informants' focus was on preserving cultural information but at
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the same time holding authority over the information supplied. As KI2 put it "we get

control over the extent of the information we will convey".

Overall, GIS and its associated cultural layer was positively referred to as a desired form

of guidance, but each Key Informant had or wanted something slightly different from

GIS. Whether or not it can provide this level of guidance and whether the issues relating

to the information contained can be resolved, is another matter. This issue of trust and

exchange of information between Iwi and council is not one that is covered by this

research, but is one that is intrinsically linked to resource management in New Zealand,

both historically and at present.

7.7.2 Training

Although not the primary focus of this research, training on Maori issues was positively

spoken about by the Key Informants, as another form of guidance for their roles within

the resource consent process. It would appear that each council offered differing ranges of

courses and that these were both produced in-house and by external bodies. It is logical to

presume that the best people to produce this training on Maori related matters would be

the local Iwi and hapu themselves, as these will be the people to whom the

guidance/training would eventually relate.

Issues relating to the training revolve around it being generally a one-off piece of

guidance, (KIlO) which means that over time the content may well be lost or negated, and

that to attend training or a taught course a certain amount of resources and time has to be

set aside, which may well exclude certain people and groups due to capacity and resource

issues. One of the major strengths of training and taught guidance is that compared to the

guidance documents, it is flexible i.e. it can adapt to changes in practice and process and

the content can be also changed to suit the user group, thus making it continually relevant

to the subject matter and to the target audience, bypassing the issues discussed earlier

with the guidance documents.
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The two Iwi representatives (KI2, KI15) both commented that their personal source of

guidance of knowledge stemmed from their interactions with Iwi, hapu and the teachings

and guidance provided by their Kaumatua. Kaumatua were also referred to by KIlO as a

source of guidance on cultural sensitivity within council and KI4 referred to using them to

help initiate consultation with local Iwi and hapu for the production of a regional plan.

7.7.3 Relationships

Though not in a true sense a form of guidance in itself, relationships were frequently

referred to and by implication may be a reason for the lack of uptake of the guidance

material. With certain Key Informants there was an instant dismissal of any talk about the

guidance material, instead opting to focus on the relationships they had built with Iwi

and hapu such as KI6: flit is important to remember that it is all about relationships, it

does not matter about documents", and KI8 stated "we work with the hapu groups in the

region, building relationships, we don't fall back on any guidance... we just front up and

talk to them early". Throughout the case study areas, there were differing approaches to

engaging with Iwi and hapu, but all had a mixture of formality and personal

relationships, as was certainly the case in a number of the areas. In one area a Key

Informant mentioned how their son plays football with the Iwi representative's son, and

their relationship through that, and another Key Informant asked the interviewer to relate

a greeting to another Iwi representative and went on to mention how they needed to

'catch up'. So the more personal relationships appear to run alongside the formal

procedures of the resource consent process and act more as form of communication than a

source of guidance in their own right. As KI8 put it, flit can be as simple as stopping in for

a cup tea at their [Iwi] offices". By having strong relationships like this, the need for

national guidance is mostly negated.

As talked about in Chapter Six, there seemed to be a general trend for councils to use

specific'go-betweens', such as Maori policy officers, to facilitate consultation, and council

Iwi/hapu dealings, at least initially within the process. There were no negative comments

made specifically in relation to these sections of council, though there was regret that this
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led to a move from kanohi kite kanohi, face to face to a more distance and less personal

approach.

7.8 Conclusion

In evaluating the usage and content of the guidance material in this chapter, there appears

to be little wrong with the content of the guidance material identified in Chapter Five,

apart from the fact that it appears to be grossly out of date, thus diminishing its worth.

The national guidance is simply not used, but in its place locally produced documents,

personal relationships and experience fill the void in the need for guidance. The next

chapter will conclude with the findings of this research, answer the researches aims and

objectives, and make recommendations based the researches findings.
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8.1 Introduction

This thesis has attempted to ascertain whether the current guidance documentation

allows for due consideration of Maori values and concerns within the resource consent

process. The objectives associated with the research question have been addressed to by

the relevant chapters, but a synthesis of the content of these chapters and the conclusions

drawn in light of the findings, will address the aim of this research:

Does the current national formal guidance allow for consideration of Miiori

values and concerns within the resource consentprocess?

The research aim has been explored through a number of means. These include: a review

of the theoretical underpinnings of guidance in relation to communication, consultation,

participation, eo-management, and the foundations of the guidance itself. A further

review of the current national guidance documentation in relation to Maori values and

concerns within the resource consent process, and interviews in three case study areas

will also be included. A combination of these two reviews, (Chapter Two and Chapter

Five) and the case studies (Chapter Six) were combined to evaluate the usage and the

content of the guidance documentation and identify barriers to its use, and other sources.

Each of the chapters has addressed one or part of the research objectives stated in Chapter

One
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Objective 1. To review the theoretical underpinnings ofguidance in relation to

communication, consultation, participation, eo-management, and the

foundations ofthe guidance itself.

In Chapter Two, communicative and democratic theories were explored, to establish the

ideals of communication within decision-making. Further on, participation theory was

examined. These were later used to help frame the review of the guidance documents in

Chapter Five. Cc-management and indigenous planning were reviewed to establish the

reasons and the importance of the incorporation of indigenous communities, and the

possible range of situations and models for this incorporation in decision-making.

A second literature review was performed to establish the current trends and thoughts

relating to the guidance itself. As there was little research on guidance as it relates to

planning, sources were drawn from other fields primarily from the medical field and

policy theory, to give structure to the understanding of the uptake of guidance material

dealt with in the research. After reviewing both sets of literature, key points from each

were used in later sections to evaluate the findings and the guidance in answering the

research question.

Though not directly related to any of the research objectives, Chapter Three described

both the context from which the guidance is produced and to which it gives effect, as well

as the possible issues the content of the guidance material may have to deal with. The

conclusion of this chapter was that there is a broad range of possibilities and issues that

may arise and thus guidance material is needed to aid their incorporation in the resource

consent process.

Objective 2. To review the current national guidance documentation in relation

to Milori values and concerns within the resource consentprocess

Dealt with in Chapter Five, the guidance material was reviewed, both its literal nature

and its content. The content was examined using the findings of Chapter Two to access

how the selected guidance met with the minimum requirements drawn from the literature
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and the other sources of best practice. In answer to this objective, the guidance was found

to fit the criteria for content from Chapter Two, but had certain issues relating to its literal

nature, such as age/date of publication, subject and target audience.

Objective 3. Establish the use ofguidance documentation in practice

Chapter Six, drawing from the Key Informant interviews dealt with this objective. It was

quite quickly established that the guidance had significantly limited use in practice, and

that other sources of guidance were given greater preference by the Key Informants,

primarily more local sources of guidance. These issues were discussed at length in

Chapter Seven.

Objective 4. Evaluate the usage and the content ofthe guidance documentation

and suggestpossible improvements and highlight successes.

Combining the findings from Chapters Two, Five and Six, the guidance was evaluated in

Chapter Seven with a particular focus on Cabana et al's framework. The limitations

discovered in Chapter Six in relation to the significant issues gap, surrounded the lack of

use within practice of the relevant guidance material.

Overall, these findings answer the research aim "Does the current national formal

guidance allow for consideration of Maori values and concerns within the resource

consent process?" The content of the guidance reviewed does allow consideration of

Maori values and concerns, though is limited to a generic level of guidance. However,

when relating this to the findings of the case studies the content is largely inconsequential,

as the relevant guidance is not used to any great degree by the Key Informants.

Why this situation might have arisen was discussed in Chapter Seven, and it was

concluded that there are a number of barriers relating to use of the guidance, including

the guidance's relevance to local practice, and the personal barriers of the users

themselves, related to limited awareness of the guidance material, and the issue of

relevance where by the experience of the Key Informants and other sources of guidance

fill the role of the national guidance.
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8.2 Recommendations

This research has been carried out as part of a wider research project on incorporating

Maori values and concerns into the RMA processes, They are planning on producing

guidance in relation to giving due consideration to Maori values and concerns within the

resource consent process, and thus wanted to know what guidance was already in

circulation and the extent of its use. With this in mind, the recommendations will be

formed in two separate sections. First will be recommendations relating to the existing

guidance material and a second set of recommendations in relation to new guidance

material.

8.3 Recommendations regarding the existing guidance material.

As there is no one reason or barrier for the lack of uptake of the existing national guidance

identified by this research, thus no one method or recommendation will cause the

guidance material to become effective and used. A combination of these

recommendations may assist if national guidance is still seen as important and relevant.

8.3.1 Recommendation 1

The administrators of the MfE and quality planning websites should review the current

guidance, and in doing so:

~ update theguidance as needed,

One of the few specific issues raised by the Key Informants relating to the guidance was

that a number of the documents were out-of-date and that they had not been updated for

a considerable amount of time. There needs to be a way to show that a document is up to

date, possibly a yearly review, not to change the document but to show that it is still

relevant.
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>- combine the guidance material into a single document per topic area (e.g.; consultation;

case law; agreements) orchoose onesingle definitive document

From the 19 guidance documents reviewed, nine of them were on the subject of

consultation with Iwi. This could lead to confusion as to which one is the recommended

best practice document. If this is the case, either combine the documents into one single

definitive guide or choose one out of the nine and remove the rest.

>- terminate or remove any out-of-date material

As was established in Chapter Five, a considerable amount of the guidance material could

be classed as out-of-date. A review should be conducted to ascertain which documents are

still relevant and those that are deemed out-of-date or no longer relevant to practice

should be terminated or at least placed somewhere where they can no longer be confused

with the relevant guidance.

This recommendation should remove some of the issues around the literal content of the

guidance material.

By following this recommendation hopefully the existing guidance material can be

formed into a much more concise resource for use within the resource consent process.

8.4 Recommendations for New Guidance

8.4.1 Recommendation 2

Design guidance for a known target audience, bothwho will use theguidance andat what level of

expertise it is aimed at:

The findings show that the national guidance was often too general in its approach to be

useful to its target users. There is a fine line in getting the level of information correct, as

nationally the users vary. From the review of the guidance in Chapter Five, the national

guidance should not be afraid to be more specific in its target audience and issues dealt
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with, as this may prove them more useful in practice. Ensure that the format and style of

the guidance is both readable and attractive.

8.4.2 Recommendation 3

Follow up theguidance material afterpublication

This research has established that the guidance material is little used, even it would seem

the more recent material produced and endorsed by the MfE. National policy is reviewed

in its effectiveness at achieving its aims, and the same respects so should the guidance

material. There needs to be a mechanism for gauging the extent of use and reaction to the

guidance material after use. Without any review of the guidance, there is no way for the

guidance to improve, in quality or uptake.

(Through the course of this research it was established that there is about to be a review of

the guidance material in relation to the current proposed amendments to the RMA, and

that there will be some upgrades to the websites, allowing the number of people accessing

the guidance documents to be known, thus allowing any inactive documents to be

removed.)

8.4.3 Recommendation 4

Think nationally, actlocally

The guidance produced by the MfE is aimed for use nationally, but what was

demonstrated by this research is that the regional and local guidance is a more common

source of effective direction. If an issue arises that is deemed important enough for the

MfE to produce guidance relating to it, then perhaps the focus should be on regionally

produced guidance. For example, if MfE decides to put out a new guidance document on

Consultation with lwi. Previously this would have been a general document that attempts

to work at a national level. Perhaps the focus should shift to the MfE producing a

framework, to be given to regional and local councils, along with the resources, to
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produce their own guidance document, which is locally specific but adheres to a national

framework making it consistent with modem policy and practice.

8.4.4 Recommendation 5

Promote theguidance

After the production of the guidance material, people need to be made aware of it. The

guidance was produced for a reason, there needs to be a demonstration of its relevance.

This could involve running training courses associated with the guidance, as this seemed

to be well regarded by the Key Informants.

8.5 Other Matters

8.5.1 GIS

From the findings this is a resource and a form of guidance that is already used

extensively. There is a desire to add a cultural layer to these systems, to give a certain

level of assurity. Some council's already have a cultural aspect to their GIS, and some

Maori groups have produced their own. It might be worth investigating national support

for the development of cultural GIS, both so it can be used to a degree in resource

management, but also so that this cultural information is saved and preserved for future

generations. An idealistic goal and one fraught with problems, but it would become and

amazing resource.

8.5.2 FutureResearch

This research is focused on one small section of the guidance material which the MfE has

or does release. If the guidance relating to Maori values and concerns is not used, it is

plausible that the material produced on other subjects is not used either. If there is further

research into the use of other guidance materials, it would be informative. A more

qualitative approach to the research could be taken using questionnaires and user

statistics from the websites (once this has been set up). The aim could be the efficiency of
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the guidance to focus resources where they are needed most and in ways that will be most

effective.

8.5.3 Research limitations

A number of situations limited the scope of these findings. In each case study area the Key

Informants were invited from all the users groups involved in the resource consent

process, applicants, regional and district planners, Iwi and hearing commissioners. The

research was limited because it was decided to keep these Key Informants at a relatively

high level, Le. instead of talking directly to applicants; instead planning consultants who

would form resource consent on behalf of an applicant were interviewed. Similarly with

Iwi, it was decided to deal with Iwi organisations that had dealings with the resource

consent process rather than individual Maori, as it was presumed that they would have

more experience in dealing with matters related to this research. Selecting these levels of

experience to deal with may have excluded groups of people for whom the guidance is

relevant. None of the Key Informants implied this, but it is worth noting.

Also within each case study, due to time restrictions and failure in communication, it was

not possible to access certain Key Informants. In one area the district council declined to

be interviewed, in another no planning consultants were willing to be interviewed, citing

that they felt that the line of research was not relevant to them. In one case study area, it

was not possible to engage with anyone from the local Iwi, even though the guidance on

whom to contact, produced by the local council was followed to the letter. These 'missed'

Key Informants may well have brought much relevant information to this research, but

from the general trends discovered, perhaps it would have made little difference. Also

only one hearing commissioner was willing to be interviewed for this research, though as

the research progressed and the finding came to light this became less relevant to the final

outcome.
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The final limitation revolves around a presumption of the research. It was presumed that

the guidance material was used in practice, at least to a greater degree than was

established. This led the research up to Chapter Five to focus on the use of guidance. If the

lack of use had been known in advance, the research would have been designed

differently, possibly to contrast local and national guideline approaches.

Even with these limitations, it is this researcher's view that this research is a fair study

into the national guidance in relation to Maori values and concerns and the resource

consent process. It has demonstrated that there is no unwillingness to incorporate Maori

values and concerns into the resource consent process, but there is an unwillingness to

use the national guidance documents.

It is hoped that this research will contribute to the literature both in relation to indigenous

issues and in relation to guidance itself and that in the future the accessible and relevant

guidance will be produced that is be helpful in the resource consent process, no matter

what the subject.
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9.0 APPENDIX A

Question topic areas:

1. Describe your role as it relates to the resource consent process.

2. What formal national guidance documents (guidelines, policies etc - national or local)
are you aware of relating to taking Maori values and concepts into account in
processing resource consents?

i. What extent do you use them yourself

11. What specific guidance do you use? refer to reviewed guidance

3. To what extent was this part ofyour training as a resource management practitioner?

4. What steps would you take, as part ofyour role, to become aware of Maori issues
relating to notified resource consent, and to take these into consideration in the
decision-making process?

5. Can you describe any issues or problems that you've encountered? What's gone
wrong?

6. Can you describe any success stories? What's gone right?

7. Thinking about the four main stages ofprocessing a notified resource consent, what
do you think could improve consideration of Maori values (including whether
improved guidance/training would help):

1. Application preparation

11. In-house processing (within councils)

111. Hearings

iv. Decisions and conditions ofconsent

8. Anything else you would care to add on this subject?



In the event that the line of questioningdoes develop in such a way that you feel hesitantor
uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular guestion(s)
and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to
yourself of any kind.

Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any
disadvantage to yourself ofany kind.

What Data or Information will be collected and What Use will be Made of it?
Data collected will include your involvement within the resource process, you experience
with relevant policy documents and other the accessible written documentation, barriers issues
and successes within your experience,best practiceelements from your own experienceand any
other issuesidentified from current literature on the subject.

The results ofthe project may be published and will be available in the University ofOtago
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your
anonymity.

You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish.
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned below
will be able to gain access to it. At the end of the project any personal information will be
destroyed immediately except that, as required by the University's research policy, any raw
data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for five
years, after which it will be destroyed.
Reasonable precautions will be taken to protect and destroy data gathered by email.
However, the security of electronically transmitted information cannot be guaranteed.
Caution is advised in the electronic transmission of sensitive material.

Dr Janet Stephenson
Senior Research Fellow

CSAFE, 21 Montgomery Ave
University ofOtago
Tel: 03 479 8779
janet.stephenson@otago.ac.nz

Or

What if Participants have any Questions?
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to
contact either.-
Christopher Hancock
Master of Planning Candidate
Department of Geography
University ofOtago
University Telephone (03)479 4218
Hanch862@student.otago.ac.nz
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Effective Guidance-Effective use of Maori values in Resource Consents

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All my
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request further
information at any stage.
I know that.-
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;

2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3. the data Dictaphone recordings and any notes will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project
but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage
for five years, after which it will be destroyed;

4. This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature ofthe questions
which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on the way in
which the interview develops and that in the event that the line ofquestioning does develop in
such a way that you feel hesitant or uncomfortable you are reminded ofyour right to decline to
answer any particular question(s) and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage
without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind.

5. I will not have to feel discomfort or undertake risks as part of participating in this research

6. I will receive no remuneration or compensation for any of the participation in this research

7. The results of the project may be published and available in the University of Otago Library
(Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity.

I agree to take part in this project.

(Signature of participant) (Date)
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11.0 APPENDIX C

Document Analysis Work sheet

GUIDANCE FEATURES

Title of Guidance

Date of Guidance Published

Source of Guidance

Background of Author (if
known)

Type of Guidance

Guidance subject, topic or issue

Target of Guidance

Guidance Aims/Objectives

CONTENT

Description of the Material

Strengths

Weaknesses

How clearly is the information
presented?

Ease of access

Conclusion

Overall thoughts
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